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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study w as to explore how Texas high schools
responded to a state law which: (a) established that schools m ust im plem ent
site based m anagem ent (SBM), an d (b) outlined specific param eters un der
w hich the SBM program w as to be constructed. This study was conducted
using a four phase m ethodology th at included both quantitative and
qualitative techniques w ith a sam ple of 19 ru ral, suburban, and urban high
schools.
Phase One involved exam ining district level support and
individualization of the SBM program . Phase Two explored school level
SBM program structure to determ ine the consistency betw een m andated
SBM elem ents and the school level program . Phase Three exam ined
teachers' perceptions of school an d personal responsibility for decision
m aking and teachers' perceptions regarding th e im plem entation of
m andatory SBM elem ents. Phase Four utilized teacher interview s, school
observations, and data collected in the previous three phases of the study, to
construct narrative case studies profiling tw o schools from each com m unity
type.
Principals in ru ral schools reported little alignm ent w ith required
SBM structure, preferring m ore inform al m ethods; however, teachers in
ru ral schools reported high levels of school an d personal decision m aking
responsibility. A lthough lacking com pliance w ith m andated program
xii
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structure, ru ral schools appeared to be com pliant w ith the intent of the law .
U rban schools had strong alignm ent w ith required SBM program structure,
bu t urban teachers reported the low est levels of school and personal decision
m aking responsibility. Thus, w hile com pliant w ith m andated program
structure, they w ere not com pliant w ith the desired outcomes of the law.
Suburban schools had both the required SBM program structure and high
teacher perceptions of decision m aking responsibility.
The findings of this study indicate that com m unity type appears to
w ield the strongest influence on SBM program structure an d teacher
perceptions regarding personal and school decision m aking responsibility.
There d id not appear to be a direct relationship betw een a high degree of
alignm ent w ith m andated elements of SBM program structure w ith high
teacher perceptions of decision m aking involvem ent. In addition, many
schools engaged in creative non-compliance w ith the law by utilizing
alternative decision making vehicles for which teachers w ere not elected and
there w as no com m unity or parent representation.

xiii
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CHAPTER ONE:
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this study was to ascertain how Texas high schools
responded to a state law which: (a) established that schools m ust im plem ent
site based m anagem ent (SBM), and (b) outlined specific param eters under
which the SBM program was to be constructed. The objectives of this study
were to:
1. Identify level of individual district support for SBM program
im p lem en tatio n .
2. Identify the level of consistency betw een the m andatory elem ents
of the law an d the program in place at the school level.
3. Examine th e perceptions of faculty m em bers as to the level of
school and personal responsibility for optional and m andatory SBM
program elem ents.
4. Explore, through case study analysis, how internal school processes
facilitate or h in d er SBM program im plem entation.
The following sections of this chapter provide a brief background of
the literature pertinent to the discussion of the research problem , a review of
the research questions which guided this study, an exam ination of both the
im portance and the lim itations of the study, and a sum m ary of the contents
of succeeding chapters.

1
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Background
Three Eras of School Reform
Since the late 1970s, the U nited States has endured three m ain eras of
school reform. The first era began in the early 1980s, and w as prim arily in
response to a series of governm ent and private foundations reports, the
m ost influential being A Nation at Risk (1983), which blam ed low student
academic perform ance on instructional techniques and the quality of
teachers (Conley, 1993; Furhm an, Firestone, Kirst, 1989; Chance 1988). The
second era occurred in the late 1980s, and was motivated by a lack of
responsiveness at the school level to the reforms initiated during the first
era. The reform s initiated in this period focused on em pow ering teachers
and on initiatives w ith a "bottom -up" orientation (Chapm an, Boyd, Lander,
Reynolds, 1996; Conley, 1993; M urphy, 1990).
The third era of school reform began in the 1990s, and is generally
referred to as the school restructuring movement. The em phasis du rin g this
era is on the reconceptualization of school reform, w ith the realization that
substantive school reform is complex and changes all parts of the system of
schooling (Chapm an et al, 19%; Conley, 1993; Elmore, 1993). A m ajor focus
of initiatives during this era have been "systemic" in nature, in that they
attem pt to combine top-dow n and bottom -up effects at the federal, state, and
local levels to change m ultiple parts of the educational system at the sam e
time (M urphy, 1990).
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School D ecentralization and SBM
School decentralization is the rem oval of external constraints w ithin a
school so that decision making is no longer singularly lodged in
adm inistrative hands (Bimber, 1994). The m ost com m only im plem ented
type of school decentralization is SBM. The ideas underlying SBM can be
traced to the research on effective schools and the findings th at w ell
functioning schools have staffs th at sure consciously assessing their school's
needs an d developing coherent plans to address those needs (Purkey &
Smith, 1983). Four them es seem to be m ost commonly associated w ith SBM:
• The school is the basic u n it of im provem ent
• A uthority , autonomy, and accountability are decentralized.
• Decision m aking should involve a w ide variety o f individual
school constituents.
•A team or site council is the core of school site governance.
(Burnham & H ord, 1994; C onrad, 1995; D avid, 1995/96; O dden,
W ohlstetter, & O dden, 1995).
There is a grow ing body of evidence suggesting th at w hile SBM may result in
some m inor changes in the way in w hich a school is run, very little im pact is
m ade o n the academ ic culture of schools or on im proving instruction
Qohnson & Pajares, 1996; Wagstaff, 1995; Tettem ick, 1994; Full an & Miles,
1992; C lune & W hite, 1987).
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4
Two Phases of State Level E ducational Reform
A m ajor influence on the expanded role of state governm ents in
education has been th eir increased involvem ent in school funding, w hich
has shifted from a local orientation to th at of the state in order to prom ote
equity (Conley & G oldm an, 1997; O dden & W ohlstetter, 1992). As states
increasingly faced school funding inequity litigation the 1980s and 90s,
rem edies have usually included centralizing school funding. A s funding
authority and responsibility have shifted to the state level, influence and
control over instructional program s, school governance, and stu d en t
achievem ent have shifted as w ell (Conley, 1993).
The last fifteen years have seen tw o m ain phases of state level
educational reform . The first phase falls w ithin the previously discussed
first era of school reform , in w hich state governm ents reacted aggressively
to the N ational Com m ittee on Excellence in Education's report, A Nation at
R isk (1983). A ctivities undertaken during the first phase focused on setting
standards and establishing accountability mechanisms, most of w hich w ere
im plem ented in a fragm ented fashion; the second phase em phasized the
need for system ic change, based on the idea that reform from the top w ill
result in changes at the school level (Fossey, 1998; Goldman &Conley, 1997;
Lusi, 1997).
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5
Texas and Senate Bill 1
In 1995, Texas passed the Ratliff-Sadler A ct or Senate Bill 1, w hich
rescinded all previous education code in the state and form s the structure of
public education in Texas until the year 2041 (Senate Education Committee,
1995). The law was the joint effort of Senators Ratliff and Sadler who
established th at the overriding focus of the new code w as to give local
school districts more control over their actions (W alt, 1995). In addition to
m any new program s, Senate Bill 1 established that every school m ust
establish SBM committees.
The law specifically outlines that the SBM com m ittee at each school
m ust consist of elected teacher members, as w ell as parents and com munity
m em bers. The law also m andates that the principal will w ork w ith the
cam pus decision m aking team to develop the cam pus im provem ent plan.
Each cam pus im provem ent plan must:
• assess the academic achievem ent of all students;
• set campus perform ance objectives;
• determ ine resources to im plem ent the plan;
• identify the staff needed to im plem ent the plan; and,
• m easure progress tow ard the goals. (Senate Bill 1, § 11.253)
In addition, the duties of the cam pus committees, as outlined by the law , are
"to be involved in decisions in th e areas of planning, budgeting, curriculum ,
staffing patterns, staff developm ent, and school organization" (ibid).
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6
Context V ariables
The grow th of contextually sensitive research is becom ing more
im portant w ith regard to exam ining how schools adapt and filter change in
their local environm ent. A ccording to W itte and W alsh (1990), there tends
to be a significant variation betw een the respective experiences of principals,
teachers, and stu dent w ithin urban, suburban, and rural schools.
In general, rural schools tend to have less access to resources (Teddlie,
1994); urban schools typically lack the m echanism s to procure resources
(Teddlie & Stringfield, 1993); and, suburban schools tend to have adequate
resources and m ore sophisticated m ethods to procure them (Teddlie &
Stringfield, 1993). Both suburban and rural schools are characterized by
com m unity and parental involvem ent, w hile urban schools m ust often try
to negate less positive com m unity influences (Zheng, 1996).
Research Q uestions
This study employed four phases to answ er the broad question: How
do Texas high schools im plem ent a state required SBM program ? Due to the
exploratory nature of this study, a mixed m odel design, using both
quantitative and qualitative approaches, w as em ployed. The following
research questions were designed to guide the research process for each phase
of the study.
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7
Phase One: Research Q uestions
1. To w hat extent has the local school district supported the
im plem entation of SBM?
a. D o the district guidelines for SBM im plem entation go
beyond those established in the law?
b. H as the district sought to individualize the im plem entation
of the SBM program (e.g., applied for a w aiver for any reason)?
The first phase looked at district level su pp ort for SBM
im plem entation. This phase involved: (1) seeking perm ission from school
districts to conduct the study, (2) obtaining copies of w hatever district
guidelines and sup port were m ade available to schools to aid local
im plem entation, and (3) analyzing the district im plem entation docum ents
to identify the types of district support that exist to aid local program
im plem entation.
Phase Two: Research Questions
2. W hat is the degree of continuity betw een the elem ents of SBM
required by Senate Bill 1 and the program in place at the school level?
a. H ow does the description of the school level com m ittee by
the principal correspond w ith the elem ents of SBM required by
the law?
b. H ow does the principal perceive the impact o f SBM?
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c. Does the school have any alternative vehicles for including
teachers in decision m aking, in ad dition to the required SBM
com m ittee?
d. Does the m em bership on the SBM com mittee satisfy the
requirem ents of the law (i.e., teachers, parent, com m unity/
business members)?
e. Who w rote the cam pus plan?
The second phase of the study exam ined SBM program structure at
the school level, and involved interview ing the principal at each selected
school. The purpose of the interview s was to determ ine the level of
consistency between the SBM elem ents required by law and the structures in
place at the school level.
Phase Three: Research Questions
3.

H ow do teachers perceive the school's responsibility and their

personal responsibility w ith regard to required and optional elem ents of
SBM (as established by TEA guidelines for SBM im plem entation)? H ow do
teachers perceive the level of responsibility of th eir school's SBM com m ittee
w ith regard to the required elements of SBM, as outlined by the law?
a. To w hat degree does com m unity type affect the perceptions
of teachers?
b. To w hat degree does SBM com m ittee m em bership effect the
perceptions of teachers?
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c. To w hat extent does the interaction of urbanicity and SBM
com m ittee m em bership affect the perceptions of teachers?
The th ird phase of the study em ployed a survey adm inistered to
teachers at each school. The survey collected inform ation regarding teacher
perceptions as to school responsibility and personal involvem ent for
optional SBM elem ents, teacher perceptions regarding m andatory elements
of SBM, as w ell as school and dem ographic inform ation.
Phase Four: Research Q uestions
4.

H ow do internal school processes facilitate or hinder the successful

im plem entation of SBM?
a. How d o teachers perceive the focus of their schools' SBM
com m ittee?
b. How do teachers perceive the im pact of their schools' SBM
com m ittee?
c. Are the perceptions of the teachers and principal sim ilar w ith
regard to the focus and im pact of the school's SBM
com m ittee?
d. W hat structures (form al and inform al) are in place at the
school level to foster the SBM program ?
The final phase of the study em ployed quantitative and qualitative
m ethods to explore how schools choose to im plem ent SBM. Teacher
interview s, school observations, as w ell as the data collected in the previous
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three phases of the study, w ere used to triangulate the d ata in the
construction of narrative case studies.
Im portance of th e S tudy
The im portance of this study w as tw ofold. State level school reform
in the form of broad change initiatives are becom ing increasing p op ular
across the U nited States. By investigating how schools in one state have
interpreted a systemic change initiative, specifically a state m andated SBM
program , the results of this study should contribute to the grow ing body of
know ledge as to how schools construe and im plem ent reform .
Secondly, the findings of this study should be useful to policy makers
in term s of focusing on how the constituencies of schools in different
com m unity types react to systemic reform . In the categorization of schools
into com m unity types, the results of the study can by analyzed according to
u rb an /su b u rb an /ru ral classification. By exam ining how the schools in
different com m unity types adapted the SBM program in their local context,
the im portance of sensitivity to school context effects is evident.
Lim itations of the Study
Considering the lim ited know ledge available on the topic u n d er
scrutiny, it w as appropriate to utilize the selected research approaches in
order to provide a foundation for research in this area. However, the scope
of this study w as lim ited to high schools. By confining the sample to high
schools, com parisons to elem entary o r m iddle schools is not possible. This
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lim itation in scope also lim its the generalizability o f the findings to schools
w ith other grade level configurations.
In addition, the purpose of th is study was to exam ine the
im plem entation of a state level policy and its interpretation at the school
level. T he SBM m andate in Texas w as chosen as the focus w ith w hich to
fram e th e research questions. As such, it w as beyond the lim itations of this
study to evaluate w hether SBM is a positive or negative reform activity for
schools.
S um m ary
T his chapter provided an overview of this study and the activities that
w ere em ployed to answ er the research questions. The follow ing chapters
outline the details of the study. C hapter Two provides a review of the
literature pertinent to the study, focusing on the past tw enty years of school
reform in the U nited States, current research and perspectives on the school
decentralization m ovem ent, a review of SBM im plem entation, and an
overview of the im portance of context variables in educational research.
C hapter Three focuses on a review of state m andated school reform , and an
in-depth historical perspective of state level school reform in Texas, w ith an
em phasis on Senate Bill 1.
C hapter Four provides an explanation of the m ethodology em ployed
in this study. C hapter Five presents the quantitative and qualitative results
from Phases One, Two, and Three. C hapter Six presents the results from
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Phase Four in the form of three narrative case studies, which profile the
m anner of SBM im plem entation in six Texas high schools. C hapter Seven
review s the results of all four phases of the study, examines the theoretical
and analytical im plications of the stu d y , and discusses recom mendations for
further research.
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CHAPTER TWO:
LITERATURE REVIEW

This review of the literature discusses research pertinent to the study
in three major areas: educational reform, the school decentralization
movement, and the im plem entation of educational policy. The chapter
begins w ith a historical perspective of the last tw enty years of school reform
in the U nited States, and the different focus present in each phase. The
second major section discusses the literature related to the school
decentralization m ovem ent and site based m anagem ent (SBM), including a
discussion of SBM program structure, necessary facilitating structures, and
common hindrances to SBM success. The final section of this chapter
addresses the subject of policy im plem entation, school level reaction to
reform and change, and concludes w ith a look a t the influence of context
variables on the im plem entation of policy, m ost notably, constituency
involvem ent and com m unity type.
The T hree Eras of Late Tw entieth C entury School Reform
School change and reform efforts during the m iddle of the tw entieth
century was prim arily spurred by catalysts from outside of the educational
com munity. The launching of Sputnik in the 1950s put the United States
into a com petitive education frenzy w ith our overseas counterparts. This
was followed by a mostly legally driven reform era during the 1960s and

13
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1970s in response to the Civil Rights movement and the ensuing litigation.
However, school reform in the United States since the 1980s has been
primarily led by dissatisfaction w ith the status quo in American schools, and
driven by the attem pt to improve educational outcomes.
The First Era: 1983-1986
The first era of educational reform is commonly thought to have
arisen from the highly influential report A Nation at Risk (1983), published
by the National Commission on Excellence in Education. In essence, the
report urged that the United States would loose its competitive status in the
global marketplace unless schools increased educational rigor, raised
standards for teachers and students, and extended the school year
(Chapman, Boyd, Lander, Reynolds, 1996). During the m iddle of the 1980s
states reacted in knee jerk fashion to this and similar reports to rem edy
their school systems with the creation of task forces, legislative initiatives,
and increased school funding (Furhman, Firestone, Kirst, 1989; Chance
1988). However, the majority of action taken during this period focused on
merely tinkering w ith existing educational structures (Darling-Ham m ond &
Berry, 1988).
The Second Era: 1986-1990
The second period of school reform occurred at the end of the 1980s,
in response to lack of immediate improvement seen in those reforms put in
place just a few years earlier. As a result of the lack of success of the top-
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dow n reforms of the first era, this stage was exemplified by a more grass
roots, bottom-up approach to educational reform (Chapman et al, 1996).
Reforms that were proposed during this time focused m ore on school
culture, teacher and student empowerment, and decentralization, but were
still prim arily focused on the surface level w ith regard to school level
changes (Bell, 1993).
The T hird Era: 1990 - Present
The third era of school reform began in 1990, with the creation of the
National Education Goals. In a departure from the historic state and local
control of education, six national goals to be reached by the year 2000 were
agreed upon (Chapman, et al, 19%). This signalled a new approach to school
change, acknowledging its systemic nature, by focusing on combining topdown and bottom-up effects at the federal, state, and local levels to change
multiple parts of the educational system at the same time (Murphy, 1990).
The types of reforms that come out of this era are commonly referred to as
school restructuring, which implies a fundamental change in the rules,
roles, relationships, and results between schools, communities, and local
and state administrators (Corbett, 1990).
While an essential component of school restructuring has been the
role of the federal an d state governments to lessen the effect of laws and
policies which impinge upon local flexibility (Smith & O D ay , 1993),
individual states have also increased academic standards as well as local and
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district accountability. The last decade has seen states grow increasingly
willing to exert their constitutional pow er over public educational systems.
This has signalled a "shift in the locus of educational policy-making from
the federal and local governments to the state" (Ravitch, 1990, p. 48). In the
last five years several states, such as Oregon, Texas, Kentucky, and New
York, have used legislative mandates to modify their educational policies
and practices for school change and reform. A further discussion of state
mandates, w ith specific reference to recent education reforms in Texas, can
be found in the following chapter.
The School D ecentralization Movement
A lthough the concept of school decentralization has fallen and risen
in popularity over the last several decades, through the late 1980s to the
present decentralization has remained at the forefront of the school
restructuring agenda. The Carnegie Foundation's Turning Points (1989),
called for school systems "based on bureaucratic authority to be replaced by
schools in which authority is grounded in the professional roles of
teachers." According to Bimber (1994), "meaningful school decentralization
is the removing of external constraints on schools and the enabling of
school staff to make decisions about instructional matters" (p. 3). The most
commonly implemented form of school decentralization is SBM.
SBM at its most universal is the decentralization of a school district's
authority to make key decisions (Brown, 1991,11). The underlying
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assumption of the majority of SBM proposals across the country is that
individual schools often know best concerning the instructional needs of
the children attending the school (Odden, Wohlstetter, & Odden 1995;
Robertson, Wohlstetter, & Morhman, 1995; H annaway, 1993). Thus, by
implementing a SBM program, individual schools are given the autonomy
to develop programs and curricula, as well as make budget decisions, in
ways that are most effective in dealing with the unique contexts of their
individual schools.
While SBM has commanded considerable public attention, it has not
received the rigid empirical inspections one w ould expect from such a
popular reform effort (Wohlstetter, 1995; Malen, 1995; White, 1992).

In

addition, the assortment of SBM programs in place across the country have
made it difficult to compare the processes and results from school site to
school site. In essence, due to a variety of implementation implications it
appears that the effectiveness of SBM tends to be greater in theory then in
practice (Beck & Murphy, 19%; Murphy & Beck, 1995; Honeyman, 1995;
Conley, 1993; Brandt, 1990; Malen, Ogawa, & Kranz, 1990).
SBM Program Structure
The ideas underlying SBM can be traced to the research on effective
schools and the findings that w ell functioning schools have staffs that are
consciously assessing their school's needs and developing coherent plans to
address those needs (Purkey & Smith, 1983). There is no recipe for the ideal
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method with w hich to decentralize the governance of a school. However,
certain elements o r tenets of SBM run throughout the literature such that a
degree of commonality does exist on a theoretical level. Four ideas seem to
be most prominently associated with SBM. First, the school is the basic unit
of improvement. Second, authority, autonomy, a n d accountability are
decentralized. Third, decision making should involve a wide variety of
individual school constituents. Lastly, a team o r site council is the core of
school site governance (Burnham & H ord, 1994; C onrad, 1995; David,
1995/%; Odden, Wohlstetter & Odden, 1995).
Murphy an d Beck (1995; Beck & Murphy, 19%) have done extensive
research on the implementation of SBM and deduced four essential
conditions of effective SBM schools:
(1) strong yet approachable leadership;
(2) a focus on capacity-building resources for teaching;
(3) commitment to the school and the com m unity; and,
(4) a powerful, consistent, focus on learning.
However, they conclude that even schools that are fully utilizing SBM
seldom see changes in teaching and learning.
Benefits of SBM
Theoretically, expanding school governance to include all members
of the school community is intended to em power the constituency and
create a sense of ownership over decisions made a t the school site (Brandt,
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1990). In addition, the distribution of pow er can serve as a "built-in
protection against potential abuse of power, taking advantage of economies
of scale while bringing im portant decisions closer to those more directly
affected" (Eliason, 1996).
According to Wagstaff (1995), the most d ted benefit of SBM by both
teachers and adm inistrators w as the "opportunity to meet the needs of
different groups of students, particularly at-risk students, in unique and
creative ways" (p. 72). Ideally, a school w ith a SBM would afford teachers
the type of curricular freedom w ith which to best met the needs of all the
students in the classroom. Choices are not limited to a few options decided
upon at the central office; rather, teachers have the freedom to explore new
avenues in which to facilitate the learning process of their students.
However, the realities of SBM implementation have not lived up to the
theoretical rhetoric.
H indrances to SBM Success
Although there is little agreement as to the exact science of carrying
out a SBM plan, there does seem to be agreement as to w hat can contribute
to the downfall of a SBM program . Hannaway, Camoy (1993) and
W ohlstetter (1995) agree that w hen SBM is implemented as an end to itself,
the program alone will not generate improvem ent in school performance.
A SBM program ought to be instituted as a means to achieve program goals
that can not be achieved u n d er the current governance structure (Conley,
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1993). In addition, the choice as to whether or not SBM is to be installed in a
school or school district, is often made at the district or state level, and does
not arise from the direct desire of greater participation in decision making
(Johnson & Parajes, 19%). These factors often combine and result in schools
that implement SBM only partially or w ithout authentically decentralizing
school level decisions.
Lack of preparedness for SBM implementation. A school district or
state w ould be mistaken to assum e that the mere enactment of a SBM
program will lead to meaningful change. Tettemick's (1994) study of the
SBM practices in small Arizona school districts found that the school sites
are seldom adequately prepared to implement SBM. Due to a lack of
organizational structures such as adm inistrative support, sufficient
orientation time, and school autonomy, SBM was not fully utilized. These
schools also paid little attention to the training of teachers in the
implementation of a SBM program. Thus, a focus must be placed on the
inservice of teachers in the SBM program before duties are placed upon
teachers that they have not yet had the opportunity to master. According to
W ohlstetter (1995), in schools where SBM works professional development
was a high priority. "Professional development at these schools was used
strategically and was deliberately tied to the school's reform objectives" (p.
24).
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Lack of standardization in SBM implementation. There is
considerable variation in the ways in which SBM is operationalized in
districts and schools, mainly due to variations in program focus and
program elements. This lack of commonality has lead to a plethora of
program s that tout themselves as enacting decentralized school governance,
while having only a m odest impact on changing the w ays in which decision
making is actually occurring.
Glickman (1993) found that there is little continuity in SBM program
implementation across districts. The deficiencies in the defined structure
and specifically defined roles, contributed to the lack of accountability
structures to link decision-making and school improvement. Glickman's
study points to the discrepancy documented throughout the SBM literature,
the lack of continuity in the utilization of the elements underlying SBM
after the program had been put into place.
Lack of SBM im pact on student achievement. The literature
increasingly shows that the changes in school governance that SBM creates
has done little to impact curriculum or improve instruction (Tettemick,
1994, Fullan & Miles, 1992, Clune & White, 1987).

Mere involvement in

decision making among more people does not correlate w ith improved
student achievement (Hill & Bonan, 1991). O ther then their inherent focus
as vehicles of school improvement, SBM plans "rarely entail specific
learning goals for students or have accountability mechanisms to assess
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those goals" (Wohlstetter & O dden, 1992). In addition, at schools w here
SBM is not implemented w ith a sense of universal idealism, there is the
potential for decisions to be m ade that fundamentally underm ine good
learning or are insensitive and unjust tow ards particular persons o r groups
(Beck & Murphy, 1996).
Lack of authentic decentralization. Experiences w ith the
implem entation of SBM have dem onstrated the difficulty in producing
/

authentic decentralization. T rue substantive change is difficult to m ake
happen if decision making pow er is lodged w ithin a fram ework w hich
insists upon clinging to old w ays of governance (Wohlstetter, 1995).
According to Elmore (1993), the idea that SBM involves the
decentralization of authority and responsibility to 'the school'
is a convenient fiction that masks the considerable am biguity
and disagreement over w ho is the object of decentralization
and what decisions are supposed to be made at the school site
level (p. 45).
For example, in both N ew York City an d Chicago, decentralization
efforts were creations of state policy, and both cities w ent to their respective
legislatures to make significant changes in program structures (Elmore,
1993). The modifications effectively eliminated even the illusion that
school governance had become a school site issue, as the decisions became
legislative mandates, not school site decisions.
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In the area of participatory decision m aking, Shelton (1993) and Pope
(1994) found that although teachers have the desire to be involved in
decision making activities in their school, they generally end up involved
in lower order decisions, such as textbook selection, or technical rather then
managerial decisions. A lack of teacher training in the leadership aspects of
school adm inistration was determ ined to be the root of low levels of teacher
participation.
Im plem entation of Educational Policy
The policy environment in w hich schools exist is a multilayered and
multifaceted entity. Those who develop educational policy often do not
give thought as to how it will be implemented (Conley, 1993), and the
implementation of policy is impacted by the fragmented goals of federal,
state, and local governments, special interest groups, and local constituents
(Smith & CXDay, 1991). As seen earlier in this chapter, schools are constantly
faced w ith imperatives to change an d "reform;" yet few reform projects can
be touted as true successes.

Educational policy that seeks to change or alter

the peripheral tasks of a school (i.e. scheduling, remedial instruction, school
lunch programs) tend to be implemented and endure; however, those
reforms that seek to alter core tasks thereby conceptually restructuring the
school organization or learning process (i.e. SBM, team teaching, cross grade
grouping) tend to have more difficulty being assimilated by schools (Wilson,
1989; Fullan & Miles, 1992; M urphy, 1993; Conley, 1993).
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School Level Reaction to Educational Policy
Educational reforms tend to fail because the problems they seek to
address are complex, and their proposed solutions tend not to focus on
issues which will make a substantive difference (Murphy, 1993). In
addition, because of different levels of governance, school innovation will
be viewed differently by its various constituencies. Until the early 1970s,
"prevailing theories of governmental action and organizational behavior
assum ed a w ay implementation issues or overlooked them altogether"
(MacLaughlin, 1991, p. 185). What makes schools different from other social
organizations is that they are tax supported and come under public
governance:
The unique organizational characteristics of this tax supported
public bureaucracy governed by lay policy makers merges with
the imperative to retain the loyalty of the system's
constituency. Both help to explain school's obvious
vulnerability to pressures for change from external groups.
(Cuban, 1990, p. 9)
The conflicting pulls from the various constituencies which claim
ow nership to a school can send schools into a schizophrenic tailspin.
In addition, the importance of local context cannot be minimized.
Research by Furhman et al. (1991), show that there is a much less passive
role for school districts than previously thought. Instead of being reactive,
many districts were actually proactive in the assimilation of educational
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policy. Thus, the district reality became th e local initiatives which shaped
the policy of the district, not the legislative mandates.
The Change Process
The succession of com peting initiatives imposed upon schools have
made school staffs cynical as to the motives and competence of school, local,
and state administrators, as w ell as tentative in their actions regarding
implementation (Hill, Pierce, & Gurthrie, 1997). Attempted change at the
school level must be done w ith all the constituents of the school: the faculty,
administration, school board, parents, and the community at large. If the
change process is to succeed, it is im portant for the school community to
reach a consensus about the overall vision of what they w ish their school to
become (Darling-Hammond, 1993).
According to H ord, Rutherford, & H uling-Austin (1987), there are
three stages of change that m ust be worked through before a reform can be
put into action. The first is "H ow does this program affect me?". The
second is "How much w ork does this entail?". The third is "How will this
program relate to w hat I am doing now, an d how should that change?". It is
im portant that those in charge of planning and implementing a SBM
program, or any school reform initiative, are aware of these stages and
combat the fear and anxiety th at inevitably occur along each step of the
change process.
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The most difficult aspect of the change process is the transformation
of the plan from adaptation, to implementation, to institutionalization.
"Institutionalization is the process of making change routine; it becomes a
part of the ordinary life of the school" (Sergiovanni, 1987, p. 256). This shift
from being 'new ' to 'routine' is the ultimate goal of any reform initiative.
Exhibiting the organizational capacity for grow th and renewal points to the
changing culture of the school (Steiglebauer, 1987). This ability to be flexible
allows the school to better individualize the capacity of the school. Glitches
in the process and adaptations in the original plan are to be expected, but if
the common goals are kept in focus, the potential for true reform to occur is
enhanced (Sergiovanni, 1987).
School Level Reaction to Change
The concept of school culture facilitates the explanation as to w hy
schools respond differently to change. "Schools tend to accept ideas not
because they make sense, but because they are consistent w ith the existing
structure, assumptions, and habits" (Conley, 1993). Culture is usually
defined as, "the social or normative glue that holds an organization
together. It expresses the values or social ideas that the organization
members come to share" (Smirich, 1983).
If a school culture is not correctly positioned to accept change, a new
program is unlikely to be fully complied with.

Fullen (1991) uses the

concept of "readiness for change" to discuss the idea that schools need time,
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instruction, and conditioning to shape the school culture to accept a reform
effort

Although changes and innovations can be legislated, and certain

tasks might be required, it is difficult to dominate the attitude and
completeness w ith which the task is undertaken (Wilson, 1989).
The norms and values em bedded in a school's culture can lead to
resistance to proposed change (Corbett, Firestone, & Rossman, 1987).
Shaping and establishing a strong school culture which backs a vision of
extraordinary schooling does not happen by chance. Such a culture m ust be
purposefully built and nurtured by the leadership and membership of an
organization (Sergiovanni, 1991, p. 108). When a school has total
constituency involvement, the culture of that school becomes acclimatized
to the change process, and the SBM program progresses beyond being a plan
to "this is how we do things here."
Implementing Change and School Level Compliance
Those responsible for program implementation at the bottom levels
of the policy system respond in ways which may seem idiosyncratic,
unpredictable, or dow nright resistent (MacLaughlin, 1991). The result is
programs that often fall short of expectations, as well as exhibit considerable
variations in their successes across implementation sites. Examining policy
implementation with a shift in focus away from institutional goals and
incentives to the individual's goals and incentives, changes the perspective
as to how the front line implementor is putting a program into action.
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Failure to implement is no longer an issue of lazy non-compliance. Rather,
it can be traced to the policy implementor's decision that the policy lacks
applicability at that site (Goldman & Conley, 1997; Bottery, 1992).
Acceptance of reform at the legislative level rarely assures faithful
implementation at the school and classroom level (Boyd, 1987). Legislators
may be able to force procedural compliance with a reform initiative, but
enforcing compliance with th e spirit of the law is another issue. For
example, "district officials m ay be compelled to establish a parent
involvement mechanism consistent with mandate practices, but a mandate
cannot require them to welcome parents and facilitate their participation"
(MacLaughlin, 1991, p. 188).
The source of variations in reform initiatives, even those that have
standardized adoption guidelines, can often be traced to those at the school
level who are in charge of program development and implementation. To
use Lipsky's term, it is the "street level bureaucrat" who actually holds the
implementation power (Lipsky, 1980; Weatherly & Lipsky, 1977). It is up to
those at the street level (i.e. the school level) to decide the level of
acceptable compliance and the level of program implementation.
Compliance also depends heavily on the extent to which relevant technical
knowledge exists and school personnel feel competent to make the change
(Furhman, Clune, & Elmore, 1991).
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School Change and SBM
It is how the constituents of a SBM plan choose to enact the program
that indicates the true level of implementation.

But according to Odden

(1991), discussion of program implementation is not enough. W ith the
volume of imposed changes on local schools constantly increasing,
implem entation no longer depends just on how well a reform is instituted.
Attention m ust also be paid to how well the implem ented program s work
together to improve schools. For example, a school district involved in
im plem enting a SBM program may also be struggling w ith a n inclusion
program or a new professional development program. The advantage of
well implemented SBM is that it has the capacity of easing th e entry of
other reform efforts, as each school is free to make the adaptations needed to
be contextually sensitive (Beck & Murphy, 1996; M urphy & Beck, 1995;
Johnson & Pajares, 1996).
School Context Variables
Substantive change in schools does not occur uniform ly across all
implem entation sites, as each school is unique with regard to the interaction
of community type, constituency, student population, and attitude. School
effectiveness research has focused on the examination of schools that have
high student achievement in conflict to statistical expectations, and the
context variables which influence and intervene in this process. These
school context variables, such as community type and constituency
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involvement, play a role in determ ining the level of im plem entation that
occurs in any reform initiative, but especially im portant with regards to
considering SBM.
Constituency Involvem ent
Without all of the school's constituencies (the community,
administrators, teachers, students, and parents) working together a systemic
change initiative is not likely to thrive. School improvement is an
interactive, m utually reinforcing activity that requires the collaborative
efforts of all participants in a collegial, supportive, w ork environment
(Clark & Astuto, 1994, p. 516). Thus, for a school reform initiative to get
past the conceptual stage, everyone affected must be involved in the
development and implementation of the program.
Teachers, the principal, and the rest of the school's constituency must
consistently w ork toward the school's overall mission.

This is im portant

because it allows a sense of ow nership to be developed, which in turn leads
to a school reform becoming institutionalized rather than merely
implemented.
Constituency Involvement an d SBM
For teaching and learning to change, the artificial walls between the
classroom and the home m ust be tom dow n (Shields, 1994). The shift in
traditional structure that SBM generates helps to reshape the relationship
between the school and the community. This change occurs in tw o ways.
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First, opportunities are created for parents and the community to have more
input into the decision making process; second, schools become more
accountable to the community (Shields, 1994). Schools have little chance of
making fundamental changes to the school reform agenda w ithout the
active support of parents and the community.
All members of the school constituency should be involved at every
level of the operationalization of a SBM plan. However, the roles of the
principal and the teachers in a SBM school are crucial factors in the
realization of program goals. It is the principal who m ust facilitate the
change process, most importantly in learning how to share adm inistrative
power; and, it is the teachers who must rise to the new expectations
regarding their leadership abilities.
The Role of the Principal. According to Hart (1994), "principals
should not underestimate the need for their diligent, supportive, visible,
and frequent reinforcement of the real pow er of teacher leaders" (p. 495).
Studies by James (1992), Hannaway (1993), and Hart (1994), found that
teachers' comfort w ith a principal's leadership style influenced their support
of a SBM program. Thus, there appears to be a link between principal
leadership style and program success. This link is crucial, as it is the
principal who is the formal leader of the school. Even in schools w here the
leadership is greatly devolved, it is the principal who sets the tone for the
way in which the leadership activities are parceled out.
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Hannaway (1993) and H art (1994) did studies that focused on the
relationship between successful SBM implementation and principal
leadership style. In both studies it was concluded that a fadlitative leader
who is able to share leadership roles while providing a guiding strength
back to the program, is more likely to be the head of a successful SBM
program. Consequently, attention needs to be paid to not only the role of
the principal in a SBM school, b ut the way in which that role is executed as
well.
The Role of Teachers. The ultimate goal of most school restructuring
strategies requires that teachers take on more decision making
responsibility, both in and outside of the classroom (Conley, 1993).
However, the development of teacher leadership is seldom included as a
prim ary goal for school improvement activities, as it is often assumed that
leadership will emerge if given the opportunity. Taylor and Teddlie (1991)
found that even when teachers are given the time to work collaborativly, if
there is little guidance and few established expectations as to potential
outcomes, teachers are unable to fully utilize the additional tim e in the
m anner envisioned by policy makers.
In schools w here SBM is more effective, "many teacher led decision
making teams were created that involved a broad range of school level
constituents in the decision-making process" (Wohlstetter, 1995, p. 23). The
principal's role was not to dominate or dictate, but to ensure the
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accomplishment of the organization's mission and the success of the people
in the organization (Burnham & H ord, 1993).
The Role of Parents an d the Community. A school does not educate
their children in isolation from the surrounding com munity. As schools
have moved from being considered "closed systems" to "open systems," the
influence of the parents and the larger school community begin to play a
larger role in school reform efforts (Conley, 1993). Even schools that exist in
dysfunctional communities (i.e. high crime levels, low socio-economic
status, and low eduction levels), have realized the ancillary benefits that
accrue from developing relationships w ith the institutions around them
(Liontos, 1990).
There is a fine balance between encouraging com munity
involvement in a school, an d having that involvement rem ain a positive
factor. Lindquist and Mauriel (1989) report that even w hen school authority
is parceled out to local stakeholders, they may lack the sophistication to
exercise it effectively. To elim inate feeling disenfranchised about reform
efforts, it is im portant to include the school community throughout any
change process. W hen the constituents involved or influenced by the
change process are not included at each stage of implementation, strong
feelings of alienation among the constituents will develop; often resulting
in 'them ' and 'u s' factions (Wohlstetter, 1995). This can be
counterproductive to a restructuring effort.
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Com munity Type
There is a commonality w ith regard to how schools respond to
change and innovation with regard to their community types.

According to

Cuttance (1988), community type is often a more influential factor on school
behavior then socio-economic status.

Sensitivity to context variables in

educational research allows for a better picture of what is occurring at the
school level to develop.
According to Witte and Walsh (1990), the differences in community
type often results in disparate educational w orlds which d o not easily lend
themselves to direct comparisons.

In general, rural schools tend to have

less access to resources, smaller faculties, smaller student bodies, and are
more culturally cohesive (Teddlie, 1994). Although urban schools tend to
have access to more resources, they typically do not have an efficient
mechanism to procure them (Teddlie & Stringfield, 1993). Both suburban
and rural schools are characterized by community and parental
involvement, while urban schools m ust often try to negate the less positive
community influences (Zheng, 1996). Freeman (1997) and Freeman &
Teddlie (1996), have found that there is higher probability of "naturally
occurring" school improvement in suburban or small city schools then in
rural or urban schools.
In a 1993 study focusing on com munity type and effective high
schools, Hannaway and Talbert found several differences that exist among
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schools between the three community types. Some of their findings
include:
• School size is a positive factor for suburban schools, a negative
factor for urban schools, and has no effect on rural schools.
• Urban high school principals have less autonomy regarding school
policy then their suburban or rural counterparts.
• Suburban schools tend to have a wealthier and better educated
population then urban or rural schools.
Community T ype and SBM. Bauer and Bogotch (1997) found that
SBM programs in urban settings tend to have little freedom in
implementation due to central office controls. In addition, the hierarchial
structure of an urban district does not easily lend itself to more flattened
outlook of school governance. Due to their inherent nature, rural schools
tend to act informally and already have a fairly flat governance structure
(Reuter, 1992). In fact, the implementation of SBM sometimes constrains
the informal structure of rural schools and becomes a burden (Band & Tike,
1995).
Sum m ary
The chapter provides a review of the literature with regard to school
reform initiatives in the United States, and the manner in which one
popular reform, SBM, is perceived from a school policy and
implementation perspective.

The review began w ith a historical
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perspective of the last twenty years of school reform, discussed the literature
related to the school decentralization m ovem ent and SBM, addressed the
subject of polity implementation, and concluded w ith an overview as to the
necessity of sensitivity to context variables w ith regard to implementing and
evaluating the im pact/outcom es of educational policy at the school level.
The institution of any educational reform requires that attention be
paid to how schools perceive and adapt to change, the manner in which
schools secure the support of their consistencies, awareness of the school
culture and capacity for change, and the community type the school is
situated within. Each of these elements are the girders which underlay the
success, or failure, of any reform plan.
Authentic SBM requires that all the constituents are involved in the
creation and implementation of the SBM plan. Program adm inistration
m ust be proactive in heading off obstacles, as resistance will likely lead to
change that is merely cosmetic. While faithful implementation of SBM can
lead to real changes in school governance, teacher performance, and
constituent satisfaction; research has found that the im plem entation of SBM
has resulted in little substantive change in school practice, culture, or
stud en t achievement.
The sensitivity to context variables is im portant w ith regard to
examining how schools adapt and filter change in their local environment.
There tends to be a significant variation between the respective experiences
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of principals, teachers, and students w ithin urban, suburban, and rural
schools. When policy is created w ithout regard to context variables such as
com m unity type, significant variations in program implementation should
not be surprising.
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CHAPTER THREE:
EDUCATIONAL POLICY AND STATE LEVEL REFORM
Compared to other countries, the United States has a uniquely
decentralized system of education w ith regard to governmental power. For
example, in the nations of France, England, and Germany, ministries of
education make alm ost all of the policy for local education, often in great
detail (Cohen & Spillane, 1994). Despite increased influence regarding
decisions that affect state and local funding decisions, civil rights, and
education for disadvantaged groups, direct federal involvement in
education is nom inal (Conley & Goldman, 1995).

Although

constitutionally the state governments hold the reigns for education, the
historical focus of state policy has been the establishment of standards to
guide the local provision of education (Fuhrman, 1991).
The increased role of state governments in the area of educational
reform is a phenom enon of the last twenty years, and has received mixed
reviews with regard to success as a reform method. The following sections
of this chapter provide an overview of state involvement in educational
reform, a brief history of the recent state educational reform initiatives in
Texas, and an exploration of the involvement of state, business, teacher, and
principal organizations with regard to making site based management
(SBM) a m andatory element of Senate Bill 1 in Texas.

38
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Systemic School Reform a n d the Role of State Governments
D uring the last twenty years, the history of United States education
reform has seen two distinct movements of increased state involvement in
education. In the first phase, the focus was on academic content and higher
performance standards for schools; the second phase focused on increased
regulation of instruction, school level program implementation, and
increased bureaucratic control of education (De Mitchell & Fossey, 1997).
The driving force behind the increased role of state governments in
education has been the changing visage of school finance, which has shifted
from a local orientation to that of the state in order to promote equity
(Goldman & Conley, 1997; Odden & Wohlstetter, 1992). As states
increasingly faced litigation with regard to school funding inequities in the
1980s and 90s, remedies usually included centralizing school funding. As
funding authority and responsibility have shifted to the state level,
influence and control over instructional program s, school governance,
student achievement have shifted as well (Conley, 1993).
The First Phase of State Level Educational Reform
The first foray of states into education reform occurred as a by-product
of the first era of education reform described in the previous chapter. In
response to A Nation at Risk, states felt a growing pressure to improve the
educational outcomes of their children.

In addition, as state legislators

increased their control of school funding, they desired mechanisms to
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evaluate the money being spent.

Prior to the 1980s it was typical for

districts w ithin a state to pick their own achievement tests, making state
level sum m aries difficult, and district comparisons im possible (Conley,
1993). As a result, many states attempted to raise standards through the
creation of formal, m andated programs of statewide student achievement
testing, teacher certification, and increased graduation requirements
(Conley, 1993; Wirt & Krist, 1989).
The problem w ith the reforms implemented d u rin g this first era is
that they w ere often fragmented and did not take into account whether local
schools could even fulfill the new requirements (Cohen & Spillane, 1994).
For example,
w hen num erous states increased [high school] graduation
requirem ents w ith the goal of increasing student achievement,
no attention w as paid to either the fact that suitable
curriculum did not exist to be taught in these new courses, or
to the fact that many teachers lacked the prerequisite skills and
knowledge to teach such a curriculum if it did exist. (Clune,
White, & Patterson, 1989, in Lusi, 1997, p. 5)
For the most part, the reforms initiated in this phase w ere incremental,
peripheral to the actual task of teaching, and lacking the capacity to be
enforced (Wilson, 1989; McLaughlin, 1991; Conley, 1993). Most states used a
piecemeal approach, implementing educational policy as a reactive, instead
of proactive, m ethod of school im provem ent
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The Second Phase of State Level Education Reform
The second phase of state involvement in educational reform policy
co-exists with the third era of school reform in the 1990s, described in the
previous chapter. This era was characterized by systemic reform, focusing
on the reconceptualization of schooling an d sim ultaneous top-dow n and
bottom-up change. Systemic change is characterized by trying to achieve
coherence across an educational system's policy while still supporting school
site efforts tow ards contextualizing teaching and learning processes (Lusi,
1997). States entered into this phase of school reform by re-writing their
education codes and passing sweeping school reform legislation (Conley &
Goldman, 1997; Lusi, 1997; Hill, Pierce, & Guthrie, 1997). Examples of states
that have implemented systemic reform include:
•

North Carolina. In 1989, N orth Carolina passed the School

Improvement and Accountability Act. This law gave schools the
opportunity to voluntarily participate in the reform; it they self-selected
they would receive a lump sum of money for instructional materials,
supplies and equipment, text books, testing support, and drivers education,
but only if they reached 75% of their educational goals (M urphy & Beck,
1995).
• Kentucky. In 1990, the Kentucky Education Reform Act (KERA)
w as passed. This law sought to remedy inequities in school funding (for
which it was under court order) and im prove educational quality.
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Components of the law included curriculum an d school governance
changes; an achievement centered assessment program w ith bonuses for
schools that do well and sanctions for schools that do not; preschool, after
school, and summ er school programs; and social service program s for
families (Stanfield, 1991).
• Oregon. In 1991, the Oregon Legislature passed House Bill 3565,
the Oregon Educational Act for the 21st Century. Components of the law
include: non-graded developmental education, including multi-age primary
classes; replacing high school diplomas with Certificates of Initial Mastery,
and Certificates of Advanced Mastery; integration of social services with
education; alternative learning centers for students unsuccessful in
secondary school; and site based decision making (Goldman & Conley, 1997).
The law is to be fully implemented by 1999.
• Texas. In 1995, Texas passed the Ratliff-Sadler Act, or Senate Bill 1.
The new law rescinded all previous education code in the state.
Components of the law include: establishment of a new school
accountability system; development of new parameters for school funding
and teacher salaries; institution of a limited charter system and an
experimental voucher program; an d a prescription that all schools establish
site based management committees to address planning, budgeting,
curriculum , hiring, staff development, and school organization (Griffin &
Griffin, 1997).
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Hindrances to the Implementation of State Level Policies
While it is one thing to create educational policy, it is yet another to
im plem ent it.
While a legislature can pretend to dominate an organization by
insisting that it add on certain new tasks, that is a far cry from
determining how the core tasks of the organization are
preformed. (Wilson, 1989)
The premise of systemic reform is that reform which originates at the top of
the system can generate reform at the bottom. However, policy makers
generally speak of the need for coherent policy; that is, policy which does not
conflict with either itself or previous policies that m ust co-exist w ith the
new policy (Lusi, 1997; Clune, 1993; McLaughlin, 1991).
Policy Fragmentation. A major source of fragmented policy is the
inevitable tension at the state level between uniform and differential
treatment of local school districts (Fuhrman & Fry, 1990). The prim ary role
of state policy makers has been to establish standards which guide local
procedure.

However, centralizing standards while decentralizing their

administration often increases fragmentation as "new programs have to
develop their ow n adm inistrative and authority systems to coordinate
activities" (Cohen & Spillane, 1992, p. 9).
Policy fragmentation often leads to an overlap of institutional goals,
which can lead to conflict due to the bureaucratic nature of most educational
systems. Bureaucracies tend to be hierarchies with each level looking to the
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next for approval and direction. When policy goals conflict or overlap, the
very nature of a bureaucracy eliminates the ability of respondents to act with
initiative, originality, or an organizational perspective (Wilson, 1989;
Bottery, 1992; Conley, 1993).
Local Filtration of State Policy. In addition to incoherent, or
fragmented, state policy implementation, another hindrance to success is
how local level implementors filter the new policy. T here are several
factors which influence the manner in which state policies are translated
into local practice, such as the local political context; m atch of state and local
goals; and, having adequate resources (monetary, personnel, knowledge
base) and capacity to sustain the policy (Conley, 1993; Fullan, 1993; Cohen &
Spillane, 1993).
Revisiting the concept of "street level bureaucrat" that was reviewed
in the previous chapter (Lipsky, 1980), local districts tend to put m ore focus
on the policies that best meet their needs and "back burner" those policies
that lack perceived local importance but exist due to external pressure from
the state (Elmore, 1993). Thus, local compliance w ith state level polices is
often more creative than authors of the original policy expect. Even if
compliance to a policy has built in checkpoints, compliance related
activities, such as oversight, may not result in educational im provem ent
and have dubious value for compliant, but low preform ing, districts
(Fuhrman & Fry, 1990, p. 269).
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State Initiated School Reform: Exploring the Texas Experience
Since 1984, Texas public schools have been the recipients of a series of
educational reforms from the Texas Legislature and the Texas Education
Agency (TEA) (Gibbbs, 1991). The barrage began with the Ross Perot headed
Educational Reform Committee in the early 1980s, and continued w ith
Texas being besieged w ith criticisms, reform proposals, and initiatives, each
attempting to change the way children in that state are educated.
In 1995 Governor Bush signed into law the Ratliff-Sadler Act,
Senate Bill 1, which rescinded all previous education codes set forth by the
state, and legislated new parameters for the running of Texas public schools
(Senate Education Committee, 1995). In addition to establishing new
funding patterns an d new student and school accountability procedures, the
bill also m andated th a t every school campus in the state was to implement a
SBM program.
Ross Perot and Education Reform in the 1980s
The first w ave of reform in Texas began with the Ross Perot led
Education Reform Committee and the passage of House Bill 72. In this bill,
Perot and his allies w ere able to make the first major modification of the
education code since the enactment of the Gilmer-Aiken A ct in 1949 (Senate
Education Committee, 1995). Perot, a Texas billionaire and business man,
was appointed chairm an of a state committee on public education by
Governor W hite in 1983. Spending his ow n money, Perot investigated
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schools and the educational process throughout the state and w rote the final
report which outlined recommended changes in alm ost every aspect of
public education in Texas (Lutz, 1986). The crux of the suggestions put forth
by Perot’s committee had to do w ith establishing tougher standards for
students and teachers, as well as the implementation of accountability
procedures for schools, administrators, and teachers.
As a result of the w ork of the education committee, H ouse Bill 72 was
drafted largely based on the Perot rep o rt The final bill included: thorough
appraisals of teachers and administrators; a career ladder based on those
appraisals; pre-school education for needy children; standards for student
promotion; lengthening the school year; literacy / competency tests for
current and new educational professionals; no p ass/n o play rules for
extracurricular activities; and, m andated state testing in certain grades. The
TEA was given broad powers in the new legislation w ith regard to ensuring
school district compliance w ith the new law. The bill was opposed by the
state board of education, the three state teacher associations, the two state
principal associations, the State School Board Association, as w ell as support
groups for vocational education and athletics (Lutz, 1986).
Although both the House and Senate Education committees initially
opposed the bill, Perot was determined to see it pass. At his ow n expense, he
hired lobbyists and a staff to ensure that the bill became a law, w hich it did
in 1984. Criticisms of the law included that House Bill 72, like similar laws
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passed in other states during that time period, focused too much on rule
making and too little on setting goals for students that could be interpreted
at the school level (Chira, 1992). In addition, the competency/literacy testing
requirem ent for professional educators proved to be the leading cause of
Governor W hite's lost re-election bid in 1986.
The Years Between House Bill 72 and Senate Bill 1
The period after the passage of H ouse Bill 72 were somewhat
turbulent for educational policy in Texas. Governor White was not re
elected the year after the bill passed, and Governor Clemmens (who had
served as governor the term before White) was re-elected. Clemmens was
highly critical of the education reform package. The economy of Texas
entered a dow nturn shortly after the bill passed, which resulted in a deficit
of the state budget to fully implement the law, and placed a burden on
school districts to keep minimum class size under 22 students. In 1987, the
state of Texas was sued on the basis that the new funding formula for
schools was discriminatory, thus, illegal. The plaintiffs won (Edgewood v.
Kirby, 1987), and the state had to devise a new funding scheme.
In addition, there were several attem pts by legislators to deregulate
the powers accorded to the TEA in House Bill 72 in favor of more local
control to school districts (Rugeley, 1992). During the ten years between
House Bill 72 and Senate Bill 1, several modification to the House Bill 72
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were enacted which weakened certain aspects, including modifying the no
pass/ no play rule, an d establishing waivers for school districts.
In 1993, Senate Bill 7 repealed most of the state's public school laws
effective fall of 1995. This required the legislature to enact a new education
code, w hich resulted in the creation of Senate Bill 1, which forms the
structure of public education in Texas until the year 2041 (Senate Education
Committee, 1995).
Senate Bill 1
The primary purpose of Senate Bill 1 was to rethink the entire process
of education in Texas. Since all previous laws regarding education w ould
no longer exist, every aspect of the educational process from finance, to
curriculum, to accountability, to certification, w ould need to be outlined.
The law also turned most of the TEA's training programs over to the
regional service centers or local schools, although the majority of their
regulatory powers remained in tact
The law was the joint effort of Senators Ratliff and Sadler who
established that the overriding focus of the new code was to give local
school districts more control over their actions (Walt, 1995). The new
education code is 1,088 pages long and the major topics covered in the bill
are as follows:
•

The Role of the State O rganization

•

The Role of the Regional Service Centers
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•

School District Governance

•

Charter School Provisions

•

Requirements of Educator and School District Employees

•

Student and Parental Rights and Responsibilities

•

Curriculum, Programs, and School Services

•

Safe Schools and A lternative Schools

•

Public School System Accountability

•

School Finance and Fiscal M anagement

Senate Bill 1 and SBM
SBM had been available as an option to Texas schools since 1990.
However, Senate Bill 1 mandated the establishment of school, or campus,
based committees for the school level decision making process. The law
specifically states that the SBM committee at each school m ust consist of
elected teacher members, as well as parents and community members. The
law also mandates that the principal will w ork w ith the campus decision
m aking team to develop the cam pus im provem ent plan. In the course of
developing the improvement plan the principal and the committee must:
• assess the academic achievement of all students;
• set campus performance objectives;
• determine resources to im plem ent the plan;
• identify the staff needed to implement the plan; and,
• measure progress toward the goals (Senate Bill 1, § 11.253).
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In addition, the duties of the campus committees, as outlined by the law, are
"to be involved in decisions in the areas of planning, budgeting,
curriculum, staffing patterns, staff development, and school organization"
(ibid).
Although training for the implementation of SBM in Texas schools is
the function of the twenty Regional Service Centers, TEA established a set of
guidelines to help standardize the implementation of SBM in schools.
As defined by the Texas Education Agency

Site Based Management

Handbook, site based managem ent is:
a process for decentralizing decisions to improve the
educational outcomes at every school campus through a
collaborative effort by which principals, teachers, campus staff,
district staff, parents, and community representatives assess
educational outcomes of all students, determine goals and
strategies and ensure that strategies are implemented and
adjusted to im prove student achievement. (TEA, 1995, p. 2)
The m andated involvem ent of the SBM committee in developing the
campus plan, and the definition of SBM from TEA, attem pt to link the
institution of decentralized decision making w ith im proved student
achievem ent

Both the law and the TEA guidelines appear to invision the

utilization of SBM as a structure whereby constituents of the school
community can share their voices in the development of school goals, which
should facilitate the school in being more responsive to its local context.
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Perspectives as to the Inclusion of SBM in Senate Bill 1
Senate Bill 1 had strong support from many different venues in the
state, b ut the m ost influential were Senator Ratliff (co-author of the bill), the
TEA, the Texas Business and Education Coalition (TBEQ, as well as several
professional organizations. In order to understand the context underlying the
development of Senate Bill 1, I interviewed representatives of several of the
groups whose support was pivotal to the passage of this bill.
An interview guide approach was em ployed to gather inform ation
using an open ended format and in an inform al conversational m anner. The
advantage of using an interview guide is that it ensures that interviews
preformed across a sample of respondents are both systematic and
comprehensive, w hile still allowing for the interview to flow in a
conversational m anner (Patton, 1990).

My conversations w ith each of the

representatives focused on the stakeholders' opinions as to the need for the
inclusion of SBM in the bill, as well as thier group's role in getting the bill
passed.
State Perspective. According to Stephanie Korchek, who was a key
member of the Senate Education Committee and who w orked closely w ith
Senator Ratliff on the development of Senate Bill 1, there was an
overwhelming need to reexamine the state education code, as there had been
no major recodification since 1949. Senator Ratliff looked at several schools
throughout the state of Texas that were consistently high perform ing w ith
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regard to student achievement, in spite of low expectations for these schools
based o n location and student population.

H e found that some of those

schools th a t seemed to be doing well were em ploying SBM. In w riting the
new education code the focus w as on having the state establish the "w ho &
what" leaving the "how7' up to the district. This seemed to mesh w ell with
the desire to include SBM into the bill.
T h e TEA also h ad an agenda with regard Senate Bill 1. According to
David A nderson, chief council for TEA, the cornerstone of the bill w as the
accountability system which is an intricately designed system of m easuring
school performance based on a series of indicators. The indicators are
partially based upon: results of assessment instruments, dropout rates,
student attendance rates, percentage of graduating students who pass exitlevel instrum ents, and percentage of graduating students who meet the
course requirem ents established for the recommended high school program .
Results for the indicators are disaggregated w ith respect to race and ethnicity,
sex, and socioeconomic status. Performance on each indicator is com pared to
state standards, required improvement, and comparable improvement.

The

TEA saw SBM as a vehicle for each school to ensure that goals were being
addressed and met w ith regard to the accountability indicators.
Business Perspective. Everyone who I interviewed mentioned the role
John Stevens, executive director of TBEC, h ad in supporting and developing
Senate Bill 1.

TBEC w as formed in 1989, in response to the dissatisfaction of
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the business com m unity w ith student academic achievement (TBEC Annual
Report, 1995). One of the co-founders of TBEC is Tom Luce, campaign
manager for Ross Perot's failed presidential bid in 1992. Members of the TBEC
board of directors include executives from IBM, Continental Airlines, Texas
Instruments, Shell Oil, H ouston Industries, the Texas Association of School
Adm inistrators, and the Texas Commissioner of Education. According to
Stevens, since the business community is the consumer of the end product of
the state educational system, they wanted an outlet for their needs to be
addressed; thus, the involvement of TBEC in the recodification of the state
education code. TBEC had already successfully been involved in 1993
legislation regarding the Texas Academic Accountability System (TAAS), as
well as linking increased teacher to pay to an increase in teacher work days
(TBEC Annual Report, 1995).
One aspect of Senate Bill 1 which is different from other state
m andated SBM program s is the compulsory inclusion of members of the
local business com m unity on both district and cam pus level SBM
committees. TBEC felt that this was important as members of local business
communities can provide a different perspective from which to view
educational issues, as w ell as share their business acum en with regards to the
management of local schools. TBEC actively lobbied for inclusion of this
component of the Bill, w hich it now considers another success on their list of
achievements for influencing education in Texas.
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Teacher and Principal Perspectives. Offering a different perspective as
to the development of Senate Bill 1 were Brad Dugan, executive director of
the Elementary Principal Association a t the time of Senate Bill l 's passage,
and Lonnie Hollingsworth, president of the Texas Classroom Teachers
Association. Both groups embraced the self-regulating aspects of Senate Bill 1.
D ugan's organization looked upon Senate Bill 1 as giving principals and
faculty broader freedom w ith regard to the running of schools. By shifting the
accountability of schools to a more collaborative m odel it was felt that there
w ould be a broader interest base among all of a school's stakeholders.
While H ollingsworth acknowledged the role that TBEC had in pushing
Senate Bill 1 through the legislature, he noted that his organization, which
represents teachers, was not very enthusiastic with the role that local
businesses were to play w ith regard to SBM. Hollingsworth felt that Senate
Bill 1 offered teachers more autonomy, and emphasized the pow er that
teachers could have in designing their own evaluation system (a SBM
committee option). However, the equal status of business and parent
members on the SBM committee was of concern to teachers. They feared that
non-educator members of the SBM committee w ould wield too much control
over classroom and school practices.
Sum m ary
According to Snowden and Gorton (1998), lasting change in schools has
seldom occurred in response to mandates, prescriptions, or forces from
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outside of the school. However, as evidenced by the active role that
legislatures have taken w ith regard to state level school reform, most state
level policy makers disagree with that sentim ent The last decade has seen
two main phases of state level educational reform. The first phase focused on
setting standards and establishing accountability mechanism which w ere
im plem ented in a piecem eal fashion. The second phase em phasized the need
for systemic change, in the hopes the reform from the top w ould result in
changes at the school level.
State level educational policy faces two m ain hindrances. The first is
the coherence of the policy. When educational policy is implemented in a
fragm ented manner, the resulting goal conflict makes the institutionalization
of the policy difficult. In addition, the manner in which the local school
district and its schools filter the policy often results in substantial
im plem entation changes from the original intent.
The state of Texas is a good example from which to view the effect of
state level educational policy. The state has implemented several changes in
educational policy over the last fifteen years, each of which coincided w ith the
historical phases of state level education reform. Although the Ross Perot
spearheaded change in the mid-1980s was a beginning, Senate Bill 1 in 1995
sought to reconceptualize the role of the state w ith regard to education policy.
Focusing on establishing standards at the state level and leaving
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implementation choices up to the local level, the bill w as intended to increase
the educational outcomes of students throughout the state.
A new finance system, a new school accountability system, an d a new
school governance system is a great deal to balance with regard to
sim ultaneous program implementation. SBM was only one in a w hole
menu o f changes w hich was set into motion by Senate Bill 1, many of which
contained elements which govern several aspects of a school's daily life.
Thus, even though the goal of Senate Bill 1 was to create an environm ent
where schools w ould be free to make decisions and choices that are
contextually appropriate, by mandating program adoption and outlining
required duties, the authors essentially legislated choice o u t of the hands of
those at the school site.
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CHAPTER FOUR:
METHODOLOGY

The primary purpose of this study w as to explore how Texas high
schools responded to a state law which: (a) established that schools m ust
implement site based management (SBM), an d (b) outlined specific
param eters under which the SBM program w as to be constructed. The
objectives of this study were:
1. Identify level of individual district support for SBM program
im plem entation.
2. Identify the level of consistency between the mandatory
elements of the law and the program in place at the school level.
3. Examine the perceptions of faculty members as to the level of
school and personal responsibility for optional and m andatory SBM
program elements.
4. Explore, through case study analysis, how internal school processes
facilitate or hinder SBM program implementation.
As shown by the methodology outlined in this chapter, the purpose
of this study was to ascertain whether there was a difference in th e ways in
which schools choose to implement a state mandate regarding SBM. Due to
the exploratory nature of this study, a m ixed model design, using both
quantitative and qualitative approaches, w as employed.

57
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The following sections of this chapter will provide an overview of
the research design, followed by a description of the procedures and
techniques utilized in each of the four phases of this study.
Overall D esign of the Study
Due to the exploratory nature of this study, the utilization of a mixed
model design was appropriate. Moving beyond mixed method designs to
triangulate data, mixed model research designs refer to using both
qualitative and quantitative approaches to frame the research questions,
a n d /o r the selection of data collection techniques, a n d /o r the methods of
data analysis (Tashakkori & Teddlie, 1998). Instead of being bound by a
single research approach, the methodologist is able to select the approach at
each stage of the research design which best answers the general research
question under study.
This study employed four phases to answer the broad question:
do Texas high schools implement a state required SBM program?

How

The first

phase looked at district level support for SBM implementation. This phase
involved: (1) seeking permission from school districts to conduct the study,
(2) obtaining copies of whatever district guidelines and support were made
available to schools to aid local implementation, and (3) analyzing the
district implementation docum ents using Lincoln and Guba's (1985)
Constant Comparative method of qualitative data analysis (i.e. unitizing
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and categorizing narrative data) to identify the types of district support that
exist to aid local program implementation.
The second phase of the study examined SBM program structure at
the school level, an d involved interviewing the principal at each selected
school. The purpose of the interviews was to determ ine the level of
consistency between the SBM elements required by law an d the structures in
place at the school level. The interviews w ere analyzed using the Constant
Comparative method (Lincoln & Guba, 1985) to divide the information into
categories. The units of information and their category codes were then
entered into a database to facilitate the emergence of them es and patterns of
response.
The third phase of the study employed a survey adm inistered to
teachers at each school. The survey collected inform ation regarding teacher
perceptions as to school responsibility and personal involvement for
optional SBM elements, teacher perceptions regarding m andatory elements
of SBM, as well as school and demographic information. These data were
analyzed first with descriptive statistics, followed by m ultivariate analysis to
determine the significance of relationships am ong the variables.
The final phase of the study employed quantitative and qualitative
methods to explore ho w schools choose to im plem ent SBM. Teacher
interviews, school observations, as well as the data collected in the previous
three phases of the study, were used to triangulate the d ata in the
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construction of case studies. The following sections of this chapter will
examine each phase of the data collection process.
Phase One
As noted above, the first phase of this study involved identifying the
level of district support for SBM implementation.
Phase One: Research Questions
1.

To w hat extent has the local school district supported the

im plem entation of SBM?
a. Do the district guidelines for SBM implementation go
beyond those established in the law?
b. Has the district sought to individualize the implementation
of the SBM program (e.g., applied for a w aiver for any reason)?
Phase One: Sample Selection
This study was conducted in Texas, where in school year 1997-98 there
were 1,045 independent school districts (ISDs), with a total of 1,128 high
school campuses.

The experimentally accessible population for this study

was lim ited to the central Texas region. Although the exact boundaries of
the central Texas region are disputed, it is generally accepted that this area
consists of the counties surrounding Interstate 35 from the Dallas /F o rt
W orth area stretching down to the north side of San Antonio (Day & Jones,
1994).
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Central Texas was selected as the site for this study because it contains
a heterogeneous cluster of schools that are most representative of the state
as a whole. Meinig (1969) d id the seminal study which m apped the state of
Texas geographically and ideologically. Central Texas is the only region of
the state in which the varied cultures of the state blend together, thus
lessening the effect of culture found in other areas of the state (Meinig,
1969). Day and Jones (1994) confirmed Meinig7s findings, concluding that
with regard to cultural and ideological disbursement the central Texas
corridor is still the most diverse region in the state.
The sampling procedure for the study was done in three steps.
• Step 1: Identify the target population. The entire state of Texas has
249 counties, 1,028 KDs, and 1,145 high schools. The target
population of the Central Texas region contains of 18 counties, 60
ISDs, and 111 high schools.
• Step 2: Using a non-proportional, stratified random sampling
procedure, 30 schools (ten urban, ten rural, and ten suburban) from 23
ISDs were selected from the target population to be included in the
study.
Step 2A: Twenty-three ISDs were selected randomly from the
60 Central Texas ISDs. While randomly selected, the ISDs
included rural, urban, and suburban areas.
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Step 2B: Thirty schools were selected from these twenty-three
ISDs, using a non-proportional, stratified m ethod. The stratum
was community type of the school of which there were three
levels: rural, urban, an d suburban. An equal num ber of
schools (ten) was selected for each level. Since there w ere not
an equal number of target schools at each level, this procedure
was non-proportional. From this sample, there were four KDs
that had more than one high school in the district, and tw o
KDs w ith high schools located in both urban and suburban
areas.
• Step 3: The superintendent of each selected school district w ere
asked for permission to conduct the study in the respective school(s).
Superintendents of seven of the selected schools declined to
participate in the study. Principals of three schools declined to
participate. One school d id not return the surveys from Phase Three
of the study, an d was eliminated from the analysis in the previous
phases. Out of the 23 originally contacted KDs, 15 were included in
the final sample of the study.
The experimentally accessible population refers to the sample that is
- selected from the target population as the subjects for the study (Borg & Gall,
1989). Random selection of the final sample from the accessible population
(Central Texas), increases the validity of generalizing findings back to the
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target population (all of Texas). As indicated in Table 4.1, the
experimentally accessible population for this study resulted in a final sample
of 19 schools.
Table 4.1. Final Sample of Schools Participating in the Study.
C om m unity
Type

S u perintendent
Declined

Principal
Declined

Accepted

F inal
S am ple

U rban

3

2

5

5

Suburban

3

1

6

5

R ural

1

0

9

9

T otal

7

3

20

19

Phase One: Data Collection
T he superintendent of each district was contacted via letter and asked
to return a form either accepting or declining participation in the stu dy in a
postage paid envelope. If the superintendent accepted, s /h e was requested to
include w hatever district guidelines that were given to schools w ith regard
to SBM im plem entation.
Phase One: Data Analysis
T he district guidelines for SBM were analyzed using the Constant
Comparative technique (Lincoln and Guba, 1985). Each set of district
guidelines was unitized and categorized to allow the inform ation to be
divided into distinct, internally consistent, m utually exclusive categories.
For each district, the data in each guideline category w ere evaluated based on
the following cnterea:
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• alignment of the guidelines w ith the required elements of the law;
• the degree to which the district individualized the guidelines in
accordance to the needs of the individual district; and
• whether or not the district had undertaken any m eans to
individualize the implementation of the SBM program at the campus
level.
Phase Two
The following section describes the methodology for answering
several questions associated w ith Phase Two of the study, which focused on
examining the degree of continuity between school level SBM programs and
the m andatory elements of the law.
Phase Two: Research Questions
2.

What is the degree of continuity between the elements of SBM

required by Senate Bill 1 and the program in place at the school level?
a. How does the description of the school level committee by
the principal correspond w ith the elements of SBM required
by the law?
b. H ow does the principal perceive the impact of SBM?
c. Does the school have any alternative vehicles for including
teachers in decision making, in addition to the required SBM
com m ittee?
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d. Does the membership on the SBM committee satisfy the
requirements of the law (i.e., teachers, parent, community/
business members)?
e. Who w rote the cam pus plan?
Phase Two: Data Collection
The principal of each school was visited in the fall of 1997. Each
principal was interviewed and asked to provide a copy of their most recent
campus improvement plan. An interview guide (see A ppendix A) was
used to gather information using an open ended format an d an informal
conversational approach. The advantage of using an interview guide is that
it ensures that interviews preformed across a sample of respondents are
both systematic and comprehensive, while still allowing for the interview
to flow in a conversational manner (Patton, 1990).
Each interview began by asking the principal about school
demographics, the num ber of teachers and students at the school, the socio
economic status of the school community, and length of tim e the school
had been using SBM. The principal was asked to describe the structure of
the SBM program at the school. Probes were used if the principal did not
offer information as to who was in charge of the program, the membership
composition of the committee, how often the committee meets, and the
major committee responsibilities. The interview also asked about the level
of support the school receives from parents, the school district, and the
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regional service center. The interview concluded with questions about the
impact of SBM at the school.
Phase Two: Data Analysis
Principal interviews w ere unitized an d categorized using the method
described in Phase One. The categorized responses were then entered into a
database to simplify analysis at the school level and across community
types, as well as to facilitate the emergence of themes from the interview
data.
Phase Three
The third phase of this study addressed the question as to how
teachers perceive the degree of the school's responsibility and their personal
responsibility for decision making at the school level.
Phase Three: Research Questions
3.

How do teachers perceive the school's responsibility and their

personal responsibility w ith regard to required and optional elements

of

SBM (as established by TEA guidelines for SBM implementation)? H ow do
teachers perceive the level of responsibility of their school's SBM committee
with regard to the required elements of SBM, as outlined by the law?
a. To w hat degree does community type affect the perceptions
of teachers?
b. To w hat degree does SBM committee membership effect the
perceptions of teachers?
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c.

To what extent does the interaction of community type and

SBM committee membership affect the perceptions of teachers?
Phase Three: D ata Collection
For the purpose of this phase of the study, it was necessary to assess
the perception of the faculty members at each school as to:
(1) the school's responsibility for elements of SBM,
(2) their personal responsibility for elements of SBM, and
(3) the level of responsibility the campus SBM committee has for the
required elements of SBM.
In order to collect this information a survey was constructed. A
literature search yielded the Attributes of School Restructuring Scale (ASRS)
(Pol, 1996). The survey w as modified to fit the needs of this study.
The original survey contained twenty-four items w ithin three
subsections: budget/finance, governance/decision making, and
curriculum / instruction. Each item used two Likert-like scaled response
statements to m easure both teachers' knowledge about their school's
restructuring efforts and their degree of personal involvement in the
restructuring process. The original survey (see Appendix B) also contained a
question to ascertain the types of decisions making structures in place at the
school, and dem ographic questions. Reliability coefficients for the total
inventory was .91, and ranged between .90 and .92 for the budget/ finance,
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governance/decision making, and curriculum /instruction components,
respectively (Pol, 19%, p. 135).
The ASRS was modified for the purposes of this study as follows:
1. Using content analysis, the TEA guidelines for optional elements
for SBM im plem entation were compared with the tw enty-four items on the
ASRS. Fourteen ASRS items were judged to measure the same concepts
contained in the TEA guidelines and these items were retained.
2. Face validity was established by consulting a panel of experts (five
professors, ten graduate students enrolled in a school restructuring class,
and two school principals). Face validity refers to w hether the instrument
"looks v a lid /' whether it appears to measure w hat it says it will measure
(Borg & Gall, 1989). Although face validity is only a m inor form of validity,
it is still necessary to establish that an instrument does not appear
contradictory to its purpose, which could influence the w ay respondents
react to the instrument. The panel of experts had no suggestions with
regard to the specific items on the survey; however, several
recommendations w ere made with regard to appearance an d overall
structure of the survey. The most important suggestion w as to make the
length of the survey only one page (which was accomplished by using legal
size paper).
3. Pilot testing was conducted at a local elementary school and in two
graduate level educational administration classes. Debriefing of the pilot
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test respondents revealed that ASRS item "X. Determining assessment
practices," was indistinct as to whether it referred to determining the
assessment practices of teachers or the assessment practices of students. To
ensure clarity, the item was split into two separate prompts on the modified
instrument: "determining assessment practices of teachers," and
"determining assessment practices of students."
4. An item was added to the survey to reflect that a major function of
the SBM committee, as provided by law, is the development of the school
improvement plan.
5. A section was added to the survey to measure the teachers'
perceptions as to the types of members on the school SBM committee
(teachers, parents, and community members), and their perceptions as to the
degree of responsibility the school SBM committee has for the five required
elements of SBM, outlined by the law.
6. The demographic section was modified to suit secondary schools.
The modified ASRS instrum ent will be referred to as the Decision
Making Responsibility Instrument (DMRI) (see Appendix C). The DMRI
was transformed into a machine scanable form to facilitate the data
collection process. The final version of the DMRI included:
• 16 items measuring teachers' perceptions as to their school's
responsibility and their personal responsibility for optional and
required elements of SBM;
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• three items regarding SBM com m ittee membership;
• five items to ascertain teachers' perceptions as to the level of
alignm ent of their schools' SBM committee w ith elements required
by law;
• three items regarding involvement in decision making structures at
the school; and,
• five items to collect demographic information.
Phase Three: Data Analysis
Descriptive statistics were utilized initially to analyze the data from
the survey. Descriptive statistics included the frequencies, means, and
percentages of responses for the Likert scales from parts one and two of the
survey.
M ultivariate Analysis of Variance (MANOVA) and subsequent
univariate analysis were used to determine if there were any significant
differences between responses based on community type and SBM
committee membership.

Separate MANOVA and univariate analyses were

run for conceptually linked sets of dependent variables. Details concerning
these analyses are provided in Chapter Five.
Phase Four
The final phase of the study explored the types of activities that
impact the way in which SBM is implemented at the school level.
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Phase Four: Research Questions
4.

H ow do internal school processes facilitate or hinder the successful

im plem entation of SBM?
a. How do teachers perceive the focus of their schools' SBM
com m ittee?
b. How do teachers perceive the impact of their schools' SBM
com m ittee?
c. Are the perceptions of the teachers and principal similar
w ith regard to the focus and impact of the school's SBM
com m ittee?
d. What structures (formal and informal) are in place at the
school level to foster the SBM program?
Phase Four: Sample Selection
In order to conduct paired, cross case analysis of schools in each
community type, two schools horn each community type were selected to be
visited for further data collection. The sam ple for Phase Four was
determined based on an analysis of data from Phases One, Two, and Three,
in which a tw o level rating of SBM im plem entation ("typical", "better") was
given to each school. Using stratified purposeful sampling, one typical and
one better school for each community type was chosen, which resulted in a
final sample of six schools, to be profiled in three comparative case studies.
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Phase Four: D ata Collection
Data collection for this phase of the study consisted of spending two
person days at each school site. Two observers/interview ers w ere used at
each site. D ata collection w hich uses m ultiple observers is a form of
triangulation, w hich makes verification of the results easier (Patton 1990).
Each site visit included:
(1) Inform al school observations to gather inform ation as to faculty
interactions, principal presence throughout the school d u rin g the school
day, and the m anner in w hich the everyday activities a t the school w ere
carried o u t
(2) Teacher interview s w ith a proportional sam ple of the faculty
(ranging from 50% of the faculty in schools w ith less then 30 teachers, and
15% of the faculty in schools w ith m ore than 150 teachers) were conducted at
each school. Each interview ee was asked five open ended questions (see
A ppendix D) w hich included subject(s) taught, w hether o r not they w ere a
m em ber of the SBM com mittee, the m ain focus of SBM a t the school, how
the program has been facilitated by the school and the ISD, and w hether
SBM impacts decision m aking at the school.
(3) D ata from the three earlier phases of the study w ere used to
triangulate the results from the inform ation gathered from the teacher
interview s as w ell as to lend additional dim ensions of contrast to the case
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studies (e.g., principal perceptions in Phase Two as com pared to parallel
teacher perceptions in Phase Four).
Phase Four: D ata Analysis
The data gathered during this phase of the study w as used to construct
case studies of the schools. The nature of case studies as a form of data
representation em bodies the six them es of the qualitative research (Eisner,
1991), w hich are:
(1) field focused,
(2) utilize self as an instrum ent,
(3) interpretative character (i.e., accounting for w hat the observer
is giving an account of, and determ ining m eaning),
(4) use of expressive language and the presence of voice in the
text,
(5) attention to particulars, to provide a sense of uniqueness; and,
(6) believability is obtained through coherence, insight, and
utility.
According to Yin (1989), case studies allow the researcher to contribute to
know ledge of a phenom enon (individual, organizational, social, or
political) in a unique m anner. The developm ent of case studies allows for
the in-depth analysis of school level factors w hich influence the variables
under investigation.
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Teacher interview s at each school site w ere u nitized and categorized
consistent w ith the m ethod utilized in Phases O ne an d Two. The responses
w ere then entered into a database to sim plify analysis at the school level
and across com m unity types, as well as to facilitate the em ergence of themes
from the interview data. Responses by principals (from Phase Tw o) and
teachers for parallel questions were com pared both w ithin schools and
across their com m unity types.
Three sets o f narrative case studies were constructed to facilitate the
cross case analysis of the pairs of schools w ithin each com m unity type. The
school observation data w ere used to ad d depth to th e narrative school
profiles. Elements of the data collected during all fo u r phases of the study
are presented to triangulate the interpretations and conclusions developed
from the data analysis. According to Patton (1990), the triangulation of data
elim inates the reliance of conclusions draw n from a single data collection
technique, and allow s for the validation of conclusions across the different
data sources.
Sum m ary
This chapter provided an outline of the m ethods that w ere utilized in
this study to explore the m anner in w hich Texas h ig h schools have
im plem ented a state m andated SBM program . T able 4.2, on the following
page, sum m arizes the source of the data, the unit of analysis, and the
analysis techniques that w ere em ployed during each phase of the study.
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Table 4.2. D ata Collection and Analysis for the Four Phases of th e Study.
Phase of the Study

D ata Source(s)

Unit of
Analysis

D ata Analysis
T echniques

1. Identify level of
district support for
SBM
im plem entation.

- D istrict level
guidelines for SBM
im p lem en tation

District

-C onstant
C om parative
M ethod

2. Identify the level
of consistency
betw een the
m andatory elem ents
of the law and the
program in place at
the school level.

-Principal
Interview s

School

-C onstant
C om parative
M ethod

3. Examine the
perceptions of faculty
m em bers as to the
level of school and
personal
responsibility for
SBM program
elem ents.

-D M R I

Teacher

- Descriptive
Statistics
- M ultivariate &
U n ivariate
A nalysis of
V ariance
(MANOVA &
ANOVA)

4. Explore through
case study analysis
how the internal
school processes
facilitate or hind er
SBM program
im plem entation.

-Teacher interview s All Levels - case studies
-C onstant
- School
C om parative
O bservations
M ethod
- D ata from Phases
-cross case
O ne, Two, & Three
analysis
-data
triangulation

The four phase m ethodology of this study allow ed for an increm ental
exam ination of the SBM im plem entation process. Beginning w ith the
school district level, continuing to the principal of each school, and
follow ing to the faculty, d ata w ere collected to explore the m anner in which
each school interpreted an d im plem ented the SBM program . T his was
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follow ed by case studies of six schools, two from each com m unity type,
w hich profiled several ways in w hich the school level im plem entation of
SBM is hindered or facilitated by decisions m ade by m em bers of the school
com m unity.
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CHAPTER FIVE:
RESULTS FOR PHASES ONE, TWO, AND THREE

The general purpose of the study was to answ er the question: H ow
do Texas high schools im plem ent a state m andated site based m anagem ent
(SBM)program? The requirem ents outlined by Senate Bill 1 w ith regard to
SBM im plem entation are tw ofold. First, the law m andates th a t the
principal w ill w ork w ith the cam pus decision m aking team to develop the
cam pus im provem ent plan. Each cam pus im provem ent p lan m ust:
• assess the academ ic achievem ent of all students;
• set cam pus perform ance objectives;
• determ ine resources to im plem ent the plan;
• identify the staff needed to implement the plan; and,
• m easure progress tow ard the goals. (Senate Bill 1, § 11.253)
In addition, the duties of the cam pus committees, as outlined by the law ,
are "to be involved in decisions in the areas of planning, budgeting,
curriculum , staffing patterns, staff developm ent, and school organization"
(ibid).
This chapter exam ines the results for the first three phases of the
study.

The first phase involved: (1) seeking perm ission from school

districts to conduct the study, (2) obtaining copies of w hatever district
guidelines and support w ere m ade available to schools to aid local

77
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im plem entation, and (3) analyzing the district im plem entation docum ents
using Lincoln and G uba's (1985) qualitative d ata analysis m ethod to identify
the types of district support that exist to aid local program im plem entation.
The second phase of the stu d y involved interview ing the principal at
each selected school. The purpose of the interview s was to determ ine the
level of consistency betw een the SBM elem ents required by law and the
structures in place at the school level. The interview s w ere analyzed using
the Lincoln and Guba (1985) m ethod to divide the inform ation into
categories. The units of inform ation and their category codes w ere th en
entered into a database to facilitate the em ergence of them es and p attern s of
response.
The third phase of the stud y em ployed a survey adm inistered to
teachers at each school. The survey collected inform ation regarding teacher
perceptions of school responsibility and personal involvem ent for optional
SBM elem ents, teacher perceptions regarding m andatory elem ents of SBM,
as w ell as school and dem ographic inform ation. These d ata w ere analyzed
first w ith descriptive statistics, follow ed by m ultivariate analysis to
determ ine the significance of relationships am ong the variables.
The following sections of th is chapter exam ine the results of th e first
three phases of the study. Each section begins w ith a review of the research
questions under exam ination, an d th en presents the results of the data
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analysis. This chapter concludes w ith a sum m ary of the data in these phases
and the interrelationship of these results.
Phase O ne: R esults
The focus of Phase One was to exam ine the way in which local school
districts supported the im plem entation of SBM at the school level.
Phase One: Review of the Research Q uestions
1.

To w hat extent has the local school district supported the

im plem entation of SBM?
a. W hat types of district guidelines for SBM im plem entation
are offered to schools?
b. Has the district sought to individualize the im plem entation
of the SBM program (e.g., applied for a w aiver for any reason)?
Phase One: D ata Analysis and Results
W hen each school district agreed to participate in the study, they were
requested to send the SBM im plem entations guidelines that are provided to
their school(s). Each of the fifteen independent school districts (ISDs)
com plied w ith the request, and return ed docum ents w hich ranged from a
single page to 150 pages. The guidelines w ere then analyzed using the
Constant Com parative m ethod in o rd er to discern differences am ong the
schools. Table 5.1, on the next page, displays the different types of guidelines
subm itted by each district
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Table 5.1. District Guidelines for SBM Implementation
District

Schools

Commun. Used SBM
Has District Applied for
Type
Before Law?* Any Waivers, RE: SBM?*

Davis

Davis

Rural

Yes

No

1 page TEA outline

d a rk

d a rk

Rural

Yes

No

1 page TEA outline (1995)

Sayer Con Sayer

Rural

Don't Know

No

District Developed Manual

Henders

Henders

Rural

No

No

District Improvement Plan; no TEA reference

Jester

Jester

Rural

No

No

nothing

Pease

Pease

Rural

Don't Know

No

1 page TEA outline (1995)

Wood

Wood

Rural

No

No

District Developed Manual

S-Ross

S-Ross

Rural

No

No

1 page TEA outline (1996)

Murrah

Murrah

Rural

All teachers on SBM comm

1 page summary of TEA outline

Sterling

Sterling

Suburban

No

No

1 page TEA outline (1996)

Hobby

Hobby

Suburban

No

No

District Improvement Plan; no TEA reference

Shivers

Ireland

Suburban Yes

No

TEA Manual

Shivers

Suburban

No

Campbell Suburban

No

District Developed Manual

Briscoe

Urban

No

No voting allowed; all
decisions must be reached
by consensus

Neff

Urban

No

Runnels

Runnels

Urban

No

No

TEA Manual

Ferguson

Ferguson

Urban

Don't Know

No

District Developed Manual

Roberts

Urban

No

Campbell

Yes

Types Of District Guidelines for SBM
Distributed to Schools

sJote: Data source is the inform ation sent by he ISD; data in * colum ns is from school personnel.
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H alf of the rural ISDs and one suburban ISD sent alm ost identical one
page sum m aries from the Texas Education A gency (TEA) as the guide they
give to th e ir schools to facilitate SBM program im plem entation. These
sum m aries focused on the m inim um requirem ents of SBM under Senate
Bill 1. It d id not appear that all of the districts had the m ost recent versions
of the TEA sum m aries, the creation dates o n docum ents from two ISDs was
1995, and tw o had dates of 1996. The other tw o schools used versions
w ithout dates.
O ne rural, one suburban, and one u rb an school district sent district
developed m anuals for SBM im plem entation. A lthough each of these
guides w ere sim ilar in nature, all were different in presentation. One
district had a section on consensus building, as this district does not allow
SBM com m ittees to take form al votes; all decisions were to reached through
consensus. A m anual from another district h ad a more legal focus,
em phasizing procedure and m andatory SBM elem ents.
Tw o school districts sent identical TEA developed m anuals, although
one school district had changed the cover to say the name of the ISD. Two
districts sent their district level im provem ent plan as the inform ation given
to schools to guide th eir im plem entation of SBM. One school district sent
nothing. W hen a follow -up request was m ade, the response was that the
ISD d id nothing in particular to guide the school in im plem enting SBM.
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Only tw o ISDs had attem pted to individualize the SBM program .
M urrah ISD is a small ru ra l district, w ith less than forty teachers in both the
elem entary and secondary schools. Since the two schools share a common
cam pus, the district applied for and received a w aiver to allow one
com m ittee to serve as b o th the cam pus and district SBM com m ittee, and all
of the teachers in the district belong to the committee. Cam pbell ISD is a
large urban/sub urb an district and had done a great deal of training w ithin
the district upo n SBM being m ade m andatory. The district applied for and
received a w aiver so th at all decisions m ade by SBM com m ittees in the
district are reached by consensus, and voting is not allow ed.
Phase One: Outcom es
The answ ers to the Phase One research questions, w hich addressed
district support of SBM im plem entation, can be sum m arized as follows:
a. The types of d istrict guidelines for SBM im plem entation fall into
four m ain categories: one page TEA summ aries, TEA m anuals, district
developed m anuals, and district im provem ent plans. Rural districts are
m ore likely to utilize sim ple one page guidelines, w hile suburban and urban
schools are m ore likely to utilize m anuals.
b. Very little has been done to individualize SBM im plem entation.
O nly two of the fifteen districts (one rural, one suburban/urban) applied for
w aivers, to allow the local program to reflect the context (size) o r desires
(consensus) of the schools.
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Phase Two: R esults
The following section describes the results for Phase Two of the study,
w hich focused on the degree of continuity betw een the school SBM
program s and the m andatory elements of the law.
Phase Two: Review of the Research Questions
2.

W hat is the degree of continuity betw een the elem ents of SBM

required by Senate Bill 1 and the program in place at th e school level?
a. How does the description of the school level committee by
the principal correspond w ith the elem ents of SBM required by
the law?
b. How does the principal perceive the im pact of SBM?
c. Does the school have any alternative vehicles for including
teachers in decision making, in addition to the required SBM
com m ittee?
d. Does the membership on the SBM com m ittee satisfy the
requirem ents of the law (i.e., teachers, p aren t, com m unity/
business members)?
e. Who w rites the cam pus plan?
Phase Two: Data Analysis and Results
Each principal w as interview ed at their school in N ovem ber of 1997.
Each interview lasted betw een thirty and ninety m inutes, depending upon
the loquaciousness of the interviewee. The interview s w ere analyzed using
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the Constant Com parative technique (Lincoln an d Guba, 1985). The notes
taken on the principal responses for each question were unitized and
categorized to allow the inform ation to be div ided into distinct, internally
consistent, m utually exclusive categories. The responses w ere then entered
into a database to sim plify analysis at the school level and across
com munity types, as w ell as to facilitate the emergence of them es from the
interview data.
Principal Perceptions of SBM Program Structure. Table 5.2, on the
following page, presents the responses of the principals w ith regard to how
the SBM committee at each school is structured. 15 of the 19 schools had all
three types of required members on their committees: teacher, parent, and
com munity members. Three of the rural schools had no parent members,
and three of the rural schools had no com munity members; tw o of those
schools had neither parent nor community m em bers on the SBM
committee. Thus, suburban and urban schools seem m ore likely than rural
schools to ensure that SBM committees have m em bers from all of the
constituencies required by Senate Bill 1.
A lthough not required by law, seven schools had student members
on the SBM committee. A t one school, two years after the im plem entation
of Senate Bill 1 the student body selected a student to be their representative
on the SBM committee, w ithout having been asked to undertake such a
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Table 5.2. Principal Perceptions of SBM Committee Structure (source: principal interviews)
Commun. Student
Principal Teacher Parent
is Chair? Members Members Members Member

Other Advisory
Committees?

School

# of
Comm
Commun # of
Tchers Studts meets?
Type

Davis

Rural

23

265

2-3 sem.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Clark

Rural

85

1475

1 month

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No Yes

Sayer

Rural

122

1685

1 month

Yes

Yes

Yes

Henders

Rural

16

165

2-3 sem

Yes

Yes

No

No

No Yes

Jester

Rural

24

153

2-3 sem

No Yes

No

No

No Yes

Pease

Rural

55

612

1 month

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Wood

Rural

30

404

1+month

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

S-Ross

Rural

25

224

1 month

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Murrah

Rural

30

255

1+month

Yes

Yes

Sterling

Suburban 70

1300

1 month

Hobby

Suburban 35

450

2-3 sem

Ireland

Suburban 120

1800

Shivers

Suburban 114

No Yes

No

No
Yes

No Yes
No
Yes

Yes

No Yes
No Yes

No Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

1 month

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No Yes

1478

1+month

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No Yes

Campbell Suburban 180

2950

1 month

No Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Briscoe

Urban

152

2306

1 month

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Neff

Urban

26

370

2-3 sem

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Runnels

Urban

168

2100

1 month

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No Yes

Feiguson

Urban

130

1800

1 month

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Universe

Urban

70

1115

1 month

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No
No
Yes
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task.

This student w as allow ed to rem ain on the committee, and formal

procedures to elect student representatives w ere designed shortly thereafter.
Presence of A lternative Decision M aking Vehicles. Principals were
asked if there were alternative decision m aking vehicles at the school which
are responsible for any of the types of decisions that could be m ade by the
SBM com m ittee. As show n on Table 5.3, on the follow ing page, 15
principals responded th at they had im plem ented or inherited alternative
committees, w hich specifically existed as faculty advisory groups, principal
advisory com m ittees, departm ent head com m ittees, or grade level
committees.
W hat sets the alternative councils ap art from the SBM vehicle, is that
Senate Bill 1 established th at SBM m em bers m ust be elected, w hile the
members of the alternative com m ittees are generally selected by the
principal. T his was true even in the case of departm ent head com m ittees, in
that only tw o of the eight schools w ith that type of committee perm itted
members from w ithin the departm ent to select the head person. In several
schools, the alternative decisions m aking vehicles m eet twice a m onth or
weekly, w hich is significantly m ore often than the average m onthly
m eeting for SBM com m ittees. In addition, four principals (three ru ral and
one urban) com m ented th at the alternative com m ittee was more valuable,
w ith regard to input in decision m aking, than the SBM committee.
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Table 5.3. Emergent Characteristics of Alternative Decision Making Committees
#of
# of Other
Tchers Stdts Advisory
Committees?

Frequency
Name Of Alternative Frequency of Other Comm
Other Comm. More Important of SBM
Committee
Meetings?
to Principal
Meetings?

School

Commun.
Type

Davis

Rural

23

265

No

2-3 Sem.

Clark

Rural

85

1475

No

1 Month

Sayer

Rural

122

1685

Yes

Curriculum Advisory

As Needed

1 Month

Henders

Rural

16

165

Yes

Department Heads

As Needed

2-3 Sem

Jester

Rural

24

153

Yes

Department Heads

2-3 Semester

2-3 Sem

Pease

Rural

55

612

Yes

Faculty Advisory

1 Month

1 Month

Wood

Rural

30

404

Yes

Principal Advisory

1 Week

/

1+ Month

S-Ross

Rural

25

224

Yes

Grade Level Teams

1 Week

/

1 Month

Murrah

Rural

30

255

Yes

Department Heads

Not Specified

yf

1+ Month

Sterling

Suburban

70

1300

Yes

Department Heads

2 Month

1 Month

Hobby

Suburban

35

450

Yes

Department Heads

As Needed

2-3 Sem

Ireland

Suburban

120

1800

Yes

Department Heads

Not Specified

1 Month

Shivers

Suburban

114

1478

Yes

Department Heads

As Needed

1+ Month

Campbell

Suburban

180

2950

Yes

Faculty Advisory

Not Specified

1 Month

Briscoe

Urban

152

2306

Yes

Faculty Advisory

1 Month

1 Month

Neff

Urban

26

370

Runnels

Urban

168

2100

Ferguson

Urban

130

1800

Roberts

Urban

70

1115

No

2-3 Sem
Campus Advisory

Yes

As Needed

1 Month
1 Month

No
Yes

Department Heads

1-2 Month

yf

1 Month
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Principals' Perceptions of SBM Focus. The em ergent them es that
w ere derived from the principals' responses regarding the focus of SBM at
each school are sum m arized in Table 5.4, on the follow ing page.

Although

the law specifically states that the main function of the SBM committee is
the construction of the school im provem ent plan, only 11 of the 19
principals stated that this was the main purpose of the com m ittee; another
four principals said that the com mittee has a peripheral role w ith regard to
creating the school plan. Principals at four schools d id not m ention the
SBM com mittee in their response to the question, w hich indicates that the
SBM committee is not included in the activity. Eight of the principals said
that the focus of the committee is student achievem ent, curriculum or staff
developm ent; two of these eight principals represented rural schools, three
represented suburban schools, and three represented urban schools.
As seen in Table 5.4, there appears to be a difference regarding the
focus of the SBM committees betw een schools of different com m unity types.
Urban and suburban schools w ere more likely to have an academ ic focus to
their com mittees, w ith five of the ten urban and suburban schools
m entioning student achievem ent a n d /o r curriculum and instruction as a
m ajor focus of the SBM committee.

In contrast, only tw o of the nine rural

schools m entioned either student achievem ent or curriculum and
instruction as being a major focus of the SBM com m ittee. In addition, rural
principals w ere m ore likely to respond that the SBM com m ittee had
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Table 5.4. Principal erception of SBM Committee Focus (Emergent Themes)
School

Commun.
Type

School Improv.
#of
Tchrs Plan

Davis

Rural

23

Some Involv.

Clark

Rural

85

Some Involv.

Hays

Rural

122

Not Mentioned

Henders

Rural

16

Yes

Jester

Rural

24

Yes

Pease

Rural

55

Yes

Wood

Rural

30

Yes

S-Ross

Rural

25

Yes

Murrah

Rural

30

Not Mentioned

Sterling

Suburban

70

Yes

Hobby

Suburban

35

Some Involv.

Ireland

Suburban

120

Yes

Shivers

Suburban

114

Some Involv.

yf

Campbell Suburban

180

Yes

yf

Briscoe

Urban

152

Yes

Neff

Urban

26

Yes

Runnels

Urban

168

Not Mentioned

yf

yf

Ferguson

Urban

130

Yes

yf

yf

Roberts

Urban

70

Not Mentioned

Student Currie & Budget Hiring Hiring
Advise
(advise only) only
Achiev. Staff Dev

Misc. school
operations
yf

yf

yf
yf

/
yf

yf
yf

yf

yf

yf

yf
yf

yf

Some

yf

yf

95
vo

90
very little involvem ent in m aking decisions, and th eir input w as only
solicited for advise or perspectives.
Two principals indicated that the committee had a role in budgeting,
and both were from suburban schools. W ith regard to input in hiring, only
rural principals said that they used the SBM committee for th is purpose.
W hile one rural principal said the com mittee had direct involvem ent w ith
hiring, another three rural principals said that the com m ittee h ad input on
personnel issues during the interview stage.

When asked ab o u t faculty

input on hiring decisions, m any of the urban and suburban principals
m entioned legal im plications. They w ere concerned about allow ing faculty
members make personnel decisions w hen the legal liability for the decision
is held by the principal. Some principals expressed a fear of law suits should
a teacher selected by the faculty turn out to be abusive to students or
ineffective in the classroom .
Principal Perceptions of SBM Impact. The them es w hich developed
from the analysis of the principal responses regarding the im pact of SBM on
decision making are sum m arized in Table 5.5, on the follow ing page. When
asked if SBM has an im pact at the school, eight principals responded "yes,"
seven principals responded "some," and four principals responded "no."
Most principals com m ented th at SBM is a useful tool to g ath er in p u t and
feedback about school planning. In spite of this, the m ajority o f ru ral
principals expressed dislike for the SBM program structure, a n d m any
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Table 5.5. Principal Perception of SBM Committee Impact (Emergent Themes)
Improves Aids in Comm.
No Impact Makes
Aids Staff Other Grps Doesn't
SBM
Work;
Impact? Input &
Decision Decisions on Daily
Staff Feel Support
More
Inefficient
Involved of Admin Import
Feedback Accept. ActedOn Issues

School

Commun
Type

Davis

Rural

Clark

Rural

Yes

Hays

Rural

Yes

Henders

Rural

No

yf

Jester

Rural

No

yf

Pease

Rural

No

yf

Wood

Rural

Some

S-Ross

Rural

Some

Murrah

Rural

Sterling

Suburban Yes

yf

Hobby

Suburban Yes

yf

yf

Ireland

Suburban Yes

yf

yf

Shivers

Suburban

Campbell Suburban

Some

yf

yf

yf

yf

yf

Yes

yf

yf

yf

V

No
Some

yf

yf
yf

yf

/

yf

yf

Briscoe

Urban

Yes

yf

Neff

Urban

Yes

yf

Runnels

Urban

Some

Ferguson

Urban

Some

Roberts

Urban

Some

yf
yf
yf

yf

yf
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rem arked that the m andated SBM process w as more oppressive than
liberating to their school context.

Rural principals said th at they receive a

great deal of inform al input w ith regard to decisions m ade at the school
level. Rural schools are usually sm aller, have a single lunch period, and
only one teachers' lounge (in contrast to several urban and suburban schools
w hich have staggered lunch schedules, and as many as three teachers'
lounges); thus, the frequent contact w ith th e faculty allow s for inform al
input and approval to be obtained.
N ine principals indicated th at the m ain benefit of SBM w as to
im prove teacher in pu t and increase feedback regarding decisions m ade at
the school; however, this view w as m ostly shared by suburban and urban
principals, w ith only one rural principal offering this perspective. M any
principals took a pragm atic stance regarding the SBM com m ittee, and
com m ented that SBM was a useful vehicle to sm ooth the w ay for decision
acceptance. Several principals ad d ed that the existence of the SBM
com m ittee makes it easier to share the adm inistrative point of view
regarding controversial issues. O ne principal said that "it is easier to sell
ideas to the [rest of the] faculty if they come out the SBM com m ittee."
Some principals, mostly ru ral, responded in a m ore negative m anner
as to the im pact of SBM. Four of the ru ral principals noted that the program
w as either inefficient or gave teachers too m uch power. O thers com m ents
included that they "d o n 't w ant teachers to tell me how to ru n my school, "
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or, "there is no evidence that it [SBM] has a positive effect" In addition,
four principals said th a t other decision m aking vehicles w ere more
influential at their school, and tw o principals said that SBM m ade no im pact
on day-to-day decisions. One principal said th at the com mittee process w as
"too form al for most decisions." Several principals com m ented that the
program let teachers "feel" as if they have a stake in decision m aking, bu t
that they com m ittee itself has little im pact on the decision m aking process.
SBM Com m ittees & the School Im provem ent Plan. Table 5.6, on the
follow ing page, exam ines the responses of the principals w ith regard to the
involvem ent of the SBM com m ittee w ith creating the school im provem ent
plan, and how the SBM committee is evaluated. O ver half of the principals
said that the SBM com m ittee had direct involvem ent w ith the creation of
the school im provem ent plan; four principals said that the com m ittee had
"som e involvem ent"; and, four principals d id not m ention the SBM
com m ittee w ith regard to who w rites the school plan.
W hen asked how the goals of SBM com m ittee w ere evaluated, m ost
principals assum ed th at the question referred to the school im provem ent
plans, or th at the goals of the school im provem ent plan w ere synonym ous
w ith those of the cam pus committee. As seen in Table 5.6, answ ers to this
question w ere varied. Six principals said that evaluation w as built into the
school plan, b u t they d id not say if they follow ed up on this built-in feature.
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Table 5.6. Principal Perception of SBM Involvement with Campus Plan and SBM Evaluation
School

Community # of
Is SBM committee involved in creating
Type
Teachers the school improvement plan?

How is the SBM committee and its goals
evaluated?

Davis

Rural

23

Some Involvement

Goals tied to school plan

Clark

Rural

85

Some Involvement

Don't know; "Do we evaluate?"

Hays

Rural

122

Not Mentioned (No Involvement)

No formal process

Henders

Rural

16

Yes

When write next year's plan

Jester

Rural

24

Yes

Goals built into school plan

Pease

Rural

55

Yes

When write next year's plan

Wood

Rural

30

Yes

Self-evaluate each spring

S-Ross

Rural

25

Yes

Not held accountable, so don't evaluate

Murrah

Rural

30

Not Mentioned (No Involvement)

Three times a year (as stated in the plan)

Sterling

Suburban

70

Yes

Bench marks built into the school plan

Hobby

Suburban

35

Some Involvement

Review the plan during the year

Ireland

Suburban

120

Yes

Evaluate plan quarterly

Shivers

Suburban

114

Some Involvement

When write next year's plan

Campbell Suburban

180

Yes

Goals in the school plan

Briscoe

Urban

152

Yes

Examine TAAS scores

Neff

Urban

26

Yes

Use data base to track progress

Runnels

Urban

168

Not Mentioned (No Involvement)

When write next year's plan

Ferguson

Urban

130

Yes

Built into school plan

Roberts

Urban

70

Not Mentioned (No Involvement)

No formal evaluation
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Three of the principals responded th at they had a tim eline for selfevaluation that w as built-in the plan, and tw o m entioned using TAAS
(Texas Academic Accountability System) scores o r a data base to track
progress tow ard school goals.
Four of the principals said that they d id n o t concern themselves w ith
evaluation until they began the process of w riting the cam pus plan for the
next year. Four principals, two rural, one suburban, and one urban, said
that neither the SBM committee nor the school p lan w ere evaluated; they
explained the lack of evaluation by stating that there is no formal
requirem ent to self-evaluate and that there is n o accountability mechanism
to ensure com pliance w ith the SBM m andate.
Phase Two: Outcomes
The answ ers to the Phase Two research questions, w hich examined
the degree of continuity between the required elem ents of the law and the
program in place at the school level, can be sum m arized as follows:
a. The level of correspondence between th e principal description of
the SBM program structure and the required elem ents varied by community
type. Principals at suburban and urban schools w ere m ore likely than
principals of ru ral schools to describe the m em bership, function, and duties
of the SBM com mittee in ways w hich aligned w ith the legal requirem ents.
b. W ith regard to principal perception of SBM im pact at the school
level, urban principals were more likely to perceive the program as having
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"som e" im pact; suburban principals w ere more likely to perceive th e
program as having a positive im pact, an d rural principals were m ixed in
th eir perceptions, w ith three principals responding no impact, three
responding some impact, and three responding a positive impact.
c. Fifteen of the schools had alternative decision m aking vehicles in
place at the school. The n atu re of these com mittees, w hich usually had
principal selected m em bers in contrast to the elected SBM m em bers, often
underm ined the purpose of th e SBM com m ittee d u e to involvem ent in
areas officially u n d er the dom ain of the SBM com m ittee. Four principals
stated that the alternative decision m aking vehicle at their school had more
of an im pact than the SBM com m ittee.
d. All of the urban and suburban schools had the required com mittee
m em berships, in contrast to ru ral schools in w hich five of the nine schools
d id not have parent an d / or com m unity members on the com m ittees.
e. 11 of the 19 principals said that the SBM com m ittee had direct
involvem ent w ith the creation of the school im provem ent plan; four
principals said th at the com m ittee had "som e involvem ent"; and, four
principals did not m ention th e SBM com m ittee w ith regard to w ho w rites
the school plan. A ccording to principal perceptions, the urban and suburban
SBM com m ittees w ere m ore likely to have direct involvem ent w ith
creating the school plan; ru ra l SBM com m ittees w ere half as likely to have
d irect involvem ent w ith creating the school im provem ent plans.
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Phase Three: R esults
The third phase of this study addressed how teachers perceive the
school's and their personal level of responsibility for decision m aking, as
well as the teachers' perceptions as to the degree to which th e school SBM
com m ittee complies w ith m adated duties and functions.
Phase Three: Review of the Research Q uestions
3. How do teachers perceive the school's responsibility and th eir
personal responsibility w ith regard to required and optional elem ents of
SBM (as established by TEA guidelines for SBM im plem entation)? H ow do
teachers perceive the level of responsibility of their school's SBM com m ittee
w ith regard to the required elem ents of SBM, as outlined by the law?
a. To w hat degree does community type effect teacher
perceptions of responsibility?
b. To w hat degree does SBM committee m em bership effect
teacher perceptions of responsibility?
c. To w hat extent does the interaction of com m unity ty p e and
SBM com m ittee m em bership effect teacher perceptions?
Phase Three: Data A nalysis and Results
D escriptive Statistics for Phase Three. The Decision M aking
Responsibility Index (DMRI) surveys were distributed to each school in
person during the spring of 1998, and returned via postage paid envelope.
The surveys were m achine scanned and the resulting raw d ata w ere
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analyzed using SAS. Table 5.7, on the following page, displays the
frequencies and percentages of respondents for the tw o independent
variables, com m unity type and SBM committee m em bership. The overall
means for the independent variables can be found on Tables 5.8 A-P and
Table 5.9 A-D.
Table 5.7. Frequency and Percentages for Independent Variables, SBM
Independent
V ariables

SBM
M em ber

N ot a SBM
M em ber

TOTAL

R ural Frequency
percent
row %
colum n %

54
7.66%
29.67%
31.03%

128
18.16%
70.33%
24.11%

182
25.82%

Suburb Frequency
percent
row %
colum n %

51
7.23%
18.41%
29.31%

226
32.06%
81.59%
42.56%

277
39.29%

U rban Frequency
percent
row %
colum n %

69
9.79%
28.05%
39.66%

177
25.11%
71.95%
33.33%

246
34.89%

174
24.68%

531
75.32%

705
100%

TOTAL

N ote. Fourteen respondents did not indicate SBM committee
m em bership; average return rate = 53%.
Three Sets of MANOVAs and ANOVAs. W hen a study involves a
large num ber of dependent variables, it is necessary to n m m ultivariate tests
to be certain that the overall effect of an independent variable is significant
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across the group of dependent variables. It is also appropriate to subdivide
the sets of dependent variables to be assessed using M ultivariate A nalysis of
Variance (MANOVA) into theoretically (or practically) different groups.
MANOVA is a statistical technique sim ilar to the t-test used for
determ ining w hether the differences betw een sam ples are due to chance or
w hether there are systematic effects w hich cause the scores in one group to
be different from th e scores in another group (G ravetter & W allnau, 1992;
Lomax, 1992). T here are three underlying assum ptions regarding the
validity of the MANOVA procedure:
1.) O bservations w ithin each sam ple m ust be independent.
2.) The populations from w hich the sam ple is selected m ust be
norm al.
3.) The population from w hich the sam ples are selected m ust have
equal variances (homogeneity of variance). Borg & Gall, 1989;
G ravetter & W allnau, 1992; Lomax, 1992
To ensure th at the sam ple w as independent, the patterns of the
residual errors w ere examined, an d no system atic pattern w as observed. To
ensure that there w as population norm ality, the residual patterns w ere
exam ined for outliers, and the residual errors appeared to be norm ally
distributed. To ensure that there was hom ogeneity of variance w ithin the
sam ple, the distribution of residual errors w as exam ined to ensure th at each
group had a constant variance.
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In this study, the DMRI consists o f three sets of dependent variables.
The first set of sixteen dependent variables are m easured twice resulting in
tw o sets of dependent variables. These variables are scored once in terms of
the respondents' perception of the school's level of responsibility for
different types of decisions, and then again in term s of their personal level
of responsibility for the sam e decisions. The third set of dependent variables
m easure teacher perceptions as to the com pliance of their school's S6M
com m ittee w ith the SBM program structure and duties outlined in the law .
MANOVAs w ere run three tim es, once for each set of dependent variables,
and subsequent univariate analysis w ere used to determ ine if any significant
differences betw een responses existed.
Tests of Significance for Items M easuring School and Personal
Responsibility. The MANOVA for th e School Responsibility dependent
variables for community type (CT) w as:
CT: _F (32,1348) = 3.19, p < .0001.
Since there was a significant m ultivariate value for CT, the univariates for
CT can now be interpreted. In the left colum ns of Table 5.8 A-P, on the
following pages, are the univariate values for each of the sixteen dependent
variables.
The MANOVA for th e Personal Responsibility dependent variables
for com m unity type (CT), SBM m em bership (Mem), and the interaction of
the tw o variables (C PM em ) were:
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CT: F (32,1344) = 2.92, £ < .0001
Mem: F (16,672) = 5.19, £ < .0001
CT*Mem: F (32,1344) = 2.92, £ < .005.
Since there w ere significant m ultivariate values for all three effects (CT,
Mem, CT*Mem) the univariates can now be interpreted. In the right
colum ns of Table 5.8 A-P are the univariate values for each of the sixteen
dependent variables. Only significant univariate effects for the Personal
Responsibility item s are included in the table.
Tables 5.8 A-P. Least Squares M ean and U nivariate Values for D ependent
V ariables; School Responsibility and Personal Responsibility Categories.
A. D ependent Variable: Setting budget priorities
Personal Responsibility

School Responsibility
Indep
V ars

SBM
M em

Not a M arginal
M em M eans

Indep
V ars

SBM
M em

Not a
M em

M arginal
M eans

R ural

2.7735

2.1666

2.4701

R u ral

1.9230

1.3464 1.6347

Suburb

2.3200

1.9820

2.1510

S uburb

1.8431

1.2690 1.5560

U rban

1.8823

1.7600

1.8211

U rban

1.3484

1.1206 1.2345

MEANS 2.3253

1.9695

2.0345

M EANS

1.7048

1.2454 1.3448

CT: F (2,689) = 13.85, £ < .0001

CT: F (2,687) = 7.35,£<.0005
Mem: F (1,687) = 31.34, £ < .0001

N ote. Responses for each variable were: "D on't Know" (0), "None" (1),
"Some" (2), o r "Great Deal" (3). Thus, the larger the m ean value, the higher
the level of perceived involvem ent
CT = com m unity type
Mem = SBM com mittee m em ber
(table cont.)
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B. D ependent Variable: H iring Staff
Personal Responsibility

School Responsibility
Indep
V ars

SBM
M em

N ot a
M em

M arginal
M eans

Indep
V ars

SBM
M em

N ot a
M em

M arginal
M eans

R ural

2.7735 2.5317

2.6526

R ural

1.6730

1.2440 1.4585

Suburb

2.6600 2.5201

2.5900

Suburb

1.6862

1.0852 1.3857

U rban

2.3382 2.0342

2.1826

U rban

1.1515

1.0574 1.1044

MEANS 2.5906 2.3620

2.4115

MEANS

1.5036

1.1289 1.2020

CT: F (2,689) = 19.61, p < .0001

CT: F (2,687) = 8.13, p < .0005
Mem: F (1,687) = 31.59, p < .0001
C T Mem: F (2,687) = 5.81, p < .005

G D ependent Variable: D eciding faculty assignm ents
Personal Responsibility

School Responsibility
Indep
V ars

SBM
M em

N ot a
M em

M arginal
M eans

Indep
V ars

SBM
M em

N ot a
M em

M arginal
M eans

R ural

2.7924 2.3492

2.5708

R ural

1.4615

1.1338 1.2976

Suburb

2.6600 2.5201

2.5900

Suburb

1.6862

1.3408 1.5135

U rban

2.3235 2.2057

2.2646

U rban

1.3030

1.0114 1.172

MEANS 2.5919 2.3583

2.4215

MEANS

1.4836

1.1620 1.2510

CT: F (2,689) = 6.53, p < .001

CT: F (2,687) = 11.76, p < .0001
Mem: F (1,687) = 23.94, p < .0001

' NJote. Responses for each variable were: "D on't Know" (0), "None" (1),
"Some" (2), or "G reat Deal" (3). Thus, the larger the mean value, the higher
the level of perceived involvem ent
CT = com munity type
Mem = SBM com m ittee m em ber
CT*Mem = interaction of com m unity type and SBM com m ittee m em bership
(table cont.)
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D. D ependent Variable: D eciding how school funds are spent
Personal Responsibility

School Responsibility
Indep
V ars

SBM
M em

Not a
M em

M arginal
M eans

Indep
V ars

SBM
M em

N ot a
M em

M arginal
M eans

R ural

2.5283 2.2539

2.3911

R ural

1.6730

1.4015 1.5373

Suburb

2.7000 2.2511

2.4755

Suburb

1.8823

1.3811 1.6317

U rban

2.1911

1.8571

2.0241

U rban

1.4242

1.0689 1.2466

MEANS 2.4731

2.1307

2.2000

MEANS

1.6598

1.2839 1.3694

CT: F (2,689) = 10.27,p < . 0001

CT: F (2,687) = 1039, g < .0001
Mem: F (1,687) = 24.93, p < .0001

E. D ependent V ariable: Involving parents
Personal Responsibility

School Responsibility
Indep
V ars

SBM
M em

Not a
M em

M arginal
M eans

Indep
V ars

SBM
M em

N ot a
M em

M arginal
M eans

R ural

2.3773

2.1031

2.2402

R ural

2.0000

1.8897

1.9448

Suburb

2.4600

2.4663

2.4631

Suburb

2.0000

2.0358

2.0179

U rban

2.3088

2.1142

2^115

U rban

1.8636

1.6206

1.7421

MEANS 2.3820

2.2279

2.2892

MEANS

1.9545

1.8487

1.8831

CT: F (2,689) = 7.93, p < .0005

CT: F (2,687) = 9.20, g < .0001

i ^Jote. Responses for each variable w ere: "D on't Know" (0), "None" (1),
"Some" (2), or "Great Deal" (3). T hus, the larger the mean value, the higher
the level of perceived involvem ent.
CT = com m unity type
Mem = SBM com mittee m em ber
CT*Mem = interaction of com m unity type and SBM committee m em bership
(table cont.)
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F. D ependent V ariable: Involving the school com m unity
Personal Responsibility

School R esponsibility
Indep
Vars

SBM
M em

N ot a
M em

M arginal
M eans

Indep
V ars

SBM
M em

N ot a
M em

M arginal
M eans

R ural

2.3584

2.0476

2.2030

R u ral

2.0961

1.5590

1.8276

Suburb

2.4400

2.3677

2.4038

Suburb

1.8235

1.8071

1.8153

U rban

2.1323

2.0742

2.1033

U rban

1.4393

1.3505

1.3949

MEANS 2.3102

2.1632

2.2172

M EANS

1.7863

1.5722

1.6349

CT: F (2,689) = 5.79, p < .001

CT: F (2,687) = 14.92, p < .0001
Mem: F (1,687) = 5.61, p < .01
CT*Mem: F (2,687) = 3.58, p < .01

G. D ependent Variable: A rranging the school w eekly schedule
Personal Responsibility

School Responsibility
M arginal
M eans

Indep
V ars

SBM
M em

N ot a
M em

M arginal
M eans

2.2380

2.3926

R ural

1.4230

1.1102

1.2666

2.6000

2.3946

2.4973

Suburb

1.5294

1.2421

1.3857

2.1176

2.1085

2.1131

U rban

1.1212

1.0172

1.0692

MEANS 2.4216

2.2470

2.2935

M EANS

1.3579

1.1232

1.1847

Indep
V ars

SBM
M em

N ot a
M em

R ural

2.5471

Suburb
U rban

CT: F (2,689) = 6.21, p < .001

II
II

CT: F (2,687) = 722, p < .0005
Mem: F (1,687) = 11.50, p < .001

N ote. Responses fo r each variable were: "D on't Know" (0), "N one" (1),
"Some" (2), or "G reat Deal" (3). Thus, the larger the m ean value, the higher
the level of perceived involvem ent
CT = com m unity ty pe
Mem = SBM com m ittee m em ber
C T M em = interaction of com m unity type and SBM com m ittee m em bership
(table cont.)
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H. D ependent Variable: A rranging th e school yearly schedule
Personal Responsibility

School Responsibility
Indep
V ars

SBM
M em

N ot a
M em

M arginal
MEANS

Indep
Vars

SBM
M em

N ot a
M em

M arginal
MEANS

R ural

2.5660 2.3492

2.4576

R ural

1.6346

1.3228

1.4787

Suburb

2.5000 2.1748

2.3374

Suburb

1.5294

1.2735

1.4014

U rban

2.0000

1.8628

1.9314

U rban

1.1363

1.0459

1.0911

MEANS 2.3553 3.1289

2.1640

MEANS

1.4334

1.2141

1.2582

CT: F (2,689) = 14.26, p < .0001

II
||

CT: F (2,687) =10.99, p < .0001
M em: F (1,687) = 8.81, j> < .005

I. D ependent Variable: A rranging teacher daily schedule
Personal Responsibility

School Responsibility
Indep
V ars

SBM
M em

N ot a
M em

M arginal
M eans

Indep
V ars

SBM
M em

N ot a
M em

M arginal
M eans

R ural

2.5660 2.1746

2.3703

R ural

1.9423

1.6299

1.7861

Suburb

2.5200 2.3901

2.4550

Suburb

1.9215

1.7040

1.8128

U rban

2.0735 2.0457

2.0596

U rban

1.3939

1.3793

1.3866

2.256

MEANS

1.7526

1.5710

1.6132

MEANS 2.3865 2.2034

CT: F (2,689) = 8.23, £ < .0001

CT: F (2,687) = 11.43, g < .0001
Mem: F (1,687) = 4.20, j> < .05

. slote. Responses for each variable were: "D on't Know" (0), "None" (1),
"Some" (2), o r "Great Deal" (3). Thus, the larger the m ean value, the higher
the level of perceived involvem ent.
CT = com m unity type
Mem = SBM com m ittee mem ber
CT*Mem = interaction of com m unity type an d SBM com m ittee m em bership
(table co n t)
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J. D ependent Variable: D eterm ining curriculum
School R esponsibility
Indep
V ars

SBM
M em

N ot a
M em

Personal R esponsibility

M arginal
M eans

Indep
V ars

SBM
M em

N ot a
M em

M arginal
M eans

R ural

2.5660 2.2460

2.4060

R ural

1.9230

1.7716

1.8473

Suburb

2.0400 2.0358

2.0379

Suburb

2.0000

1.7130

1.8565

U rban

2.0588

1.9714

2.0151

U rban

1.7575

1.4827 1.6201

MEANS 2.2216 2.0844

2.1007

MEANS

1.8935

1.6558

CT: F (2,689) = 7.45, £< .0 0 0 5

1.7070

CT: F (2,687) = 4 .4 9 ,£ < .0 1
Mem: F (1,687) = 7.97, £ < .005

K. D ependent V ariables: Selecting professional developm ent
Personal R esponsibility

School R esponsibility
Indep
V ars

SBM
M em

N ot a
M em

M arginal
M eans

Indep
Vars

SBM
M em

N ot a
M em

M arginal
M eans
1.9382

R ural

2.4339 2.1587

2.2963

R ural

2.0576

1.8188

Suburb

2.2600 2.0986

2.1793

Suburb

1.9019

1.6412 1.7716

U rban

1.9558

1.8685

1.9122

U rban

1.5454

1.4254 1.4853

MEANS 2.2166

2.0419

2.0748

MEANS

1.8350

1.6284 1.6608

CT: F (2,689) = 6.58,£< .001

CT: F (2,687) =10.77,£<.0001
Mem: F (1,687) = 5.69, £ < .01

sTote. Responses for each variable were: "D on't Know" (0), "N one" (1),
"Some" (2), or "G reat Deal" (3). Thus, the larger the mean value, the higher
the level of perceived involvem ent
CT = community type
M em = SBM com m ittee m em ber
CT*Mem = interaction of com m unity type and SBM com m ittee m em bership
(table cont)
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L. D ependent Variables: O rganizing students for learning
Personal Responsibility

School Responsibility
M arginal
M eans

Indep
V ars

SBM
M em

N ot a
M em

M arginal
M eans

1.9682

2.1728

R ural

2.4038

1.9291

2.1664

Suburb

2.3000 2.1793

2.23%

Suburb

2.3137

2.0538 2.1837

U rban

1.9117 1.8485

1.9301

U rban

2.0151

1.7413

1.8782

2.0805

M EANS

2.2442

1.9081

1.9942

Indep
V ars

SBM
M em

N ot a
M em

R ural

2.3773

MEANS 2.1963

2.0320

CT: F (2,689) = 4.16, j> < .01

II
II

CT: F (2,687) = 5.04, p < .005
Mem: F (1,687) = 11.70, p < .001

M. D ependent Variable: Establishing outcom es for students
Personal Responsibility

School Responsibility
Indep
V ars

SBM
M em

N ot a
M em

M arginal
M eans

Indep
V ars

SBM
M em

N ot a
M em

M arginal
M eans

R ural

2.3018 2.0793

2.1906

R ural

2.1346

1.9685

2.0515

Suburb

2.1200

2.000

2.0600

Suburb

2.4117

2.0089

2.2103

U rban

1.8235

1.8628

1.8431

U rban

1.9393

1.7126

1.8260

MEANS 2.0818

1.9807

1.9942

M EANS

2.1619

1.8967

1.9595

CT: F (2,689) = 4.26, p < .01

CT: F (2,687) = 5.73,p < .005
Mem: F (1,687) = 7.93, p < .001

: vlote. Responses for each variable were: "D on't Know" (0), "N one" (1),
"Some" (2), o r "G reat Deal" (3). Thus, the larger the mean value, the higher
the level of perceived involvem ent
CT = com m unity type
Mem = SBM com m ittee m em ber
CT*Mem = interaction of com munity type and SBM com m ittee m em bership
(table cont.)
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N. D ependent V ariable: D eterm ining stu d en t assessm ent practices
P ersonal Responsibility

School R esponsibility
M arginal
M eans

Indep
V ars

SBM
M em

N ot a
M em

M arginal
M eans

1.9682

2.1256

R ural

2.1730

1.7322

1.9526

Suburb

2.0000 2.0269

2.0134

Suburb

2.2352

2.0448

2.1400

U rban

1.8235

1.8228

1.8231

U rban

1.9090

1.5862

1.7476

MEANS 2.0355

1.9393

1.9625

MEANS

2.1058

1.7877

1.8831

SBM
M em

N ot a
M em

R ural

2.2830

Indep
V ars

CT: F (2,689) = 3.70, p < . 01

CT: F (2,687) = 9.47, p < .0001
Mem: F (1,687) = 11.14, p < .001

O. D ependent V ariable: D eterm ining teacher assessm ent practices
Personal Responsibility

School R esponsibility
Indep
V ars

SBM
M em

N ot a
M em

M arginal
M eans

Indep
V ars

SBM
M em

N ot a
M em

M arginal
M eans

R ural

2.4150 2.0476

2.2313

R ural

1.4423

1.2204

1.3313

Suburb

2.3200 2.1210

2.2205

Suburb

1.6078

1.2556

1.4317

U rban

1.8382

1.8800

1.8591

U rban

1.2272

1.0804

1.1538

MEANS 2.1911

2.0162

2.0561

MEANS

1.4258

1.1855

1.2424

CT: F (2,689) = 5.75, p < .005

CT: F (2,687) = 4.06,p < . 01
Mem: F (1,687) = 10.26, p < .01

vJote. Responses for each variable w ere: "D on't Know" (0), "None" (1),
"Some" (2), o r "G reat D eal" (3). Thus, the larger the mean value, the higher
the level of perceived involvem ent.
CT = com m unity type
M em = SBM com m ittee m em ber
CT*Mem = interaction of com m unity type and SBM com m ittee mem bership
(table cont)
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P. D ependent Variable: Creating the school im provem ent plan
School Responsibility
Indep
V ars

SBM
M em

N ot a
M em

Personal Responsibility

M arginal
M eans

Indep
V ars

SBM
M em

N ot a
M em

M arginal
Means

R ural

2.6037 2.2857

2.4447

R ural

1.9615

1.5039

1.7327

Suburb

2.7000 2.3991

2.5495

Suburb

2.1372

1.6233

1.8802

U rban

2.2794 2.1028

2.1911

U rban

2.0000

1.3275

1.6637

MEANS 2.5277 2.2625

2.3294

MEANS

2.0329

1.4849

1.6262

CT: F (2,689) = 5.90,p < .001

CT: F (2,687) =3.23, g < .05
Mem: F (1,687) = 46.29, p < .0001

N ote. Responses for each variable were: "D on't Know" (0), "None" (1),
"Some" (2), or "G reat Deal" (3). Thus, the larger the m ean value, the higher
the level of perceived involvem ent
CT = com m unity type
M em = SBM com m ittee m em ber
In general, m ean scores on the dependant variables w ere higher for
the School Responsibility items (closer to a grand m ean of 2.00) than for the
Personal Responsibility items (closer to a grand m ean of 1.00). With regard
to the School Responsibility variables, rural and suburban schools tended to
have sim ilar m eans, w hich were higher than the m eans for urban schools.
This indicates that teachers in urban schools perceive a low er school level
involvem ent in decision making than the levels perceived by teachers in
rural and suburban schools.
The pattern of response for the Personal Responsibility items
replicated the pattern for the School Responsibility variables; rural and
suburban schools had higher m eans than d id the urban schools. Not
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surprisingly, SBM com m ittee m em bers had higher m eans on the Personal
Responsibility item s than did non-m em bers. O ut of the th ree sets of
dependent variables, the Personal Responsibility variables was the only set
in w hich there was a significant interaction between com m unity type and
SBM committee m em bership. It is interesting to note th a t on half of the
item s w ithin the Personal Responsibility category, the m ean scores for rural
SBM com m ittee non-m em bers w as higher than the scores for urban SBM
com m ittee m em bers. Thus, suburban and rural teachers perceive a higher
level of personal involvem ent in school level decision m aking, than do
teachers at urban schools.
Tests of Significance for Item s M easuring SBM Com m ittee
Responsibility. The MANOVA for the SBM committee responsibility
dependent variables for com m unity type (CT) and for SBM m em bership
(Mem) were:
CT: F (10,1338) = 2.49, £ < .005
Mem: F (5,669) = 17.21, £ < .0001.
Since there w ere significant m ultivariate values, th e univariates can
now be interpreted. Table 5.9 A-E, on the following pages, present the
univariate values for each of the five dependent variables. Only significant
univariate values for com m unity type and m em bership are included in
Table 5.9 A-E.
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Tables 5.9 A-E. Least Squares M ean and U nivariate Values for D ependent
V ariables; Campus Com m ittee Responsibility Category.________________
A. Student A chievem ent
Indep
V ars

SBM
M em

N ot a
M em

B. Set Performance Objectives

M arginal
M eans

Indep
V ars

SBM
M em

N ot a
M em

M arginal
M eans

R ural

1.5384 0.8225

1.1805

R u ral

2.2884

1.2661

1.7772

Suburb

1.7600 0.8416

1.3008

S uburb

2.6000

1.7963

2.1981

U rban

1.4848 1.1325

1.3086

U rban

2.1212

1.7891

1.9551

MEANS 1.5944 0.9322

1.0927

M EANS

2.3365

1.6172

1.8262

CT: F (2,673) = 3.17, p < .05
Mem: F (1,673) = 47.12, p < .0001

C.

Determ ine Resources

CT: F (2,673) = 6.42,p < . 001
Mem: F (1,673) = 46.69, p < .0001

D. Select Staff D evelopm ent

M arginal
M eans

Indep
V ars

SBM
M em

N ot a
M em

M arginal
M eans

1.0887

1.6308

R u ral

1.7692

1.1209

1.4450

Suburb

2.4000 1.6153

2.0076

Suburb

2.0200

1.2941

1.6570

U rban

1.9000 1.4638

1.6864

U rban

1.6969

1.4879

1.5924

MEANS 2.1607 1.3839

1.6111

M EANS

1.8287

1.3010

1.4388

Indep
V ars

SBM
M em

N ot a
M em

R ural

2.1730

CT: F (2,673) = 5.56,p < .005
Menu F (1,673) = 57.73, p < .0001

Mem: F (1,673) = 28.00, p < .0001

N ote. Responses for each variable were: "D on't Know" (0), "N one" (1),
"Some" (2), or "Great Deal" (3). Thus, the larger the mean value, the higher
the level of perceived involvem ent
CT = com munity type
Mem = SBM committee m em ber
(table cont.)
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E. W rite School Im provem ent Plan
M arginal
M eans

SBM
M em

N ot a
M em

R ural

2.3461

1.3225

1.8343

Suburb

2.6200 1.8552

2.2376

Urban

2.4393 1.8373

2.1383

MEANS 2.4685 1.6717

1.9042

Indep
V ars

CT: F (2,673) = 7.64, £ < .0005
Mem: F (1,673) = 62.34, £ < .0001
N ote. Responses for each variable were: "D on't Know" (0), "None" (1),
"Some" (2), o r "G reat Deal" (3). Thus, the larger the m ean value, the higher
the level of perceived involvem ent
CT = com m unity type
M em = SBM com m ittee member
N ot surprisingly, respondents who are members of their school's
SBM com m ittee score the Committee Responsibility variables higher than
non-m em bers. In addition, in contrast to th eir higher ratings on the first
tw o sets of dependent variables, rural schools had low er means th an urban
and suburban schools on all five items. Teachers at suburban schools had
the highest means on all of the item s in this category.
Phase Three: Outcomes
The answ ers to the Phase Three research questions, which exam ined
teacher perceptions as to personal and school responsibility for optional
SBM elem ents and the degree of responsibility of their school's SBM
com m ittee, can be sum m arized as follows:
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a. Community type had an effect on all three sets of dependant
variables. On the Personal and School Responsibility variables, suburban
and rural schools rated the level of involvem ent higher than did teachers in
urban schools.
b. SBM committee m em bership had an effect on the Personal
Responsibility and the Campus Committee responsibility variables.
c. The interaction betw een com m unity type and SBM committee
m em bership had an effect on only the Personal Responsibility variables.
Sum m ary of R esults for Phases O ne, Two, an d Three
Based on the results from the first three phases of this study, there
appears to be a difference in the ways in w hich SBM is im plem ented at the
district level, at the school level, as well as am ong the three com m unity
types.
D istrict Level
W ith regard to district level support, it seems as if there is a variety of
interpretations present across school districts as to how to im plem ent a SBM
program . Rural school districts tend to focus on the m inim um required
elem ents, and passing on these m inim um requirem ents to schools.
Suburban and urban school districts are m ore likely to explore the
program m atic options available through SBM, and develop either their
ow n m anuals for SBM im plem entation o r issue m anuals prepared by TEA.
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School Level
At the school level, principals use a great deal of latitude w ith regard to
structuring the SBM program at their school. Principals from urban and
suburban districts w ere much m ore likely to structure th eir SBM program s
to comply w ith the elem ents outlined in Senate Bill 1. Rural principals did
not alw ays have the required elem ents in place, and w ere less likely to
schedule SBM com m ittee meetings on a regular basis. In addition, ru ral
principals were the m ost vocal in their opposition to the SBM process.
W ith comments ranging from lack of capacity to support the program to
those w hich disparaged the usefulness of program , rural principal's seem ed
to value the informal processes that they had always used instead of the
structure m andated by the state.
Interestingly, over tw o-thirds of the principals m entioned the
existence of alternative decision m aking vehicles at their school. These
alternative committees appeared m ost often in the form of D epartm ent
Head Committees, in w hich the members are usually selected by the
principal instead of elected like SBM committee members. The presence of
the alternative com m ittees potentially underm ines the purpose of the SBM
com m ittee when the school adm inistration charges the alternative council
w ith duties that fall w ithin the scope of the SBM committee. Only tw o of
the schools w ith alternative committees described them in w ays that d id not
seem to overlap the w ith the de jure duties of the SBM com mittee. O ne
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school solved this problem by m aking the head of each departm ent ad hoc
m em bers of the S6M com m ittee. A lthough the ad hoc m em bers could not
vote, they could share input and lobby for their ideas.
Teachers
In contrast to the perceptions of the principals in Phase Two, the
responses of the teachers in Phase Three on the DMRI resulted in some
perceptual differences regarding decision m aking responsibility. Although
principals in ru ral schools reported little alignm ent w ith the required SBM
structure, teachers in rural schools reported high levels of school and
personal responsibility for decision m aking. U rban schools, w hich have
strong alignm ent betw een the program structure an d the required structure,
report the lowest levels of both school and personal responsibility for
decision making.
The apparent negative relationship between program structure and
decision m aking responsibility is probably due to th e fact that principals of
rural schools frequently m entioned fulfilling some of SBM duties
inform ally, not using the SBM structure. Many ru ra l principals m entioned
that the inform al process is m ore sensitive to the local context of the school
and w as in place before the law was established. U rban schools seem ed to
feel that size w as th eir biggest im pedim ent to im plem enting SBM. In
addition, urban principals often rem arked that they bear personal liability
should som ething go w rong; thus, SBM w as inefficient for urban school
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governance. Suburban schools have the strongest positive relationship
betw een SBM program structure and decision m aking responsibility. These
schools appeared to be very good at establishing sub-comm ittees to involve
faculty. Thus, for suburban schools size is a positive feature. These results
appear to replicate the findings of H annaw ay and Talbert (1993) that school
size is a positive factor for suburban schools, a negative factor for urban
schools, and has no effect on rural schools.
C ontrast Am ong the Three Phases
Table 5.10 presents a sum m ary of the overall outcomes for each of
the first three phases of the study, disaggregated by community type. Each
phase w as exam ined holistically, and an overall rating (low, m edium /low ,
m edium , m edium / high, or high) was given to each phase.
Table 5.10. Outcom es, by Com munity Type, for Phase One, Tw o, and Three.
R ural

Suburban

U rban

1. Level of district support for SBM
im p lem en tatio n

»

«

0

2. A lignm ent betw een required SBM
program structure and required elem ents

•

o

O

3 -A. Teacher perceptions of the school's
decision m aking responsibility

O

o

•

3 -B. Teacher perceptions of personal
decision m aking responsibility.

O

a

•

3-C Teacher perceptions of SBM com mittee
responsibility

»

o

0

Phases o f th e S tudy

N ote. O = high, (( = m edium /high, 0 = m edium , )) = m edium /low , • = low
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Upon review of the first three phases of this study, com m unity type
appears to w ield the m ost influence on the im plem entation of SBM
program structure and teacher perceptions of decision m aking
responsibility. Results in the each of the three phases show ed strong
sim ilarities am ong schools from the sam e com munity type.

In addition,

w hen the results of Phase Two and Three are com pared, there does not
appear to be a direct relationship betw een having a high degree of required
SBM program structure (e.g., as seen in the urban and suburban schools)
w ith high teacher perceptions of involvem ent in decision m aking (e.g., as
w as seen in the ru ral and suburban schools).
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CHAPTER SIX:
COMPARATIVE CASE STUDIES

The prim ary purpose of this study w as to explore how Texas high
schools responded to a state law which: (a) established that schools m ust
im plem ent site based m anagem ent (SBM), and (b) outlined specific
param eters und er w hich the SBM program w as to be constructed. The fourth
objective of this study was to:
4. Explore, through case study analysis, how internal school processes
facilitate or hinder SBM program im plem entation.
The fourth and final phase of the stud y em ployed teacher interview s,
school observations, as well as the data collected in the previous three phases
of the study, to triangulate the data in the construction of case studies. The
focus of the case studies was to exam ine the sim ilarities and differences in
how schools chose to im plem ent SBM and determ ine if there are differences
in im plem entation between schools in different com m unity types.
The follow ing sections of this chapter re-visits the m ethodological
process by w hich the case studies were created; presents three com parative
case studies to explore two urban, two suburban and two rural schools and
the m anner in w hich SBM was im plem ented; and, concludes with a cross
case analysis exploring sim ilar and conflicting them es present across all six
schools and across the three com m unity types.
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Case S tudy C onstruction
T he final phase of this study explored the question as to w hat types of
activities im pact the w ay in w hich SBM is im plem ented at the school level.
Phase Four: Research Q uestions
4. H ow do internal school processes facilitate or hinder the successful
im plem entation of SBM?
a. H ow do teachers perceive the focus of th eir schools' SBM
com m ittee?
b. H ow do teachers perceive the im pact of their schools' SBM
com m ittee?
c. A re th e perceptions of the teachers and principal sim ilar w ith
regard to the focus and im pact of the school's SBM
com m ittee?
d. W hat structures (formal and inform al) are in place at the
school level to foster the SBM program ?
Selecting the Case S tudy Schools
In order to conduct paired, cross case analysis of schools in each
com m unity type, tw o schools from each com m unity type w ere selected to be
visited fo r further d ata collection. The sam ple for Phase Four was
determ ined based on an analysis of data from Phases O ne, Two, and Three, in
w hich a tw o level ratin g of SBM im plem entation ("typical", "better") w as
given to each school. U sing stratified purposeful sam pling, one typical and
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one better school for each com m unity type was chosen, w hich resulted in a
final sam ple of six schools, to be profiled in three com parative case studies.
Data Collection & A nalysis
D ata collection for this phase of the study consisted of spending tw o
person days at each school site. Two observers/interview ers w ere used at
each site. A ctivities that occurred during each site visit included:
(1) Inform al school observations to gather inform ation as to faculty
interactions, principal presence throughout the school during the school day,
and the m anner in w hich the everyday activities at the school w ere carried
out
(2) Teacher interview s w ith a proportional sam ple of the faculty
(ranging from 50% of the faculty in schools w ith less then 30 teachers, and
15% of the faculty in schools w ith more than 150 teachers) w ere conducted at
each school. Interview s w ere conducted in the teachers lounge during the
respondents' preparatory period. Each interview ee w as asked five open
ended questions (see A ppendix D) w hich included subject taught, SBM
committee m em bership, the m ain focus of SBM a t the school, how the
program has been facilitated by the school and the ISD, and if SBM im pacts
decision m aking a t the school.
(3) D ata from the three earlier phases of the study were used to
triangulate the resu lts from the inform ation gathered in the teacher
interview s as w ell as to lend additional dim ensions of contrast to the case
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studies (e.g., principal perceptions in Phase Two as com pared to parallel
teacher perceptions in Phase Four).
Three sets of narrative case studies w ere constructed to facilitate the
cross case analysis of the pairs of schools w ithin each com m unity type. The
school observation data was used to add depth to the narrative school
profiles. Elem ents of the data collected during all four phases of the study are
presented to triangulate the interpretations and conclusions developed from
the data analysis. The sub-headings in each case study are used consistently
across all three school com parisons, and represent both the emergent and a
priori them es w hich developed in the construction of the case studies.
U rban Case Study: Roberts & Ferguson H igh Schools
Background
Brazos County is located in a medium size urban area of Central Texas.
Brazos School D istrict encompasses the d ty lim its of Fergusonberg, and
educates approxim ately 16,000 students, of w hich 71% are classified as
economically disadvantaged. There are two regular education high schools
in this district, as w ell as an alternative high school.
Both Roberts and Ferguson H igh Schools are quite large and educate a
predom inately economically disadvantaged, m inority, inner-city population.
The racial breakdow n for the tw o schools w as different. Roberts students
w ere 29% A frican American, 53% Hispanic, and 17% A nglo; Ferguson
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students were 50% A frican American, 20% H ispanic, an d 28% Anglo. The
level of economically disadvantaged students for both schools w as 58-60%.
The physical plants of both schools w ere quite large. Roberts appeared
to be an older school and had a conglom eration of buildings that had been
added as the stu d en t population had grown. T hroughout the day, students
w ere observed roam ing the halls and gathering in sm all groups to chat, even
though classes w ere in session. Ferguson w as a very large two story building
w ith several w ings w hich splintered off from the center of the foyer, where
the school's m ain entrance, adm inistrative offices, cafeteria, and one of the
teacher lounges w as located. In contrast to Roberts, students w ere not
observed w andering around the building during class tim e.
According to the respective principals, Roberts is a slightly more
affluent school an d traditionally scores m oderately w ell on the Texas
Academic A ccountability System (TAAS); w hile Ferguson has m ore drug and
alcohol problem s on the cam pus, and had been on th e "A ccountability List"
for having very low TAAS scores until school year 1996-97, the y ear before
this study was conducted. Table 6.1 shows the num ber of teachers and
students at each of the case study schools.

School

Teachers

S tudents

Roberts

70

1115

Ferguson

130

1800
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The principal at Roberts High School, Dr. O ran, had been a t the school
for six years. H e was raised in the local com munity and did his student
teaching at the school w here he is now principal. W hen asked to describe the
stu dent population at Roberts, he focused on their at-risk status and observed
that students w ere not receptive to the learning process. Dr. O ran was very
focused on student perform ance at Roberts. The school had recently
purchased a d ata base program to help track student achievem ent and keep
tabs on student perform ance in individual teacher's classes.
W hen w e arrived at Roberts for the site visit, w e discovered that the
teachers had not been told about ou r visit, although the adm inistrative
personnel w as expecting us. Because the teachers lounge was seldom used
due to its location in a distan t annex, we were stationed in the teacher work
room to perform the interview s. Some teachers appeared very hesitant to
com m ent about SBM to us, and this w as the only school w here teachers
refused to be interview ed solely because of the topic we were asking about.
The principal at Ferguson H igh School, Dr. M iriam, was in her first
year as a principal. H er previous job had been at the regional service center,
w here she had w orked w ith schools on im provem ent activities. The district
had w anted a principal from outside of the local area to try and im prove
school perform ance at Ferguson. Dr. M iriam said that she left the regional
service center because she w anted to w ork w ith just one school, an d that a
principal's salary was higher then her previous salary. W hen asked about the
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stud ent population at Ferguson, she focused on the stu d en ts' diversity, both
racially and economically. She also said that attendance w as a problem a t this
school; the previous year it had been as low as 86%.
D uring the spring site visit the principal and teachers said that D r.
M iriam 's contract had not been renew ed by the school board for the follow ing
year. By this point in the school year, the principal had developed a strong
relationship w ith her faculty and they were not pleased w ith this decision.
The reason for not being retained w as given as a non-alignm ent of the
principal's and the school board's vision for the school.
The follow ing sections explore the ways in w hich each school has
developed its SBM program , teacher perceptions as to level of school and
personal responsibility for various SBM activities, and principal and teacher
opinions as to how the im plem entation of SBM has im pacted decision
m aking at their school.
SBM Program Structure & Developm ent of the School Plan
The principal of each school was visited in the fall of 1997. Each
principal w as interview ed and asked to provide a copy of the most recent
cam pus im provem ent plan. Table 6.2, on the following page, shows a
com parison of the tw o schools' SBM program structure. A lthough both
schools have the required teacher, parent, and com m unity members, Roberts
invited student representatives to be on the committee. The principal at
Roberts w as the self-selected head of the committee, in contrast to Ferguson
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w here the principal generally facilitated the meetings but w as not head of the
com m ittee.
Table 63.. SBM Program Structure: Urban Case Study Schools.
C haracteristics

Ferguson

Roberts

Teacher Members

yes

yes

Parent Members

yes

yes

Community Members

yes

yes

Student Members

yes

no

Principal Chairman of Committee

yes

no

How often does the committee m eet? Once a month

O nce a month

Who w rote the current campus plan? Principal & Assistant
Principal

Principal & the SBM
committee

How do you evaluate the plan?

Nothing formal

Are other decision making vehicles in
place at the school?

yes

Built into the plan
no

slote. Date source for this table were the principal interviews conducted in Phase Two.

W hen both principals w ere asked how they created the campus plan
they responded that they played a major role in outlining the goals for the
plan; despite this, they approached the project from different stances. At
Roberts H igh, the adm inistration took total charge of the cam pus plan. Dr.
O ran said that he and his A ssistant Principal for Instruction (API) w rote the
majority of the plan and detailed the performance objectives for student
achievem ent. By the tim e the p lan w as presented to the SBM committee the
plan w as already fully constructed, and the committee m erely signed off on it.
Evaluation of the school plan w as not a formal process, b u t student
achievem ent was closely m onitored, especially w ith regard to perform ance
on the TAAS.
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Dr. M iriam adm itted th at she had heavily influenced the construction
of the plan at Ferguson d u rin g the early fall. She outlined the perform ance
objectives that she thought w ere pertinent, and then presented them to the
com m ittee.

However, the construction of the plan w as the undertaking of

the SBM com mittee. W hile they relied heavily on the objectives outlined by
Dr. M iriam , the plan itself w as w ritten by the committee and m odified as
com m ittee members saw f it W ith regard to evaluation of the plan,
benchm arks are built into the plan but it w as unclear as to how often they
w ere actually exam ined and m odified.
D r. O ran w as very insistent that he "needs" to be in charge of the SBM
process at Roberts. He is the form al chairm an of the com mittee, and he sets
the agenda for each m eeting. In fact, to ensure that he has control over all
types of dispersed decision m aking at the school, he established a faculty
advisory committee whose m em bers are selected by Dr. O ran, not elected like
the SBM members. The issues that are d ealt w ith in the advisory council
have to do w ith school clim ate and daily operations. The faculty advisory
com m ittee meets every tw o w eeks, in contrast to the SBM com m ittee which
m eets only once a m onth. T hus, Dr. O ran w as essentially parceling out
duties th at could have come und er the m anagem ent of the SBM com mittee.
W hile this could be perceived as trying to get more teachers involved in
decision m aking, the fact that D r. Oran selects teachers for the Faculty
A dvisory Com mittee and SBM members a re elected, and the fact th at the
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Faculty A dvisory Council m eets tw ice as often as the SBM com m ittee,
dim inishes the "altruistic nature" of his actions.
A lthough Dr. M iriam did shape the way in which decisions were
m ade at Ferguson, she did not try to subvert the SBM process w ith alternative
decision-m aking vehicles. In fact, instead of having the d epartm ent heads
form a separate council, Dr. M iriam m ade them ad hoc m em bers of the SBM
committee. A lthough they could not vote, the departm ent heads w ere
encouraged to participate in debate and share their views as to how decisions
m ight affect the departm ent w hich they represented.
Upon exam ination of the Cam pus Com m ittee R esponsibility variables
on the Decision M aking Responsibility Index (DMRI), w hich exam ine teacher
perceptions as to how much responsibility is accorded to the cam pus SBM
com mittee, the teachers at Ferguson appeared to believe th a t th eir committee
had more responsibility than did the teachers at Roberts. T his perception
triangulates w ith inform ation reported in the principal interview s.
Table 6.3. DMRI M eans for SBM Committee Responsibilities Item s: U rban
Case Study Schools_____________________________________________________
Roberts Fergus.
Campus Committee Duties
1.94
1.06
Assessing academic achievement for students
2.16
1.64
Setting campus performance objectives
1.88
1.32
Determining resources to meet campus performance objectives
1.91
1.53
Helping organized staff development
1.76
2.44
Creating the school improvement plan
Note. At Roberts High School 37 teachers responded (53% of the total) to the survey;
99 teachers responded (73% of the total) responded at Ferguson High School.
The response options for these questions were: "Don't Know" = 0, "None" = 1,
"Some" = 2, or "Great Deal" = 3.
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As seen in Table 6.3, on the previous page, the teachers at Ferguson
rated the items .38 to .88 higher (on a three point scale) then did the teachers
at Roberts. The areas where Ferguson scores notably higher then Roberts
w ere "assessing academic achievem ent for students" and "creating the school
im provem ent plan."
Faculty Perceptions of School & Personal Responsibility for Decision Making
To assess the perception of the faculty members at each school as to
th eir school's responsibility and their personal responsibility for elements of
SBM, the DMRI was adm inistered to th e faculty in the spring of 1998. Table
6.4, on the following page displays the teachers' m ean responses for the
schools' responsibility and their personal responsibility on each of the sixteen
contrast variables. The response rate at Ferguson w as around 73%, while at
Roberts the response rate w as 53%. As noted by D urland (1996), higher levels
of participation and response rates on surveys typically come from more
effective schools.
In general, the majority of item s in the "School Responsibility"
category have a m ean close to two, signaling that teachers feel that each item
does not constitute more then "some" school or personal responsibility. The
m ajority of item s in the "Personal Responsibility" categories have a mean
closer to one, signalling that these item s are not perceived as bearing a great
deal of responsibility by the respondents.
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Table 6.4. DMRI Means for School and Personal Responsibility: U rban Case
Study Schools.
DMRI Response Prompts

School
Responsibility

Personal
Responsibility

Roberts

Ferguson

Roberts

Ferguson

Setting budget priorities

1.81

1.97

1.15

1.13

Hiring staff

1.92

2.18

1.06

1.00

Deciding faculty assignments

2.12

2.24

1.00

0.97

Deciding how school funds are spent

1.96

1.94

1.08

1.10

Involving parents

2.06

2.32

1.40

1.51

Involving the school community

1.94

2.40

1.12

1.37

Arranging the school weekly schedule

1.95

2.18

0.91

1.08

Arranging the school yearly schedule

1.57

2.10

0.92

1.24

Arranging the teacher daily schedule

1.58

2.00

1.21

1.24

Determining curriculum

1.79

1.97

1.11

1.40

Selecting Professional Develop.

1.83

2.00

1.28

1.38

Organizing students for learning

1.81

2.16

1.56

1.62

Establish, outcom es for students

1.58

2.13

1.53

1.45

Determining student assessment practices

1.61

2.05

1.26

1.48

Determining teacher assessment practices

1.57

2.21

1.11

1.27

Creating the school improvement plan

1.89

2.29

1.22

1.51

Note. At Roberts High School 37 teachers responded (53% of the total) to the survey;
99 teachers responded (73% of the total) at Ferguson High School.
The response options for these questions were: "D on't Know" = 0, "N one" = 1,
"Some" = 2, or "Great Deal" = 3.

The teachers at Ferguson gave higher scores to fifteen of the sixteen
"School Responsibility" and twelve of the sixteen "Personal Responsibility"
variables. O verall, Ferguson scored 84% of the variables higher than did
Roberts. T hus, it w ould seem that the teachers at Ferguson have a higher
level of involvem ent w ith regard to decision making then do the teachers at
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Roberts. This again triangulates w ith inform ation from the principal
interview s and o th er teacher survey items.
Focus and Impact of SBM at Each School
As was previously discussed, two person days w ere spent at each school
to conduct teacher interview s and observe the school environm ent. Twentysix interview s w ere conducted w ith the faculty at Roberts; tw enty-nine
interview s were conducted at Ferguson H igh School.

The teacher responses

w ere com pared to th e principals' responses in the interview s conducted
during Phase Two.
The teachers at Roberts w ere wary as to our presence as observers at the
school and the questions w e w ere asking about SBM. Four teachers
em phatically refused to talk w ith us, not because of lack of time, b u t because
they felt it was inappropriate for us to be asking about their school's SBM
committee. One teacher was openly derogatory about our being placed in the
w ork room area to "am bush" teachers. Several teachers wanted to know
w hat was going to happen to the interview inform ation, and if it w as going to
be sent to the central office. In contrast, the teachers a t Ferguson w ere quite
welcoming and open. They w ere happy to talk abo ut SBM at th eir school,
and several teachers sent their colleagues to the lounge, as they w ere
concerned that w e w ould not have "enough" interview s.
Table 6.5 sum m arizes how the principal and teachers perceived the
focus of the SBM com m ittee a t each school. The teachers at Roberts are in
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less agreem ent then those at Ferguson as to the focus of the SBM committee.
While the m ajority of teachers at both schools agree that the m ain focus of
the com m ittee has to do w ith curriculum , stud ent achievem ent, and school
level decision m aking, 17% of the teachers a t Roberts feel th at the focus of
the com m ittee is not set by those elected to serve on it, but by outsiders w ith
their ow n agenda, specifically the principal, the central office, and the school
board.
Table 6.5. Principal an d Teacher Perceptions of the SBM Committee Focus:
What is the Focus of the SBM Committee?

Principal

Roberts
Establishing
school policy

Ferguson
Creating the
campus plan

Teachers
Curriculum & Student Achievement
School Level Decisions
Seeking Input
Outside Agenda
Don't Know

27% (n=8)
25% (n=7)
3% (n=l)
17% (n=5)
7% (n=5)

33% (n=9)
25% (n=7)
0
7% (n=2)
23% (n-6)

teachers (22% of the total) were interviewed at Ferguson High School. The number of
items in each category may sum to more than the number of teachers due to multiple
categories being coded within a single response.
There was a m arked difference in attitude between the faculties of the
tw o schools w hen asked if they th ink that SBM has an im pact on the way that
decisions are m ade a t their school. The teachers at Roberts seemed
incredulous they w ere being asked the question, w ith som e teachers asking
"Do w e have SBM?", follow ed by a laugh. As sum m arized on Table 6.6, only
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25% of the teachers at Roberts felt th at the SBM im pacted decision m aking. In
contrast, 52% of the teachers at Ferguson felt th a t SBM had an influence at the
school.
Table 6.6. Principal and Teacher Perceptions of SBM Impact: U rban Case
Principal:
SBM
Impact

Teachers: Does SBM have impact at your school?
Don't know/
some
yes
no
no response

13% (n=4)
Roberts
some
25% (n=7) 37%(n=ll) 25% (n=7)
11% (n=3)
Ferguson
some
52%(n=14) 18% (n= 5) 18% (n=5)
slote. At Roberts High School 26 teachers (37% of the total) were interviewed; 29
teachers (22% of the total) were interviewed at Ferguson High School.
The teachers at Roberts were quite vocal in their com plaints about the
school board and the central office trying to "over-adm inister" the daily life
of district schools. The teachers w ere extremely articulate w ith regard to their
opposition to the local school board. Several teachers talked about how the
m ajority of the faculty at the school had actively cam paigned to ensure that
the present school board president d id not get re-elected. O ne teacher related
a story to justify w anting to get rid of the school board president, who owns a
series of car dealerships throughout Texas and adjoining states. W hile the
School Board President w as exam ining a set of blueprints for a new school, he
ordered the architects to take storage closets in the classrooms out of the plan
as it was an unnecessary expense, and questioned, "W hat d o teachers need
closets for anyw ay?" This enraged the teachers, w ho com m ented, "H e's
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trying to m icro-m anage our schools like one of his car dealerships, but w e're
not selling trucks here."
As seen in Table 6.7, the teachers a t Roberts feel that the adm inistrators
at the school, central office, and school board thw arted w hatever pow er the
SBM com m ittee m ight have by not acting upon suggestions that came out of
that council. W hile som e Ferguson teachers appeared to agree the potential
im pact of SBM at the school w as thw arted by adm inistrators and central office
personal, m ore teachers seem ed to feel th at SBM d id make a difference at the
school level, even if that im pact did not carry through to the district level.
Table 6.7. Teacher Perceptions of How SBM Impacts Decision M aking; Urban
How does SBM impact decision making ?

Roberts

Ferguson

3% (n=2)

15% (n=4)

14% (n=4)

26% (n=7)

3% (n=l)

18% (n=5)

14% (n=4)

0

Positive Responses
School level control
Input and feedback are sought out
At the school level "Yes"; with District "No"
Negative Responses
No input or feedback is sought from the faculty

Thwarted by administration, central office & school board 25% (n=7)

18% (n=5)

Administration keeps the decision making power

10% (n=3)

0

Small decisions only

10% (n=3)

0

No Resp/ Misc

17% (n=5)

23%(n=6)

teachers (22% of the total) were interviewed at Ferguson High School The number of
items in each category may sum to more than the number of teachers due to multiple
categories being coded within a single response.
The teachers at Ferguson believed that the principal and SBM
com m ittee w ere doing all that they could to make the school better in spite of
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barriers from the central office. Ferguson teachers even m entioned Dr.
M iriam 's leadership style, w hen asked it there w as anything at the school
w hich facilitated the im plem entation of SBM. Com m ents about her
leadership included: "She's so open, you can even be critical about som ething
she's done and not w orry about if she w ill retaliate later."
D ispleasure w ith the local school board w as not lim ited to the teachers
at Roberts, as Ferguson teachers also had a clash w ith the local school board.
The school board sum m arily decided, w ith little regard for constituency
input, th at Ferguson w ould no longer operate on a block schedule. This w as
in direct conflict to the desire of the faculty at large, the recom m endation of
the SBM com m ittee, and the opinion of parents. To fu rth er com pound the
problem , w hen the faculty at Ferguson found out that the school board had
decided not to renew Dr. M iriam 's contract for the follow ing year, they w ere
devastated. In protest, the entire faculty w ore black the day after the
announcem ent, although this w as to no avail. Several teachers m entioned
that they w ould not be retiring at the end of the year if D r. M iriam w ould
rem ain as principal for the follow ing year.
Conclusions: C ontrasts and Sim ilarities Betw een the Two U rban Schools
Table 6.8, on the follow ing page, sum m arizes how the tw o schools
com pare and contrast on each of the m ain them es discussed in the case
study.

To aid in the exploration of the contrast analysis, each them atic area
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w as exam ined holistically, and an overall rating (low, m ed iu m / low,
m edium , m edium / high, or high) w as given to the elem ents w ithin the table.
Table 6.8. D im ensions of Contrast for Roberts and Ferguson H igh Schools.
Roberts Fergus.
Dimensions of Contrast
SBM Program Structure & Alignment with the Law

((

O

Teacher Perceived SBM "Committee Responsibility"

))

((

Teacher Perceived "School Responsibility" for decision making

0

((

Teacher Perceived "Personal Responsibility" for decision making

•

((

Alignment of Principal & Teachers regarding SBM committee focus

0

((

Alignment of Principal & Teachers regarding SBM impact

0

0

Teacher perceptions regarding SBM impact

•

((

N ote. O = high, (( = m edium /high, 0 = m edium , )) = m edium /low , • = low
As seen in Table 6.8, Ferguson ratings w ere equal o r higher than
Roberts' ratings in all of the them atic areas. Since both schools were from the
same district, it is interesting to note th at in spite of an unsupportive school
board and central office, one school w as able to m ore fully embrace the
im plem entation of SBM. Under the leadership of Dr. M iriam , teachers at
Ferguson felt that th eir school had at least a m oderate am ount of
responsibility for decision making and that the SBM com m ittee was fairly
well aligned w ith the legal SBM duties. In contrast, the teachers at Roberts
were resentful of th eir lack of inclusion in the SBM process, and felt that the
school adm inistration (as well as the district level adm inistration) had no
intention of allow ing the SBM com m ittee to have a real voice in cam pus
decision m aking.
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A lthough the academ ic achievem ent of students was higher at Roberts,
this w as not a function of teachers being involved in school level decision
m aking. In fact, there appeared to be a global lack of alignm ent betw een the
perceptions of the teachers and the principal at Roberts, especially w ith regard
to the focus and goals of the SBM com mittee. Dr. O ran explained his need
for control over decision m aking at the school by referring to the legal
liability that he bears for all decisions, w hether they are m ade by him o r the
SBM com m ittee. Dr. M iriam was m ore delegatory in her leadership style.
She encouraged input and feedback about school issues, even when not
positive. In addition, she did not serve as head of the SBM committee,
preferring to rem ain "one of the gang," although she did step in to cut-off
confrontations or to forcefully argue the position of the adm inistration on an
issue. In general, the leadership style of the principals and the receptivity of
the teachers to w ork w ithin the constraints of the district are where the
largest differences existed between the two schools. Both schools appeared to
have outgrow n their sites, which seem ed to constrain both sites as resources
had to be stretched further.
A m ajor hindrance to the full im plem entation of SBM w ithin the
district w as the lack of central office and school board support for the
program . Teachers at both schools appeared to believe that the high
involvem ent level of the school board in the daily lives of teachers w as the
m ajor b arrier to the success of school level SBM program s. In addition, the
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lack of respect for th e opinions and desires of th e faculty w as frustrating for
the teachers w ho vented their frustrations either sym bolically (w earing black
when Dr. M iriam w as not retained) or politically (cam paigning against the
current school board president). Ironically, the energy that teachers expended
in these activities m ight have been redirected tow ards m ore positive school
im provem ent activities in a more supportive d istrict environm ent.
S uburban Case Studies: Cam pbell & S terling H igh Schools
Background
Cam pbell ISD is located betw een Fort W orth and D allas, and has six
regular education high schools and one alternative school. Cam pbell H igh
School is located in a suburban area, and is one of tw o suburban high schools
in the d istric t Sterling H igh School is located in the town of Sterling, a
suburban area north of San Antonio, and is the only high school in the
d istrict Both schools describe themselves as m iddle class, although Sterling
ISD has less econom ically disadvantaged students (19%) than does Campbell
ISD (29%).
The cam puses of the two schools are very different Cam pbell H igh
School is located in a built-up area, and the school has expanded to fill its lo t
A conglom eration of interconnected buildings take up an entire block; it is
over a quarter of a m ile from the m ost distant classroom to th e front office.
The front of the school faces a busy boulevard, and has been paved to form
one of three parking lots. Parking is lim ited, so teachers and students pay a
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parking fee and are issued num bered parking spaces. V isitor parking is
available on the street for a two hour lim it. There is little landscaping
around the school w hich is alm ost entirely surrounded by concrete. In
addition, the school cafeteria does not have the capacity to feed all of the
students, so vendor carts are set up in various points around the school to
sell com m ercially prepared fast food during the lunch period.
In contrast, Sterling H igh School looks m ore like a junior college. The
cam pus buildings are in a series of circles th at radiate o u t from the main
office in the center of the campus. Landscaped yards and sidew alks connect
the buildings to each other. A large stadium looms over the opposite side of
the student parking lo t
A lthough located on opposite ends of the Central Texas region, both
schools have a sim ilar racial breakdow n of their student population, 80-85%
Anglo, 10-15% H ispanic, and 1-9% African American. Table 6.9 displays the
num ber of students and teachers at each of the suburban case study schools.

School

Teachers

Students

Cam pbell

180

2950

S terling

70

1300

Both principals described their schools as having strong ties to the
com m unity, w ith a good deal of parental involvem ent. The principals both
attribu ted this to th e fact that the majority of parents w ere graduates of the
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schools them selves. Mr. Ross has been the principal of Sterling High school
for eleven years; he grew up in the local com munity and is an alum ni of the
school. Mr. Thomas, principal at Campbell, said that his school was the
oldest in tow n, and had over 500 transfer students enrolled at the school.
A lthough Mr. Thomas d id not grow up in the local area, he had taught in
the district before becoming principal at Campbell, a position he has held for
five years.
When asked about the student population at Cam pbell, Mr. Thom as
said that 65-70% go on to post-high school education of some form. In
addition, the school had produced eight N ational M erit Scholars the previous
school year, and TAAS and SAT scores were in the m iddle range. Mr. Ross
said that academics were a priority at Sterling, and over 95% of students pass
the TAAS. "The jocks are the brains at this school," according to the
principal, "and that sets a good example for the other students."
The following sections explore the ways in w hich each school has
developed its SBM program , teacher perceptions as to the level of school and
personal responsibility for various SBM activities, and principal and teacher
opinions as to how the im plem entation of SBM has im pacted decision
m aking at th eir school.
SBM Program Structure & Developm ent of the School Plan
The principal of each school w as visited in the fall of 1997. Each
principal w as interview ed and asked to provide a copy of the most recent
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campus im provem ent plan. T able 6.10 show s a com parison of the tw o
schools' SBM program structure.
Table 6.10. SBM Program Structure; Suburban Case Study Schools
Sterling
Campbell
Characteristics
Teacher Members
Parent Members
Community Members
Student Members
Principal Chairman of Committee
How often does the committee meet?
Who wrote die current campus plan?

yes
yes
yes

yes
yes
yes
yes

no
no

no
Once a month
Principal & Key
Faculty& Committee
Goals built into plan

Once a month
Assist. Principal &
SBM committee

Goals built into plan
How do you evaluate the plan?
yes
yes
Are other decision making vehicles in
place at the school?
tote. Date source for this table were the principal interviews conducted in Phase Two.
The two schools are sim ilar with regard to the structure of th eir SBM
program s, and both have elected teacher members, and the required parent
and com munity m em bers. Sterling has not invited students to participate on
the SBM committee, b u t Cam pbell has six student members. The principal
does not serve as the head of the SBM committee at either school. A t Sterling
the head is the API; at Campbell, the first teacher facilitator took over the
meetings this year.
M r. Ross adm itted that he w as reluctant to begin SBM at h is school.
He said that he had to be rem inded by teachers about the law, and that he had
been hesitant to give up control o f his school. His API had previously
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w orked at the regional service center and was fam iliar w ith SBM committee
responsibilities, so she took responsibility for the com m ittee. The prim ary
purpose of the SBM com m ittee at Sterling is the construction of the school
im provem ent plan.
There is an alternative decision m aking vehicle in place at Sterling in
the form of the Principal Advisory Council. This eleven m em ber group is
m ade up of the departm ent heads from each subject area, the head
counselors, and the principal. In contrast to schools w here teachers from
w ithin each academ ic departm ent pick the head of the departm ent, Mr. Ross
selects the departm ent heads at the Sterling H igh. The Principal Advisory
Council m eets tw ice a m onth over lunch, in contrast to the SBM committee
w hich usually m eets once a m onth, after school. The prim ary purpose of the
Principal A dvisory Council is to exam ine curriculum , set up scheduling, and
give inp ut to the principal w ith regard to school level decisions.
A t Cam pbell, SBM had been an inform al process before its formal
institution due to Senate Bill 1. U pon adoption of the law, the ISD took a
proactive role in adopting the program at the district and school level. The
ISD brought in outside trainers to w ork w ith the teachers at all of the schools
w ith regard to the duties and opportunities that SBM could offer. In addition,
the ISD developed its ow n im plem entation handbook and adopted a
resolution that SBM com mittees w ith in the district w ould not vote. Instead,
all decisions w ould be reached by consensus. The com m ittee mem bers w ere
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trained in the consensus process, and new m em bers are inserviced upon
election to the com mittee.
The com m ittee structure at Cam pbell is very w ell defined. P arent and
com m unity m em bers sit on the com mittee for one year term s, and are
selected by the school adm inistration. W ith regard to teacher m em bers, each
academic departm ent elects one teacher representative to sit on the
committee for a three year term .

To m aintain continuity w ithin the

committee, teacher term s are staggered so that only a third of the teacher
m em bers are new to the com m ittee each year.
Cam pbell does have an alternative decision m aking vehicle in place at
the school in the form of a Faculty A dvisory Com mittee, and the principal
m entioned th at he also uses the departm ent heads in an advisory capacity.
The Faculty A dvisory Com m ittee has only teacher m em bers, and its m ain
concern is school climate issues (i.e., student discipline and faculty
grievances). Mr. Thomas said that he solicits input from the departm ent
heads w ith regard to budget issues, as they are in the best position to know
the needs of the departm ent. H ow ever, the SBM com m ittee is consulted in
an advisory capacity w ith regard to final school level budget approval. The
SBM and Faculty A dvisory Com mittees m eet once a m onth, and the
departm ent heads meet tw ice a m onth.
Table 6.11, on the follow ing page, sum m arizes the teachers' perceptions
as to the level of responsibility their cam pus com m ittees have for decision
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m aking on the m andatory elem ents of SBM as outlined in Senate Bill 1.
W hile the teachers at Sterling feel th at their com m ittee has m ore
responsibility for assessing the academ ic achievem ent of students than do the
teachers at Campbell (1.32 and .82, respectively), both schools scored this item
fairly low.
Table 6.11. DMRI M eans for Cam pus Com mittee Responsibilities Items:
Campus Committee Duties

Campbell

Staling

1.32
2.17
1.64
1.83
1.42
1.23
Helping organized staff development
1.75
1.95
Creating the school improvement plan
Note. At Campbell High School 81 teachers responded (45% of the total) to the survey;
28 teachers responded (40% of the total) at Sterling High School.
The response options for these questions were: "Don't Know" = 0, "None" = 1,
"Some" = 2, or "Great Deal" = 3.
Assessing academic achievement for students
Setting campus performance objectives
Determining resources to meet campus performance objectives

0.82
1.97

Teachers at both schools gave sim ilarly m oderate ratings to the school
SBM committees w ith regard to setting cam pus perform ance objectives and
determ ining the resources to m eet those objectives. Teachers at both schools
do not perceive the SBM com m ittee as having responsibility over staff
developm ent Teachers at Cam pbell feel that the SBM committee has slightly
m ore responsibility w ith regard to creating the school im provem ent plan
than do the teachers at Sterling (1.95 and 1.75, respectively). The teacher
responses on these item s triangulate w ith th e inform ation obtained by the
principal regarding SBM com m ittee duties.
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Faculty Perceptions of School Sc Personal Responsibility for D ecision M aking
To assess the perception of the faculty m em bers at each school as to
their school's responsibility and their personal responsibility for elem ents of
SBM, the DMRI was adm inistered to the faculty in the spring of 1998. Table
6.12, on the following page, displays the teachers' m ean responses for the
schools' responsibility and their personal responsibility on each of the sixteen
contrast variables. The response rates from both schools ranged betw een 4043%.
O verall, the m ajority of item s in the "School Responsibility" category
have a m ean close to 2.5, signaling that teachers feel that each item
constitutes m ore then "some" school responsibility. The m ajority of items in
the "Personal Responsibility" categories have a m ean closer to 1.5, signalling
that these item s are not perceived as bearing m uch responsibility by the
respondents.
The teachers at Campbell and Sterling w ere split as to the areas where
they perceived the m ost decision m aking responsibility. Cam pbell teachers
gave higher "School Responsibility" scores to variables regarding deciding
faculty assignm ents, deciding how school funds are spent, and involving
parents an d the school com m unity.

Sterling teachers felt the school

responsibility was higher in the areas of selecting professional developm ent,
organizing students for learning, and establishing student outcom es.
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Table 6.12. DMRI School and Personal R esponsibility M eans: Suburban Case
S tudy Schools________________________________________
School
Personal
Responsibility
Responsibility
DMRI Response Prompts
Campbell
Setting budget priorities
Hiring staff
Deciding faculty assignments
Deciding how school funds are spent
Involving parents
Involving die school community
Arranging the school weekly schedule
Arranging the school yearly schedule
Arranging the teacher daily schedule
Determining curriculum

1.88
2.44
2.62
2.34
2.51
2.40
2.37

Steding Campbell Steding
1.85
2.71
2.42.
2.25
2.32
2.03
2.67
2.57
2.21
1.92
2.17
2.17

1.41
1.01
1.32
1.32
1.93
1.66

1.03
1.17
1.32
1.50
2.00
1.53

1.21
1.16
1.28
1.09
2.12
1.89
1.85
2.41
1.53
1.64
1.93
1.78
1.59
1.95
Selecting Professional Development
2.14
2.01
Organizing students for learning
2.03
1.89
2.04
Establishing outcomes for students
1.88
1.92
1.96
1.96
2.07
Determining student assessment practices
1.97
1.25
2.25
1.28
Determining teacher assessment practices
2.09
1.57
1.66
Creating the school improvement plan
2.46
2.38
Note. At Campbell High School 81 teachers responded (45% of the total) to the survey;
28 teachers responded (40% of the total) at Sterling High School.
The response options for these questions were: "Don't Know" = 0, "None" = 1,
"Some" = 2, or "Great Deal" = 3.
W ith regard to the "Personal Responsibility" variables, teachers at
Sterling perceived th at they h ad m ore involvem ent w ith regard to arranging
the school weekly and yearly schedule, th e teacher daily schedule, hiring staff,
and deciding on how school funds are spent; teachers at Cam pbell felt more
personal responsibility for establishing stu d en t outcom es, determ ining
teacher and student assessm ent practices, an d creating the school
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im provem ent plan, an d setting budget priorities. The inform ation obtained
from the DMRI triangulates with the inform ation obtained from the
principal interview s w ith regard to teacher involvem ent in decision making.
Focus and Im pact of SBM at Each School
As previously discussed, two person days w ere spent at each school to
conduct teacher interview s and observe the school environm ent Thirty-five
teacher interview s w ere conducted w ith the faculty at Cam pbell; thirty-one
teacher interview s w ere conducted at Sterling H igh School. The teacher
responses w ere com pared to the principals' responses in th e interview s
conducted d u rin g Phase Two.
Cam pbell H igh School has three teacher lounges, sp read throughout
the school com plex. To ensure that all possible teachers w ere interview ed,
the observers/interview ers split th eir tim e am ong the various lounges. The
teachers w ere receptive to our presence at their school, and w ere very willing
to talk about SBM. A t Sterling the teachers w ere more reluctant to share their
opinions about SBM. Several teachers made flip rem arks, like ''Y ou're at the
wrong school if you w ant to see SBM," or "W hy d id you com e here?".
However, in spite of initial reluctance to talk about the topic, the teachers
w ere friendly and welcoming.
Table 6.13, sum m arizes how the principal and teachers perceived the
focus of the SBM com m ittee at each school. O nly 33% of th e teachers
interview ed a t Cam pbell and 48% of the teachers interview ed at Sterling
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agree w ith their principal that the m ain focus of the SBM com m ittee has to
do w ith curriculum , stu den t achievement, and school level concerns.
Table 6.13. Principal & Teacher Perceptions of the SBM Com m ittee Focus:
Suburban Case Study Schools_______________________________________
Sterling
Campbell
What is the Focus of the SBM Committee?
Principal

Curriculum;
school goals

School
Improvement plan

5% (n=2)

17% (n=6)

28% (n=10)

31% (n=ll)
14% (n=5)
9% (n=3)
14% (n=5)
6% (n=2)

Teachers
Curriculum & student achievement
School level concerns
Daily operations (Le. scheduling, grounds, lunch)
Buffer between faculty & administration

36% (n=13)
5% (n=2)
20% (n=7)

To solicit input
An administratively set agenda
3% (n=l)
Don't know
9% (n=3)
3% (n=l)
Mote. At Campbell 35 teachers (19% of the total) were interviewed; 31 teachers (44% of
the total) were interviewed at Staling High School. The number of items in each
category may sum to more than the number of teachers due to multiple categories being
coded within a single response.
The m ajority of the teachers at Campbell feel that the focus of the SBM
committee is to solicit in put (20%) or the daily operations of the school (36%).
The large num ber of responses in the daily operations category m ight be due
to the fact that the SBM committee had recently created a sub-committee
which resolved a conflict regarding the lunch schedule quite successfully.
The teachers at Sterling perceive that the focus of the SBM com m ittee is to
serve as a buffer betw een the faulty and the adm inistration (9%) or to respond
to an agenda set by the school adm inistration (6%); only a com bined 8% of the
teachers interview ed at Campbell responded in sim ilar fashion.
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Table 6.14 com pares the perceptions of the teachers and th e principal
w ith regard to the im pact that SBM has at the school. The results of the
teacher interview s at b oth schools seem to triangulate w ell w ith th e principal
interviews. At Cam pbell, 73% of the faculty perceive th at SBM has at least
some im pact at the school. A t Sterling 67% of the faculty perceive that SBM
has at least some im pact a t the school.
Table 6.14. Principal & Teacher Perception of SBM Im p a c t Suburban Case
Study Schools________________________________________ ______________
Teachers: Does SBM have impact at your school?
Principal:
SBM
Don't know/
yes
no
some
Impact
no response
Campbell
2% (n=l)
yes
45% (n=16) 25% (n=9) 28% (n=10)
Sterling
4% (n=2)
some
22% (n=7) 29% (n=9) 45% (n=14)
4ote. At Campbell High School 35 teachers (19% of the total) were interviewed; 31
teachers (44% of the total) were interviewed at Sterling High School.
Although the teachers at Campbell and Sterling are well aligned w ith
each other regarding th e ir perceptions as to w hether SBM has an im pact at
their school, the w ays in w hich SBM actually im pacts decision m aking was
perceived differently at the tw o schools. As seen in T able 6.15, on the
following page, the m ajority of responses (68%) from interview ed teachers at
Campbell were positive. The m ain im pact of SBM w as seen as the committee
solicited input w ith regard to decision making.
When asked w hat the school had done to facilitate the
im plem entation of SBM, Cam pbell was the only case study school in which
teachers responded in term s of describing the various com m unication
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structures in place at the school. The teachers reported that they received the
m inutes of not only the SBM com m ittee m eetings, but the Faculty Advisory
and the D epartm ent H ead m eetings as well. In addition, the faculty
representatives on the SBM com m ittee often sent around polls to their
departm ent to get the perspectives of the teachers w hom they represent.
Table 6.15. Teacher Perceptions of H ow SBM Im pacts Decision Making:
Campbell

Steding

Administrations is open to feedback and input

11% (n=4)

3% (n=l)

Input regarding decisions is sought out

49%(n=18) 26% (n=8)

How does SBM impact decision making at this school?
Positive Responses

8% (n=3)

0

Committee ideas are not implemented

0

20% (n=6)

No input in decision making is sought

ll%(n=4)

10% (n=3)

Admin, makes decisions without consulting committee

5% (n=2)

6% (n=2)

The committee is thwarted by administration & central off

5% (n=2)

12% (n=4)

0

10% (n=3)

11% (n=4)

10% (n=3)

Committee ideas are implemented
Negative Responses

Advisory committee does what SBM should be doing
No Response/ Miscellaneous

Mote. At Campbell High School 35 teachers (19% of the total) were interviewed; 31
teachers (44% of the total) were interviewed at Sterling High School. The number of
items in each category may sum to more than the number of teachers due to multiple
categories being coded within a single response.
In contrast, at Sterling H igh school, at w hich only 26% of the teachers
agreed th at the SBM com mittee solicited input, 70% of the responses to this
question fell into negative categories. 10% of the responses revealed that the
teachers do not think th at the com m ittee solicits inpu t w ith regard to
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decision m aking, and 6% of the respondents said th at the adm inistration
m ade decisions w ithout consulting the committee.
42% of the responses at Sterling dealt w ith issues in w hich teachers felt
that the focus and objectives of the SBM committee w ere being thw arted.
The teachers felt strongly that even w hen the SBM com mittee is given the
opportunity to solve a problem , the committee is subverted by either not
having its ideas im plem ented (20%), or the work of the com mittee is
thw arted by the adm inistration and central office w hich has historically
rejected ideas th at come out of the SBM committee. In addition, 10% of the
interview ees m entioned th at the advisory committee does a great deal of the
w ork that should be allocated to the SBM committee. The teachers appeared
resentful of the conflicting nature of the committees. One teacher
com m ented that, "I was on [the SBM] committee, b u t all we d id w as discuss
w ho was going to check the TAAS scores. The real decisions are m ade w ith
Mr. Ross and h is group."
Conclusions: Contrasts and Sim ilarities Between the Two Suburban Schools
Table 6.16, sum m arizes how the tw o schools com pare and contrast on
each of the m ain themes discussed in the case study.

To aid in the

exploration of the contrast analysis, each them atic area was exam ined
holistically, and an overall rating (low, m edium / low , m edium ,
m ed iu m /hig h, o r high) w as given to the elements w ith in the table.
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Table 6.16. Dimensions of Contrast for Campbell and Sterling High Schools
Campbell Steding
Dimensions of Contrast
SBM Program Structure & Alignment with the Law

O

O

Teacher Perceived SBM "Committee Responsibility"

0

0

Teacher Perceived "School Responsibility" for decision making

0

0

Teacher Perceived "Personal Responsibility" for decision making

))

0

Alignment of Principal & Teachers on SBM committee focus

0

0

Alignment of Principal & Teachers regarding SBM impact

0

o

Teacher perceptions regarding SBM impact

o

•

N ote. O = high, (( = m edium /high, 0 = m edium , )) = m edium /low , • = low
As seen in Table 6.16, C am pbell's ratings w ere equal o r higher than
Sterlings' ratings in all of the them atic areas.

Since the schools were from

different districts, it is interesting to note that the two schools had sim ilar
program structures and a high alignm ent with the legal requirem ents of
SBM. Both principals w ere involved w ith SBM in a low level capacity,
preferring to allow their APIs to deal w ith the m ajority of SBM duties.
In contrast to the urban schools, size did not seem to be a hindrance in
the suburban schools. Even though Campbell H igh School h as 180 teachers,
the teachers believed that com m unication at the school w as excellent an d felt
w ell inform ed about w hat was going on in all of the cam pus com m ittees'
activities. The teachers at both schools seemed to feel that decision m aking at
their school w as devolved and that the SBM committees w ere fairly w ell
aligned w ith the elements required by law.
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The teachers at Sterling appeared frustrated w ith th e co-existence of the
SBM com m ittee an d the Principal Advisory Council. Sim ilar to the teachers
at Roberts H igh School, profiled in the urban case study section, the teachers
appeared to feel disenfranchised by the principal using a select group of
teachers instead of the elected SBM committee. The teachers at Cam pbell
appear to perceive th at the alternative decision m aking vehicles in place at
their school w ere m ore com plem entary than subversive to the SBM process.
This discrepancy could stem from the fact that at Sterling the activities of the
Principal A dvisory m eetings w ere not made public, w hile at Campbell
teachers received the agenda and m inutes for all school com m ittee m eetings,
so they were aw are of w hat transpired even if not present.
The proactive stance th at Campbell ISD took w ith regard to
im plem enting SBM had a positive effect at the school level. The purpose of
the program w as w ell defined, and the goals of the com m ittee were w ell
known. In addition, the m anner in which the teacher term s were staggered
and the use of consensus instead of voting seem ed to a lend a sense of
stability to the SBM com m ittee th at was not noted in o th er case study schools.
R ural Case Study: Sullivan-Ross & M urrah H ig h Schools
Background
Sullivan-Ross ISD is a consolidated school district, located betw een
Waco and Tem ple, an d has one high school. A ll of the d istrict schools and
the central office are located on a four acre cam pus, on w hich there is one
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elem entary, one m id d le/ju n io r high, and one high school. M urrah ISD is
located between Waco and Fort W orth and has one high school. T he high
school is brand new, com pleted early in school year 1997-98. The elem entary
school is located in front of the new high school. The superintendent and his
secretary have their offices in th e new high school building, across from the
principal's office. The principals of both schools described the student
population as being mostly low er m iddle class and the prim ary industry for
the school com m unities is farm ing or ranching. Sullivan-Ross ISD has fewer
economically disadvantaged students (35%) then does M urrah ISD (85%). For
both ISDs, the school district is the largest single em ployer.
The two schools have a sim ilar racial breakdow n of their stu dent
population, 95-98% Anglo, 2-5% Hispanic or African A m erican. Table 6.17
displays the num ber of students and teachers at each of the rural case study
schools. Both principals described their schools as having weak ties to the
com m unity, but the principal a t Sullivan-Ross said that his school had good
parental involvem ent considering that m ajority of parents did not w ork in
the local area.
Table 6.17. School D em ographics for Rural Case Study Schools
Number of Students
Number of teachers
School
224
25
Sullivan-Ross
255
Murrah
30
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Mr Lawrence, the principal a t Sullivan-Ross, has been at the school for
seven years. Prior to that, he w as a coach and principal throughout the state
of Texas. Dr. Pendleton has been at M urrah for the last three years. He came
to the district as principal of the elem entary school, but in the m iddle of the
previous school year the high school principal left, so Dr. Pendleton was
m ade the principal of both schools. A lthough the official principal of both
schools, Dr. Pendleton m aintains his office in the elem entary building (about
100 yards from the high school building), and delegates the m ajority of duties
regarding the daily operation of the high school to the API.
The following sections explore the ways in w hich each school
developed its SBM program s, teacher perceptions as to the level of school and
personal responsibility for various SBM activities, and principal and teacher
opinions as to how the im plem entation of SBM has impacted decision
m aking at their school.
SBM Program Structure & D evelopm ent of the School Plan
The principal of each school w as visited in the fall of 1997. Each
principal was interviewed and asked to provide a copy of their m ost recent
cam pus improvem ent plan. Table 6.18, on the follow ing page, show s a
com parison of the two schools' SBM program structure.
The two schools are dissim ilar w ith regard to the structure of the SBM
program s. Both have the teacher m em bers, but M urrah does not have the
required parent and com m unity m em bers. M urrah has not invited students
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to participate on the SBM committee, b u t Sullivan-Ross has a couple of
student m em bers. The principal serves as the head of the SBM committee at
both schools. The SBM committee at M urrah had a unique feature; due to
the sm all num ber of teachers w ithin the district, th e district received a
w aiver so that all teachers in the district sit on the district SBM committee,
and their school level SBM committee.
Table 6.18. SBM Program Structure: Rural Case Study Schools_____________
Murrah
Characteristics
Sullivan-Ross
Teacher Members
Parent Members
Community Members
Student Members
Principal Chairman of Committee
How often does the committee meet?
Who wrote the current campus plan?

yes

yes
yes
yes

no
no
no

no

yes
Once a month
Principal & the
Principal & Key
Superintendent
Faculty
Not held accountable, Three times a year, as
How do you evaluate the plan?
built into the plan
so do not evaluate
no
Are other decision making vehicles in
yes
place at the school?
Mote. Date source for this table was the principal interviews conducted in Phase Two.
yes
2-3 a semester

W hen asked how they evaluated the SBM com mittees the principals
responded very differently. Mr. Lawrence was vexed w ith TEA for
m andating th at schools form SBM committees. H e explained th at his sm all
rural school had neither enough faculty m em bers w ho were w illing to sit on
the com m ittee nor the capacity to add another du ty to the endless list that
TEA already had m andated. He adm itted that the school does nothing to
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evaluate the SBM com m ittee since all that is ever checked during
accreditation visits are the num ber of m eetings held during the year as
evidenced by m inutes of the m eetings.
Dr. Pendleton said that although all o f the teachers sit on the SBM
com mittee a t the school, they seldom meet officially. Instead, SBM issues are
dealt w ith in the course of the regularly scheduled faculty m eetings. Dr.
Pendleton said that evaluation points were b u ilt into the cam pus plan;
however, he w as vague as to w hether they are ever actually acted upon.
Table 6.19 show s the teacher perceptions of th e level of responsibility the
SBM com m ittees have for decision m aking on the m andatory elem ents of
SBM, as outlined in Senate Bill 1.
Table 6.19. DMRI M eans for C am pus Com m ittee Responsibilities Items:
Campus Committee Duties

S-R

Murrah

Assessing academic achievement for students
Setting campus performance objectives
Determining resources to meet campus performance objectives
Helping organized staff development
Creating the school improvement plan

1.66
2.08
2.08
1.83
2.33

.78
1.35
1.07
1.14
1.42

survey; 14 teachers responded (46% of the total) at Murrah High School.
The response options for these questions were: "Don't Know" = 0, "None" = 1,
"Some" =2, or "Great Deal" = 3.
In general, the teachers at Sullivan-Ross appear to feel that the SBM
com m ittee has a degree of m anagem ent for the required cam pus com mittee
duties, w ith their responses averaging close to tw o, which indicates at least
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som e involvem ent. The responses from the teachers at M urrah indicate that
th eir SBM com m ittee has very little involvem ent in decision making, w ith
the responses averaging closer to one indicating no responsibility. The
teachers at Sullivan Ross appear to believe th a t the SBM com mittee is m ore
involved in the m andatory elements then do the teachers a t M urrah; the
Sullivan-Ross teachers rated the variables .69 -1.01 points higher then the
teachers at M urrah. The responses of the teachers w ith regard to SBM
com m ittee involvem ent in decision m aking, seem to triangulate w ith the
inform ation gathered in the principal interview s.
Faculty Perceptions of School & Personal Responsibility for Decision M aking
To assess the perception of the faculty m em bers at each school as to
their school's responsibility and their personal responsibility for elem ents of
SBM, the DMRI w as adm inistered to the faculty in the spring of 1998. Table
6.20, on the follow ing page, displays the teachers' m ean responses for their
schools' responsibility and their personal responsibility on each of the sixteen
contrast variables. Sullivan-Ross teachers scored all of the "School
Responsibility" and 87% of the "Personal Responsibility" variables higher
then the teachers at M urrah H igh School.
The m ajority of item s in the "School Responsibility" category for
Sullivan-Ross have a m ean close to 2.75, signaling that teachers feel th at each
item constitutes close to a "great deal" of school responsibility; for M urrah the
m ean scores in this category were closer to 2 w hich indicates "some" school
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responsibility. The majority of item s in the "Personal Responsibility"
categories for Sullivan-Ross have a mean close to tw o, signalling that these
item s are perceived as having at least "som e" responsibility by the
respondents; the scores for the M urrah w ere closer to 1.5, indicating almost
no personal involvem ent by the respondents.
Table 6.20. DMRI School & Personal Responsibility M eans: Rural Case Study
Schools
Personal
School
Responsibility
Responsibility
DMRI Response Prompts
Murrah
Murrah
S-R
S-R
Setting budget priorities
Hiring staff
Deciding faculty assignments
Deciding how school funds are spent
Involving parents
Involving the school community
Arranging the school weekly schedule
Arranging the school yearly schedule

2.83
2.83
3.00

2.35
2.50
2.50

2.75
2.75
2.50
3.00
3.00

Arranging the teacher daily schedule
Determining curriculum
Selecting Professional Development
Organizing students for learning
Establish outcomes for students
Determining student assessment practices

2.91
2.83
2.66
2.58
2.41
2.75

Determining teacher assessment practices
Creating the school improvement plan

2.50
2.90

2.21
2.00
1.85
2.07
2.21
2.00
2.28
2.00
1.85
2.00
2.00
2.28
1.92

2.33
1.41
1.33
1.75

1.21
1.50
1.14
1.42

2.33
2.00
1.58
1.41
2.25
2.41
2.41
2.66
2.33
2.50
1.75

1.92
1.71
1.42
1.57
2.07
1.78
2.00
2.14
1.64
1.78

2.33

1.00
1.35

survey; 14 teachers responded (46% of the total) at Murrah High School.
The response options for these questions were: "Don't Know" = 0, "None" = 1,
"Some" =2, or "Great Deal" = 3.
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The responses of the teachers on the DMRI are an interesting
com parison to the principal interview s. A lthough the principal a t SullivanRoss adm its the SBM committee is m erely perfunctory, the teachers at the
school still feel very involved w ith decision making at the school. H owever,
even though M urrah has a w aiver to allow all teachers to be on th e SBM
com mittee, the teachers do not appear to perceive that they have h ig h levels
of school or personal involvem ent w ith decision m aking.
Focus and Impact of SBM at Each School
As was previously discussed, two person days w ere spent a t each school
to conduct teacher interview s and observe the school environm ent. Twelve
interview s were conducted w ith the faculty at Sullivan-Ross; thirteen
interview s were conducted at M urrah. The teacher responses w ere com pared
to the principals' responses in the interview s conducted during Phase Two.
Mr. Lawrence had inform ed the faculty and student body abou t the
date and purpose of our site visit. As a result, the personnel at Sullivan-Ross
w ere quite welcoming and expressed interest in w hat w e w ere doing. The
principal, office staff, and faculty continually checked on us, w anting to make
sure that we "felt a t home" and had everything we needed. The faculty at
M urrah had not been informed about out visit, so w hile teachers w ere not
reluctant to talk to us, they w ere a little w ary as to our presence on their
cam pus. The superintendent's office w as located across from the h igh school
adm inistrative office, which is in front of the teachers lounge. The
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superintendent roam ed the school cam pus throughout he day, and w hen he
was in the vicinity, the M urrah teachers ten ded to be m ore guarded in their
com m ents.
Table 6.21 summ arizes the principal and teachers' perceptions
regarding the focus of the SBM com m ittee at each school. While 40% of the
teachers at Sullivan-Ross appear to agree w ith the principal that the focus of
the SBM com m ittee is the cam pus plan, only 25% of th e teachers at M urrah
agree w ith the principal that the focus of the SBM com m ittee is academ ic
achievem ent. In addition, the teachers a t Sullivan-Ross are in m ore
agreem ent w ith each other then those at M urrah as to the focus of the SBM
com m ittee.
Table 6.21. Principal & Teacher Perceptions of the SBM Com m ittee Focus:
Focus of SBM Committee
Principal Response

Sullivan-Ross

Murrah

Academic
School
Improvement plan Achievement

Teacher Responses
Curriculum & Student Achievement
School Level Decisions
Student Discipline & Concerns
Campus plan & TAAS
Hire a new principal
Don't know

20% (n=4)

25% (n=4)

15% (n=2)
0
40% (n=5)
0
15% (n=2)

25% (n=4)
19% (n=3)
0
19% (n=3)
12% (n=2)

teachers (46% of the total) were interviewed at Murrah High School. The number of
items in each category may sum to more than the number of teachers due to multiple
categories being coded within a single response.
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The m ajority of teachers at both schools agree that the m ain focus of
the com m ittee has to do w ith curriculum , stu d en t achievem ent, school level
decision m aking, the cam pus plan o r TAAS. H ow ever, 19% of the
interview ed teachers at M urrah feel th a t the focus of the com m ittee is on
student concerns and student discipline, and another 19% of the respondents
reported that the focus w as on hiring a new high school principal.
Table 6.22 compares the perceptions of the teachers and the principal
w ith regard to the impact that SBM has at the school.

At M urrah High

School, 46% of the faculty agree w ith th e principal that SBM has an impact at
the school. A t Sterling only 16% of th e faculty perceive that SBM has an
im pact at the school.
Table 6.22 Principal & Teacher Perception of SBM Im pact Rural Case Study
Schools
Teachers: Does SBM have impact at your school?
Principal:
SBM
some
Don't know/
yes
no
Impact
no response
0
0
S-Ross
some
16% (n=2) 84% (n=10)
0
0
Murrah
yes
46% (n=6) 54% (n=7)
Mote. At Sullivan-Ross High School 12 teachers (48% of the total) were interviewed;
13 teachers (46% of the total) were interviewed at Murrah High School.
The m ajority of teachers at Sullivan-Ross w ho responded that SBM
had no im pact followed th at response w ith the clarification th at most of the
decisions m ade at the school were done inform ally. Thus, w hile they did not
think th at the SBM committee was very influential upon school level
decision m aking, they felt as if they h ad a personal im pact on decision
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m aking. This triangulates w ith the data from the DMRI w ith regard to
teachers at Sullivan-Ross perceiving higher levels of decision m aking
responsibility then the teachers at M urrah.
In contrast to their overall negative response as to w hether the SBM
com m ittee impacts decision m aking, the teachers at Sullivan-Ross had very
positive responses (72%) w ith regard to the w ays in which the SBM
com m ittee actually impacts school level decisions. As sum m arized in Table
6.23, on the following page, the m ajority of the positive responses at
Sullivan-Ross fell into com m unication categories (i.e. adm inistration is open
to ideas and input, the committee seeks input from the faculty, and im proves
com m unication at the school level).
Table 6.23 Teacher Perceptions of SBM Im pact on Decision Making: Rural
Sullivan-Ross

Murrah

13% (n=2)
13% (n=2)
26% (n=4)
13% (n=2)
8% (n=l)

0
0
7%(n=l)
7% (n=l)
7% (n=l)

Thwarted by administration & central office

0

36% (n=5)

Administration makes the decisions

0

7% (n=l)

20% (n=3)

29% (n=4)

How does SBM impact decision making at this school?
Positive Responses
Administration is open to ideas & input
Seeks input from the faculty
Communication is improved
School level control over issues of importance
Global focus of the committee is beneficial
Negative Responses

No Response / Miscellaneous

teachers (46% of the total) were interviewed at Murrah High School. The number of
items in each category may sum to more than the number of teachers due to multiple
categories being coded within a single response.
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The teachers at M urrah responded in an inverse m anner to the
teachers at Sullivan-Ross. 72% of the M urrah responses fell into negative
categories, w ith the majority of the teachers citing th at the committee is
thw arted by the school adm inistration and the superintendent The teachers
com m ented that SBM committee ideas w ere rarely given credence by the
adm inistration, and that the adm inistration usually m akes decisions w ithout
consulting the committee or any of the faculty. It appears som ewhat
contradictory that the teachers at M urrah w ere aw are th at the SBM
com m ittee ideas w ere not im plem ented, b u t w ere not aw are that they were
de jure m em bers of the committee them selves.
The teachers at Sullivan-Ross appeared to be responding in term s of
their ow n experiences w ith school level decision m aking rather then
according to function of the SBM com m ittee. The casual conversations that
w ere overheard throughout the school day at Sullivan-Ross em phasized the
inform al, yet participatory, nature of decision m aking at the school. For
exam ple, during the lunch break approxim ately tw enty teachers w ere
gathered in the lounge fixing lunch and chatting w ith colleagues. Two
teachers asked a question about a day trip to take the senior class to Fort
W orth. In the course of ten m inutes, chaperons w ere lined up, an agenda
w as established, and duties w ere parceled out. A lthough a formal structure
w as not used to accomplish the task, it w as handled quite efficiently.
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The faculty at M urrah w ere more negative about their level of
participation in decision m aking, but not resentful. O ne teacher com m ented,
"the principal and superintendent make all the choices for us, b u t th at's OK, I
tru st them. Besides, I have five preps every day, I d o n 't have tim e to sit on a
com m ittee an d argue w ith other people."
Conclusions: C ontrasts and Sim ilarities Between the Tw o Rural Schools
Table 6.24, on the follow ing page, sum m arizes how the tw o schools
com pare an d contrast on each of the m ain them es discussed in the case
study.

To aid in the exploration of the contrast analysis, each them atic area

w as exam ined holistically, and an overall rating (low, m edium / low ,
m edium , m ed iu m /hig h, or high) was given to the elem ents w ithin the table.
Table 6.24. D im ensions of Contrast for Sullivan-Ross and M urrah H igh
Schools
Dimensions of Contrast
S-Ross Murrah
SBM Program Structure & Alignment with the Law

0

•

Teacher Perceived SBM "Committee Responsibility"

0

•

Teacher Perceived "School Responsibility" for decision making

o

0

Teacher Perceived "Personal Responsibility" for decision making

o

0

Alignment of Principal & Teachers regarding SBM committee focus

o

O

Alignment of Principal & Teachers regarding SBM impact

•

0

Teacher perceptions regarding SBM impact

o

•

N ote. O = high, (( = m edium /high, 0 = m edium , )) = m edium /low , • = low
Perhaps the m ost interesting finding at the tw o rural schools w as that
in spite of th e m oderate to low levels of alignm ent betw een the SBM
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program s and the elements required by the law, the teachers at both rural
schools perceived that there is at least a m oderate am ount of decision m aking
responsibility devolved to the school level. This w as felt more strongly at
Sullivan-Ross H igh School, where the teachers perceived very high levels of
school and personal responsibility for decision m aking.
The small size of the tw o schools appeared to aid the inform al nature
of decision making in place at the two schools, b u t severely hinder the
m anner in which the SBM program w as im plem ented. The size of the
faculties at both schools w as quite small, and some teachers had as many as
five or six different classes to prepare for each day. N either school was
utilizing block scheduling, so this lim ited the preparatory time of each
teacher to approximately fifty minutes. Thus, the teachers were already
overwhelm ed w ith teaching duties, and formal adm inistrative input did not
appear to be a priority to the faculty members.
However, there d id appear to be an inform al process in place at both
schools that valued input in decision m aking. This w as especially evident at
Sullivan-Ross w here a form al structure w as unnecessary to ensure
participation in school level decisions. The m ajority of the faculty had been
at the school for over ten years, and appeared to self-select themselves for
duties based on ability and desire.

A t M urrah, the teachers reported that

they w ere very involved in the selection of a new high school principal.
Several teacher com mented that due to the small size of the academic
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departm ents (only one science teacher, only tw o English teachers) they had a
great deal of personal influence over curriculum . Although the faculty of
M urrah expressed displeasure at the lack im pact made by the SBM
committee, they did not express a desire to be personally involved in the
process.
A dm inistrative presence and leadership style appeared to influence the
inclusiveness of decision making at each school. Mr. Thomas was
adam antly opposed to SBM, as he felt that the program w as artificial and
unnecessary. The inform al m ethod of dealing w ith issues over lunch and as
they arose, appeared to work at this school. In contrast, Dr. Pendleton
seemed to be pulled in too many directions. H e had very little desire to be the
principal of the entire school system, and as a result abdicated a great deal of
the high school responsibilities to the API. In addition, having the district
superintendent headquartered in the high school building seem ed to have a
repressive effect on the faculty, w ho appeared m ore restrained in their
comments about SBM in his presence.
D im ensions of C ontrast for All Case Study Schools.
Through the use of com parative case studies, the different w ays in
w hich SBM is im plem ented was show n across community types and across
schools. Table 6.25 sum m arizes the dim ensions of contrast, previously
discusses for each com munity type pair, across all six schools.
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It appears that rural schools are poor at putting the m andated SBM
program structure in place, b u t w hen im plem ented in the "better" m ode as
seen at Sullivan-Ross, decision m aking is shared even w ithout the form al
structure. The urban schools illustrate how an unsupportive school board or
adm inistration can lead to frustration and resentm ent on the part of the
faculty. However, as seen by Ferguson H igh School, SBM can flourish in
spite of an unfavorable district environm ent w ith the right principal.
Table 6.25. Dim ensions of C ontrast for All Case Study Schools
Dimensions of Contrast

Fergus.

R ural

Suburban

U rban

Roberts Camp.

Sterling S-Ross Murrah

SBM Program Structure &
Alignment with the Law

O

«

O

o

0

•

Teacher Perceived SBM
"Committee Responsibility"
Teacher Perceived "School
Responsibility" for decision
making
Teacher Perceived
"Personal Responsibility"
for decision making
Alignment of Principal &
Teachers regarding SBM
committee focus
Alignment of Principal &
Teachers regarding SBM
impact

((

))

0

0

0

•

«

0

0

0

O

0

«

•

))

0

o

0

((

0

0

0

o

O

0

))

O

o

•

0

«

•

O

•

o

•

Teacher perceptions
regarding SBM impact

N ote. O = high, (( = m ed iu m /h ig h , 0 = m edium , )) = m edium /low , • = low
T he suburban schools illustrate that size is not necessarily a hindrance
w ith reg ard to SBM program im plem entation. As shown by the exam ple of
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Cam pbell H igh School, good com m unication an d facilitative mechanisms
can help overcome size barriers. In addition, Cam pbell and Ferguson High
Schools illustrate the im portance of adm inistrators giving SBM committees
pow er and control over their duties by not redirecting SBM duties to
alternative decision m aking vehicles, as was seen a t Sterling and Roberts
H igh Schools.
Regardless of com m unity type, the "better" schools all appear to have
principals w ho are w illing to share decision m aking responsibility, and
attem pt to protect the school from strong central office and school board
influences. The perception of faculties from schools which w ere "typical" in
term s of their SBM program im plem entation, w ere less likely to align w ith
the perception of the principal w ith regard to the focus and im pact of SBM at
the school. In addition, the faculty at "typical" schools were m ore likely to
believe that the function of the SBM com mittee w as being thw arted by
adm inistrators at the school and central office levels, or that the function of
the SBM com m ittee w as underm ined by the presence of alternative decision
m aking vehicles.
Sum m ary of R esults for P hase Four
This chapter provided in-depth case studies to examine how six Texas
high schools im plem ented a state m andated SBM program . Two schools
w ere selected from each com munity type, and w ere differentiated on the basis
of their being m ore "typical" or "better" w ith regard to how the SBM program
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was im plem ented at the school level.

The six schools profiled in the three

case studies w ere examined using elem ents of the d ata collected d uring all
four phases of the study to triangulate the interpretations and conclusions
developed from the data analysis. The narrative case studies provide a
picture of both beneficial and detrim ental practices w hich impact the way in
w hich the SBM program s w ere instituted.
The answ ers to the Phase Four research questions, which exam ined
how the internal school processes facilitate or hinder the successful
im plem entation of SBM, can be sum m arized as follows:
a. Teachers from "better" SBM schools perceive the focus of SBM to be
curriculum and instruction issues, w hile teachers at "typical" schools tend to
perceive the focus as being on m inor activities such as scheduling or cam pus
upkeep, operating w ithin an adm inistratively set agenda, or acting as a buffer
betw een the faculty and the adm inistration.
b. Teachers from "better" SBM schools tend to perceive the im pact of
SBM m ore positively then do teachers from more "typical" schools.
c. Teachers from "better" SBM schools are m ore likely to have
perceptions w hich align w ith the principal then are teachers from more
"typical" schools.
d. Most schools in the study have alternative decision m aking
com m ittees in place; however, according to the experiences profiled in the
case study schools, the "better" schools are able to utilize those committees
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w ithout conflicting w ith the legal duties of the SBM committee which
w hat often occurs at "typical" schools.
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CHAPTER SEVEN:
CONCLUSIONS A N D IM PLICATIONS
This study was designed to exam ine the level of im plem entation
present in a state m andated SBM program in Texas high schools. Degree of
im plem entation w as determ ined based on the level of district support th at
w as provided to the schools, principal perceptions regarding the SBM
program , and faculty perceptions w ith regard to decision m aking
responsibility. The basic tenet of this stu d y is th at the level of
im plem entation w ill be different am ong schools depending upo n the
m anner in w hich the school district supports the program , th e m anner in
w hich the principal chooses to facilitate the program , and the level of
decision m aking responsibility accorded to teachers.
Research indicates that the successful im plem entation o f educational
reform policy requires co-ordination am ong all levels of school governance
from the state to the classroom (G oldm an & Conley, 1997; W ohlstetter, 1995;
M acLaughlin, 1990); sufficient resources and local capacity to support the
reform (Beck & M urphy, 19%; M urphy & Beck, 1996; Conley, 1993); and
perceived applicability of the reform by the school change agents (Elmore,
1993; Fullan, 1993; Lipsky, 1980). In addition, level of im plem entation is
affected by the context in w hich the change is being initiated, this includes:
local political and social conditions (Lusi, 1997; Conley, 1993; Sm ith & O D ay,
1993), local com m unity type (Teddlie, Stringfield, & Reynolds, in press;
171
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Bauer & Bogotch, 1997; Teddlie & Stringfield, 1993), and local stake holder (or
constituency) involvem ent (W ohlstetter, 1995; Clark & A stuto, 1994; Shields,
1994).
The results of this study indicate th a t state level reform policies are
subject to a great deal of interpretation at th e school level. There w as not
only variation in SBM program im plem entation from school to school and
across com m unity types, but a variation in the perceptions of teachers and
principals w ith regard to decision m aking responsibility. There d id not
appear to be a strong relationship betw een the existence of SBM program
structures at a school and perceived involvem ent in decision making.
The follow ing sections of this chapter include: a brief review of the
outcom es from each phase of the study, a discussion of the theoretical
im plications of the study, an exam ination of the m ethodological and
analytical im plications of the study, and concludes w ith recom m endations
for further study.
Outcom es For Phases O ne, T w o, Three, a n d Four
Phase O ne Outcomes
The answ ers to the Phase One research questions, which addressed
district support of SBM im plem entation, can be sum m arized as follows:
a.

The types of district guidelines for SBM im plem entation varies,

and foils into four m ain categories: d istrict developed m anuals, TEA
m anuals, district im provem ent plans, an d single page sum m aries of TEA
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guidelines. Rural districts are m ore likely to utilize sim ple one page
guidelines, while suburban and urban schools are more likely to utilize
m anuals.
b.

Very little has been done to individualize SBM im plem entation.

Only tw o of the fifteen districts (one rural, one suburban/ urban) applied for
w aivers to alter SBM program structure and allow it to reflect the local
context.
Phase Two Outcomes
The answers to the Phase Tw o research questions, w hich examined
the degree of continuity betw een the required elements of the law and the
SBM program in place at the school level, can be sum m arized as follows:
a. The level of correspondence between the principal description of
the SBM program structure and the required elements varied by community
type. Principals at suburban and urban schools were more likely than
principals at rural schools to describe the membership, function, and duties
of the SBM committee in w ays w hich aligned w ith the legal requirem ents.
b. With regard to principal perception of SBM im pact at the school
level, urban principals w ere more likely to perceive the program as having
"som e" impact; suburban principals were more likely to perceive the
program as having a positive im pact; and, rural principals w ere mixed in
their perceptions, w ith three principals responding no im pact, three
responding "some" im pact, and three responding a positive impact.
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c Fifteen of the schools had alternative decision m aking vehicles in
place at the school,, which often underm ined the purpose of th e SBM
committee by involvem ent in areas officially un der the dom ain of the SBM
committee. Several principals said th at the alternative decision m aking
vehicle at th eir school had m ore of an im pact than did the SBM committee.
d. All of the urban and suburban schools had the required com m ittee
m em berships, in contrast to rural schools which w ere less likely to have
parent and com m unity m em bers on th eir committees.
e. According to principal perceptions, the m ajority of urban and
suburban schools use the SBM com m ittee to construct the school
im provem ent plan, at the very least in an advisory capacity. Rural SBM
committees w ere half as likely as suburban committees to be directly
involved in the construction of the school im provem ent plans.
Phase Three Outcomes
The answ ers to the Phase Three research questions, w hich exam ined
teacher perceptions as to personal an d school responsibility for optional SBM
elem ents and the degree of responsibility of their school's SBM com mittee,
can be sum m arized as follows:
a.

Community type had an effect on all three sets of dependant

variables. O n the Personal and the School Responsibility variables, suburban
and rural schools rated the level of involvem ent higher th an teachers in
urban schools.
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b. SBM com m ittee m em bership had an effect on the Personal
Responsibility and the SBM Com m ittee Responsibility variables.
c. The interaction betw een com m unity type and SBM committee
m em bership had an effect on only the Personal Responsibility variables.
In general, m ean scores on the dependent variables w ere higher for
the School Responsibility item s (closer to a grand mean of 2.00) than for the
Personal Responsibility item s (closer to a grand mean of 1.00). With regard
to the School Responsibility variables, rural and suburban schools tended to
have sim ilar means, w hich w ere higher than the means for urban schools.
This indicates that teachers in urban schools perceive a low er school level
involvem ent in decision m aking then the levels perceived by teachers in
rural and suburban schools.
The pattern of response for the Personal Responsibility items
replicated the pattern for the School Responsibility variables; rural and
suburban schools had higher m eans then d id the urban schools. Not
surprisingly, SBM com m ittee m em bers gave higher scores to the Personal
Responsibility items then did non-m em bers. However, it is interesting to
note th at the mean scores for rural non-SBM committee m em bers was
h ig h er than the scores for urban SBM com m ittee members on several of the
Personal Responsibility variables. T hus, suburban and rural teachers
perceive a higher level of personal involvem ent in school level decision
m aking, than do teachers at urban schools.
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N ot surprisingly, respondents who w ere members of their school's
SBM com m ittee rate the SBM Com mittee Responsibility variables higher
than non-m em bers. In addition, in contrast to their higher ratings on the
first tw o sets of dependent variables, rural schools scored lower then urban
and suburban schools on all five items. Suburban schools had the highest
ratings on all of the items in this category.
Phase Four O utcom es
The answ ers to the Phase Four research questions, which examined
how the internal school processes facilitate o r hinder the successful
im plem entation of SBM, can be sum m arized as follows:
a. Teachers from "better" SBM schools perceive the focus of SBM to be
curriculum an d instruction issues, while teachers at m ore "typical" schools
tend to perceive the focus as being on m inor activities such as scheduling or
cam pus upkeep, operating w ithin an adm inistratively set agenda, or acting
as a buffer betw een the faculty and the adm inistration.
b. Teachers from "better" SBM schools tend to perceive the im pact of
SBM m ore positively then do teachers from more "typical" schools.
c. Teachers from "better" SBM schools are more likely to have
perceptions w hich align with the principal then are teachers from more
"typical" schools.
d. M ost schools in the study have alternative decision m aking
com m ittees in place, however, m ore of the "better" schools are able to utilize
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those com m ittees w ithout underm ining th e intent of the SBM committee
which is w hat often occurs at "typical" schools.
Through the use of com parative case studies, the different ways in
w hich SBM is im plem ented in six schools w as show n across com munity
types and across schools. It appears that the rural schools are poor at putting
the m andated program structure in place, b u t when im plem ented in the
"better" m ode as seen at Sullivan-Ross, decision m aking is shared even
w ithout the form al structure. The urban schools show how an
unsupportive school board o r adm inistration can lead to frustration and
resentm ent on the part of the faculty. H ow ever, as seen by the profile
presented on Ferguson H igh School, in sp ite of an unfavorable
environm ent, SBM can flourish at the school level w ith the right principal.
The suburban schools show that size is not necessarily a hindrance with
regard to program im plem entation, and th at it is crucial for adm inistrators
to give the SBM committee pow er over their duties as seen at Campbell, and
not delegate duties, to alternative decision m aking vehicles.
Im plications o f the Study
The im plications of this study can be divided into two types,
theoretical and m ethodological/analytical.

Theoretical im plications explore

how the findings of the study fit into a larger philosophical base to help
explain the outcomes. M ethodological and analytical im plications take a
focused look at the procedures utilized in the study and evaluates which
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m ethods w ere especially useful, w hat other m ethods m ight have added to
the richness of the study, and w hat types of further research on the topic
m ight be beneficial. Each type of im plication is discussed in the following
sections of this chapter.
Theoretical Im plications
The outcomes of this study align w ith other research regarding SBM
in term s of the realization that establishing shared school governance
structures w ill not necessarily lead to shared decision m aking (Leithwood &
Jantzi, 1998; Fullan & M iles, 1992; M alen, 1990). The SBM trend grew out of
research done by Purkey & Smith (1983) to establish characteristics of
effective schools. A finding of that study indicated that schools in which
teacher inp ut helped shape curriculum and instructional practices had
higher levels of student achievem ent (1983). However, the shared decision
m aking that w as observed in these schools w as "authentic/' it grew out of
the context of the school and represented a desire on the part of the faculty
and adm inistration to share decisional pow er.
Research on school im provem ent activities that originated in
response to the findings of the Purkey and Sm ith study have found m any of
these reform efforts to be prim arily a cosmetic and symbolic response to
im posed school im provem ent agendas (Raywid, 1990). T hus, when
decentralized school governance is established by a m andate, instead of as a
grassroots endeavor, it should not be expected th at the governance structure
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by itself w ill bring about the desired changes. From the results of this study,
three general areas w ere identified w here the m ere m andating of a
governance structure w as insufficient to support changes in th e decision
m aking process at the school level. These areas are: policy fragm entation,
the social construction of educational policy, and creative non-com pliance
w ith policy m andates.
Policy Fragm entation.

Since state governm ents m ust depend upon

local districts and schools for political support and policy execution, it w ould
be logical to expect states to operate w ithin the constraints of w hat the
localities w ill accept; how ever, state governm ents tend to act w ith persistent
independence (Cohen & Spillane, 1994). The fragm entation of state level
educational policy occurs w hen the stated policy goals come into conflict
w ith the goals of co-existing educational policies or the desired outcomes of
the local school district (Lusi, 1997; Clime, 1993; M acLaughlin, 1991). In
addition, the "loosely coupled" nature of schools im plies th at there are
seldom strong links betw een the external agents w ho force change and those
at the school level w ho have to im plem ent change (Wieck, 1982, 1976).
W ith regards to this study, the policy fragm entation began at the state
level and continued to the school level. The state initiated the incoherence
of the policy m andate by requiring th at all schools institute a SBM program .
A lthough the program had existed as an option for Texas public schools for
several years, the m andated institution of the program elicited resistance at
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the school and district levels (especially in rural school districts). In addition,
the m anner in w hich Senate Bill 1 strictly outlined SBM com m ittee
m em bership and duties created a conflict w ith the inherent intent of SBM to
be contextually sensitive. This friction resulted in quite a bit of variation
w ith regard to how fully SBM program s w ere im plem ented, especially
betw een community types.
The m onolithic nature of Senate Bill 1 sought to create a school policy
w hich w ould satisfy a variety of political constituents. However, the results
of this study reveal that, w ith regard to the SBM section of law, the context
variables thw arted the standardized im plem entation of the policy. The
m anner of im plem entation w as found to vary at the district level, the
principal level, and the teacher level; there were also consistent differences
am ong all three levels as w ell as between the three com munity types.
Urban and suburban schools usually created SBM program structures
w hich were tightly aligned w ith the law. However, the urban schools
seldom utilized the SBM com mittee in w ays consistent w ith the sp irit of the
law in that true decision m aking pow er w as not often lodged in the urban
SBM committees.

In contrast, rural schools appeared to feel that the SBM

m andate was a constraint to the inform al decision m aking procedure already
in place at the school. As a result the rural schools typically lacked the
required SBM program structure even though the teachers reported high
levels of participatory decision making. In addition, schools across all three
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com m unity types were apt to utilize alternative decision m aking vehicles,
w hich often underm ined the duties and responsibilities of th e SBM
com mittee. Thus, the policy m andate neither ensured that the SBM
structure w ould be put into place, not d id it ensure that the sp irit of the law
w as follow ed in term s of devolving decision m aking.
The Social Construction of Educational Policy. The discussion of
im plem entation being affected by context, inevitably leads to an examination
of how school level choices shape the w ay in w hich the policy is ultimately
structured. Using SBM as a m etaphor w ith which to discuss the
im plem entation of educational policy, it is evident that the policy that is
developed at the state level is subject to interpretations at the school level.
From a philosophical viewpoint, epistem ology provides the context in
w hich one views the world, and a "social epistem ology" allow s the
exam ination of the social practices (in the form of statem ents, w ords, and
historical practices) which constitute the w orld view of the school and
generate action and participation in the school's pow er structure (Popkewitz
& Brennen, 1997).

In addition, since a social epistemology is unique to each

school, it stands to reason that there is no longer a single tru th w hich is
universal and standard; instead, there exists a contingent, politically
sensitive, and m utable set of possible tru th s (Bourdieu, 1990). This helps to
explain w hy so m uch variation in SBM program im plem entation was found
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in Texas high schools, even though th e duties, functions, and m em bership
requirem ents w ere established in the law .
The very nature of systemic reform requires an epistem ological shift
for the reform to become institutionalized at the school level. Since the
purpose of such education reform policies is to change the structure of
schooling by freeing individual schools to be contextually sensitive, the lack
of an epistem ological shift w ill result in a lack of substantive change. Thus,
the question is no longer w hether SBM is a "good" reform idea; rather, it is
w hether the concept of SBM is socially constructed at the school level as
plausible (Popkewitz & Brennen, 1997).
The social epistemology of a school is w hat shapes th e construction
of the SBM policy. However, organizational theorists have tended to
exam ine a school's social epistem ology from a functional not a
phenom enological perspective; i.e., focus is usually aim ed at how social
practices influence choices, not how th e social practices were actually
generated (Mitchell, 1995). If the values and social know ledge of a school is
unsupportive of the deliberative and discursive com m unity that SBM seeks
to achieve, it is unlikely that the im plem entation of program structure w ill
result in any real change in school governance.
A gain, the role of the context variables, specifically com m unity type,
play an im portant role in how a school w ill socially construct a state
m andate as their school policy. As seen in this study, the attitudes, beliefs,
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and political clim ate sharply differed am ong suburban, urban, and rural
schools. Thus, w hen the im plem entation of educational policy is examined
through the lens in w hich it has been constructed at the school level, it
becomes m ore tenable to account for, and to expect, differences among school
sites.
C reative N on-Com pliance. Compliance w ith a m andate relies on the
extent to w hich relevant technical know ledge, sufficient resources, and local
capacity exists, and the degree to which school personnel are com petent and
perceive the reform as relevant (Beck & M urphy, 1996; M urphy & Beck, 1995;
Fullan, 1993; Furhm an, Clime, & Elmore, 1991). As evidenced by the
outcom es of this study, w hen school adm inistrators are faced w ith an issue
that is undesirable, their m ethod of policy filtration may include structural
but not ideological com pliance, ignoring the m andate, o r underm ining the
process (Elmore, 1993; Lipsky, 1980).
A lthough legislators can force procedural com pliance, the lack of
accountability (in areas other th an student achievem ent) m ade compliance
for the Texas SBM program essentially voluntary. D uties, responsibilities,
and m em bership of the SBM com m ittee w ere outlined in Senate Bill 1; yet,
there w as no m echanism to ensure that both the spirit an d the letter of the
law w ere carried out. The m andated SBM school im provem ent plans are
turned in at the district level an d SBM m eetings are verified, during
accreditation visits, by checking the existence of m inutes from the meetings.
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The slippage betw een the law and its accountability w ith regard to SBM gives
school level adm inistrators the ability to m ake program m odifications that
do not support compliance w ith the law.
As seen in the results of the study, the m anner in which schools chose
to creatively not comply w ith the SBM m andate appeared to m anifest
differently betw een schools in the three com m unity types. The differences in
the structure of the SBM program s, appeared to stem from the need of urban
schools to obtain structural compliance, and the need of rural school to
m aintain their ideological compliance.

Schools are often faced w ith the

dilem m a of their survival being based not on efficiency o r effectiveness, but
on conformity w ith externally defined rules (G oldring, 1995); this w as
evident in the urban schools who typically had a high degree of SBM
program alignm ent with the law , but very low teacher perceptions of school
and personal responsibility for decision m aking. In addition, the
continuation of ru ral schools utilizing inform al participatory decision
m aking as w ell as the use of alternative decision m aking vehicles in school
from all com m unity types revealed that the SBM m andate lacked legitimacy
in the eyes of som e school adm inistrators. T hus, for m any schools, the
presence of the m andated SBM program d id not ensure devolved decision
m aking, and the lack of SBM structure d id not sum m arily indicate a lack of
decision m aking involvem ent.
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M ethodological and A nalytical Im plications
U pon reflection of the questions un der exam ination and the results of
the d ata analysis, the m ethods chosen to explore these questions m ust come
under scrutiny. Based upon a holistic exam ination of the study, certain
advantages and disadvantages of the m ethodology that w as em ployed came
to light, as w ell as several areas in which future research m ight prove
beneficial.
A dvantages of the M ethodology. The m ethods undertaken in this
study proved useful in several w ays to gather the data and make inferences
regarding the data analysis.
• The use of a mixed m odel design proved to be appropriate and
useful to answ er the research questions. Combining qualitative and
quantitative m ethods to frame the questions, the data collection, and the
data analysis, allow ed for the developm ent of a more accurate representation
of SBM im plem entation than w ould have been obtained by using only one
m ethod to guide the study.
• The use of m ultiple levels of analysis helped to isolate the effect on
SBM im plem entation.

The three levels of investigation (district, school,

teacher) allow ed for SBM im plem entation to be com pared and contrasted
across the three levels to better search for themes, patterns, and
discrepancies.
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• The use of case studies a llo w e d for a deeper exploration into the
phenom enon of SBM im plem entation. The data collected in th e final phase
of the study helped to show how indiv idu al schools filter state policy and the
m anner in w hich schools adapt the policy to the local context.
• The use of data triangulation m ade the results of the stud y easier to
verify.

The data collected in this stu d y w as triangulated in term s of

m ethods of d ata collection, units of analysis, m ethods of data analysis, and
observers. This allowed the results to be supported across the different
levels, thus, allow ing the conclusions to be built on a stronger foundation.
• Separating the schools into com m unity types proved to be beneficial.
By using three levels of com m unity type as an independent variable,
patterns of behavior, perceptions, and attitudes w ere elicited in w hat
appeared to be unique m anifestations am ong urban, suburban, and rural
schools.
D isadvantages of the M ethodology. Due to th e small scope of the
study, certain lim itations as to the b read th of the d ata collection and analysis
techniques are ev id en t
• A larger sample m ight have m ade the conclusions m ore forceful or
m ight have show n them to have occurred by chance. Selecting a larger
sam ple w ould have resulted in a larg er base of data, which m ight have lent
stronger evidence to support the conclusions found in this stu d y , or m ight
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have flattened the results such that th e patterns found in this study are not
as evident in a larger group.
• The addition of other context variables, such as SES o r other grade
level configurations, m ight prove to be significant independent variables
and offer further evidence as to the effect of context on policy
im plem entation.
• The addition of a leadership style inventory might have added
another dim ension of contrast w ith w hich to differentiate the m anner in
w hich SBM was im plem ented.

A leadership inventory m ight also have

show n if leadership patterns are consistent w ithin com munity types.
• The use of sociometric surveys m ight have shown different patterns
of com m unication betw een the principal and the SBM com m ittee versus the
principal and the alternative decision m aking com mittee. This w ould have
helped to further explain w hether the presence of alternative decision
m aking vehicles com plem ent or un derm in e the SBM decision m aking
vehicle.
Recommendations for F urther Study.

For researchers interested in

explorations in an area sim ilar to the one in this study, several topics for
deeper study come to m ind.
• As mentioned in the lim itations section, replicating this study w ith
a larger sam ple would either facilitate the em ergence of the patterns of
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im plem entation found in this study, or w ould show that w ithin the larger
population the findings of this study are not representative.
• Exploring how schools in another state have im plem ented a
m andated SBM program w ould help determ ine w hether the pattern of
results found in this study are unique to Texas or have a broader
generalizability.
• Examining how schools in Texas have im plem ented a different
m andate, such as a reading initiative, w ould help determ ine if context
differences sim ilarly im pact the im plem entation of all types of program s, or
are unique to SBM.
• Continuing the study in a longitudinal fashion, to see if there is a
change in the schools over tim e, w ould help determ ine if the nature of
educational policy interpretation is fluid or stable.
• In order to more fully com prehend the creation and construction of
educational policy and the m anner in w hich local filtration m odifies the
proposal, it would be interesting to trace an educational reform initiative
from conception, to law, to im plem entation, w ith a more focused intent
than w as done in this study.
C onclusion
Senate Bill 1 was the recodification of the pubic education system in
Texas, in w hich SBM was included as a m ethod to involve a school's
constituents in establishing school level goals and objectives.
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evidenced by the heavy em phasis on TAAS perform ance in the SBM section
of Senate Bill 1 and conversations w ith legislators and lobbyists who
influenced the content of the law, the ultim ate goal of instituting SBM w as
to im prove student test scores. Thus, social science research on the
im portance of SBM became merely a coating to m ake the intent of the law
appear m ore palatable to educational consum ers.

The results of this study

support other SBM research in that m andating schools to establish shared
decision m aking structures seldom resu lts in the authentic decentralization
of decision making. For m any of the schools in this study the presence of a
SBM program did not ensure devolved decision m aking, w hereas lack of the
m andated SBM program structure d id not sum m arily indicate a lack of
decision m aking involvem ent on the p art of teachers, especially in the rural
schools.
By m andating SBM to be instituted at all schools, legislators w ere
ignoring the possible effect of com m unity type an d other context variables
on the im plem entation of the law. T he outcom es of this study revealed that
com m unity type appeared to w ield a strong influence on not only the level
of SBM program im plem entation, b u t also on teacher perceptions of decision
m aking responsibility. Typically, urban and suburban schools created SBM
program structures that w ere tightly aligned w ith the law. H ow ever, w hile
teachers in suburban schools reported high perceptions of decision m aking
responsibility, teachers in urban schools seldom perceived high levels of
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personal, school, o r SBM com m ittee decision making responsibility.

In

contrast, w hile rural schools usually lacked the required SBM program
structure, teachers in rural schools reported high levels of participatory
decision m aking responsibility. This seemed to be the resu lt of inform al
participatory decision m aking procedures that were already in place a t rural
schools before the SBM m andate.
Senate Bill 1 also assum ed that every school throughout the state
w ould have the innate capacity to support the SBM process. This capacity
w as not alw ays present in the schools either due to the lack of district or
adm inistrative desire for the program , lack of perceived applicability of the
program to the local context, o r lack of teacher time to fulfill program duties.
A dditionally, schools across all three com munity types w ere apt to utilize
alternative decision m aking vehicles, w hich often underm ined the
m andated duties and responsibilities of the SBM committee. The alternative
com m ittees typically lacked com m unity representatives an d the principal
usually selected teacher m em bers, in contrast to the requirem ent th at SBM
teacher m em bers are elected. However, the existence of alternative
com m ittees could be a coping mechanism for a school adm inistrator to
ensure th at decisional inpu t is obtained from constituents w hom the
adm inistrator trusts and perceives as insightful, which m ay not be how an
adm inistrator perceives the SBM committee.
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The results of this study reveal the hazard of standardized treatm ent
of schools at the legislative level. The assum ption that all schools are the
sam e and w ill react in a predictable m anner does not take into account either
the nature of the schools as being loosely coupled, or the fact the
environm ent of a school (including com m unity type, SES, racial diversity,
and constituency involvement) greatly affects the m anner in which
educational policy is filtered at the district, school, and teacher levels. It is
difficult to m eet the unique needs of an individual school w ith law s that
m andate all schools to perform exactly the sam e duties w hile also prescribing
the m anner in w hich these duties m ust be carried out. Legislation that is
contextually sensitive would balance the need for schools to adapt and filter
policy to allow for the individualization of im plem entation w hile still
striving tow ards a general standard or goal.
The trend of state level school reform appears to have evolved from a
piecem eal approach to a system, or systemic, view of educational
im provem ent. However, the results of this study reveal that w hile the
Texas educational legislation attem pts to be circum spect in its conception of
school reform , it is still tends to be prim arily prescriptive in nature. This
outcom e is sim ilar to that in other states that have im plem ented sw eeping
state level school reforms. In spite the existence of a strong research base
discounting the effects of cosmetic reform efforts, the Texas legislature
proceeded to include SBM into the law as a tool to advance their ow n
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agenda, not because of a desire to ensure constituency involvem ent in
school level decision making.

The m onolithic nature of Senate Bill 1

ensured a lack sensitivity to school context variables, especially com munity
type, w hich predictably resulted in schools having a high degree of variation
in program im plem entation. Thus, the Texas experience w ith m andated
SBM dem onstrates that schools w ill tailor a program to fit their context and
needs regardless as to w hether the capacity or perm ission for
individualization is built into the program .
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APPENDIX A:
PRINCIPAL INTERVIEW PROTOCOL
S ch o o l

D is tr ic t:__________________________________

S c h o o l:_____________________________________________
P r i n c i p a l : ________________________________________
1. How m any teachers are em ployed at this school?
2. W hat is your student enrollm ent?
3. How long have you been the principal at this school?
D id you teach here before becoming the principal?
4. How w ould you describe the school com m unity?
Ethnicity, SES, com m unity type, m ajor industry, etc.
5. How w ould you describe the student population?
Ethnicity, SES, attitude tow ard learning, etc.
6. How long has this school been using SBMC? (Before the m andate?)
7. How does SBM w ork at this school?
W ho is in charge? Faculty involvem ent
C om m ittee C om position
H ow often do they meet
M ajor com m ittee responsibilities
8. Is there anything unique or unusual w ith regard to SBM at y ou r school?
W aivers, student members, etc.
Do you have any alternative decision m aking groups (i.e. Faculty/
Principal A dvisory Council, D epartm ent Head)?
9. How w ould you describe parental and com m unity involvem ent w ith the
school? W ith the SBMC?
10. H ow m uch support have you received w ith regard to im plem enting
SBM (i.e. Inservices, speakers, guidelines) horn TEA a n d / or y ou r regional
service center?
11. H ow m uch support have you received w ith regard to im plem enting
SBM (i.e. Inservices, speakers, guidelines) from your school district?
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12. W hat has the school adm inistration done to facilitate SBM
im plem entation?
Teacher leader training, inservices, innovative scheduling for m eetings
13. H ow do you, as a school, evaluate your progress tow ards SBMC goals?
14. In yo ur opinion, do you thing having SBMC has a real impact in
changing the way in which decisions are m ade at your school? Why
15. Is there anything that has n o t been touched on that you would like to tell
me about SBM and yo ur school?
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APPENDIX B:
ATTRIBUTES OF SCHOOL RESTRUCTURING SURVEY (ASRS)

Ptcue respond to each item in two w t« t Pint, circle the number (hat best describes (he amount o f w p o<uibffity )« y xMooi h u (or
each hem (Circle DK iTyou Donl Know). Second, circle the number that best describes your p tm n m l em oAwwa in ihc decisions.
1 • None sc Ail
2 - Some
3 * Crest Deal

tropic
In Item A. the respondent indicated lhat hu/her school has SOME RESPONSIBILITY lor setting budget priorities, end s/he bsa s GREAT DEAL
o f personal involvement in setting these priorities. In Item B. the respondent circled DONT JQ<fOW. indicating that s/he does not know whether
the hiring support stiiTeomponcat applies to his/her school; therefore, the School Responsibility and Personal Involvement columns were not
completed.
Don't
Know

Component
A.

Setting budget priorities

0.

Hiring stalT

School
RcxpotuihQlqr

:Q

3

. S

3

I 2 3

1 - None at AQ
2 -S o m e
2 - C re s t Deal

1 - None ai All
2 -Som e
3 —C rest Deal

D1C

£51

;

Don’t
Know

How much responsibility docs yourgehrml have fo r
How much nerannsl Involvement do you have fort

Pcnonsl
Involvement

I

2

' School
Responsibility

Pcnonel
Involvement

A.

Setting budget priorities

DK

1

2

3

1

2

3

8.

Hiring staff

DK

I

2

3

1

2

3

C .G '/b

Deciding faculty assignments

DK

1

2

3

I

2

3

DK

1

2

3

1

2

3

Deeiding how school funds arc spent

DK

1

2

3

1

2

3

F. //, ^

Establishing sshool governance procedures (school councils, etc.)

DK

1

2

3

1

2

3

C.

Promoting school wide decision-making

DK

t

2

3

1

2

3

DK

I

2

3

I

2

3

DK

I

2

3

1

2

3

Arranging the school weekly schedule

OK

I

2

3

1

2

3

Arranging sac sehool ycariy schedule

DK

I

2

3

1

2

3

Arranging the student da«y schedule

DK

1

2

3

1

2

3

Arranging the teacher daily schedule

DK

1

2

3

1

2

3

implementing new tolss for teachers (mentor, ceach. etc.)

DK

1

2

3

1

2

3

V Creaunj special programs (computer. scicnes programs, etc.)

DK

I

2

3

!

2

3

O.H j Q Finding alternative sources o f funds
10

E.

H.

|2>~i f Involving parents in the school

L Ilf
J.
1

I

K

C

Involving community/industry in the school
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3 How much responsibility docs your gchnnl have Ion
How m uch fw n an il involvement do vou have lbn

Component

Don’t
Know

1 - None at Alt
2 -Som e
3 —C rest Deal

1 - None at Alt
2 —Some
3 - C re s t Deal

School
Responsibility

Personal
Involvement

DK

1

2

3

1

2

3

Q_33 J Y Selecting professional development

DK

1

2

3

I

2

3

R_3V~3i- Developing parent programs

DK

1

2

3

1

2

3

S. 3 7,3 Y Designing wave teachers teach

DK

1

2

3

1

2

3

T . J I l o O tganainf snidentsforleamingfgradcjlaitxtc.)

DK

I

2

3

1

2

3

DK

1 2

3 '

1

2

3

V.<4 * 0 f Establishing outcomes for students

DK

1

2

3

1

2

3

W.YaJYp Creating cEmaicfculture o f the classroom

DK

1

2

3

1

2

3

OK

1

2

3

1

2

3

P J/ 3

Determining the cumcuium

Establishing student discipline procedures

2.

There are many wavs in which teachers can be involved in making decisions unlhw a school. Please a rd c the ways you have been
involved in decision-making in your school and district. Circle ALL THAT APPLY.
A.
B.
C.

I
1

Ethnicity:

Gcndcn

District-level committees
School committees
Grade-level mcciincs

D. Individually assigned responsibility
E. Informal conversation with principal
F. Site-based council

1. Block
2. Hispanic
3. White
4. Other (specify) ,

How many yean have you been at this school?

1.Mtlc
2. Fcnulc

How m inv yean o f teaching experience do you have?
1 .0 - 3
2. 4 - 9
3 .1 0 -1 4
4. IS -19
5. 30 -24
6 .2 3 -3 0
7 .3 1 What is your highest degree?
1. Bachelors
2. Masters
3. Masters -30
4. Specialist
5. Doctorate

1. 0 - I
2. 3 - S
3. 6 - 10
4 .1 1 -1 5
S. 16-20
6 .2 1 -2 5
7 .6 •WhaLgradc level do you currently leach?
1. Preschool
2. Kindergarten

3.1

4.2
5.3
6.4
7.5

1.6
9. Other(specify)_
Do you have a major responsibility al your school other than
tegular elas-room teaching? If so. please circle ALL THAT
APPLY?
1. None
2. f n tf
3. Grade-level chairperson
4. Mentor tcscher
5. O ther___________
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APPENDIX C:
DECISION MAKING RESPONSIBILITY INDEX (DMRI)
Thank you for your help with this research project.
Your participation is important co ensure an accurate
profile of your school. p l u i t r t c u m this survey co
ehe main office in che next three days.

cm

PART X:
PXeaae respond co each item two ways.
First
circle che number chac besc describes che amount of
rssponsibilicy your school has for each ices (darken
Don't Know if you don*e know). Second, circle che number
chac besc describes your personal lnvolvesienc in che
decisions.
i • None ac all
2 • Some
7 • Creac Deal
Example
Zn iceo A. che respondenc indicates chac his/ner school has some responsibility for
setting budget priorities, and s/he has a GREAT DEAL of personal involvement in setting
chose priorities.
In ieem •. ehe respondent d m r i c m n m d D O N ’ T KNOW, indicating chac s/he
does not know whether the hiring of support staff applies co his/her school, therefore
che School Rssponsibilicy and Personal Involvement columns were noe completed.
Don*
School
Personal
Know
Component
Involvement
Responsibility
2
3
A.
Setting budget priorities
B.
Hiring Staff

None ac all
How much rssponsibilicy does your school have for: Oon*t
How much personal involvement do you have (or:
Know
A.
B.
C.
0.
E.
F.
C.
H.
1.
J .

K.
L.
M.
N.

0.
P.

Creac Deal
Responsibility

Personal
Involvement
1
2
3

Setting budget priorities
H i r i n g staff
Deciding faculty assignments
Deciding how school (unde are spent
Involving parents in the school
Involving school/community in the school
Arranging the sehool weekly schedule
Arranging the school yearly schedule
Arranging che ceaeher daily schedule
Determining che curriculum
Selecting professional development
Organizing students for learning
Establishing outcomes for students
Determining student assessment practices
Determining teacher assessment practices
Creating the school improvement plan

PART 2:
Please answer che following questions chat have to do with the characteristics
of your school's campus based decision-making team.
Don*c
Yes
No
Know
A.
It has teacher members
B.
It has parent members
C.
It has community members
1 • None ac all

2 - Some

3 • Creac Deal

How much responsibility does your campus decision making team have for:
Don't
Know
0. Assessing academic achievement for each student in the school
E. Setting campus performance objectives
F. Determining resources needed to meet campus performance objectives
C. Helping organize staff development
H. Creating cne school improvement plan
PART 3:
A. Please indicate che ways chac you have been involved wieh decision-making m your
school and district this year.
DARKEN a l l THAT APPLY.
~
Campus Decision-Making Team member
District-level committee
Informal individually assigned responsibility
Crade-level committee
Informal conversations with principal or ocher
Subject area committee
administrators
B.

Do you have a major responsibility ac your school other chan regular classroom teaching?
OARKEN & U THAT APPLY.
Lead/ Mentor ceaeher
Administrative duties
Principal advisory board
Other
Grsde/Subject-lsvel chairperson
None

C.

How often does the C a m u s Based Oecislon-Haking Team meet at your school?
More chan once a moncn
Less chan one time a semester
Once a month
D o n ’t Know
Once or Twice a semester

••••«••••» OPTIONAL •••••••••
PART 4: Please answer the following items by darkening the appropriate response.
1 . ETHNICITY:
4. How many years have you been at this school?
African American
0 - 1 years
Hispanic
2-5 years
White/Anglo
€-10 years
Ocher
10 ♦
2.
GENDER:
S. what subject do you primarily teach?
Kale
English
Female
Math
3. How many years of teaching experience
Science
do you have?
Social Studies
0-3 years
Physical Cdueaeioa
4-9 years
Other
**
10-14 years
15-19 years
^
20

-

* Sxr-Scan by MEC 3IS-114S

• IQ3
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APPENDIX D:
TEACHER INTERVIEW PROTOCOL
School Name:
1. H ow long have you been at this school? W hat subject(s) do y o u teach?
2. A re you personally involved in the cam pus based decision m aking
process at your school? If yes, how so?
3. W hat is the m ain focus of the campus based decision-m aking team at this
school?
4. H as yours school or district, done anything to facilitate the
im plem entation of cam pus based decision-making?
5. Do you think having cam pus based decision-m aking has had a real
im pact in changing the ways in which decisions are m ade at your school?
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